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The thesis traces the evolution, procedure and constraints to environmental assessment in Ghana. 
It also review s development paradigms and planning theories pertainïng to environmen ta1 
decision-making and demonstrates the need for planners to respond to specific conditions in 
different parts of the world with appropriate planning theories and concepts. A contentious issue 
is the need to explore and incorporate relevant aspects of indigenous institutions and practices 
in environmental impact assessment and planning in developing countries. 
Focusing on Ashanti Region of Ghana, the thesis discusses the nature and operation of 
indigenous institutions and in partïcular, iheir ecological knowledge, beliefs, practices. and social 
n o m  that are relevant to environmental assessment and planning processes in the country. These 
aspects of indigenous institutions not only have the potentid to complement western scientific 
knowledge in a way that would improve environmental impact assessment studies and planning 
but dso encourage local participation and bottom-up approaches to environmental and planning 
decisions. 
The thesis highlights specific avenues for incorporating indigenous knowledge in environmental 
decision-making and planning. There is the need to establish assessrnent and cooperative 
management b~ards that would include representatives of indigenous institutions. In addition, the 
development of technical dictionaries and training manuals or modules based on indigenous 
ecological knowledge and practices could improve assessment and planning processes in Ghana. 
Constraints to the integration of indigenous and western scientific knowledge systems are 
discussed. One of the key constraints is the rapid and continuing loss of indigenous knowledge. 
in pan due to the spread of a global consumer culture and the effects of western education on 
younger generations. If indigenous knowledge is to be preserved and passed from generation to 
generation. it will have to be recognized by the institutions of power and influence. Plamers and 
policy makers would have to learn that indigenous knowledge is not just a relic of the past but 
is something that is important now and will be worth having in the future. In this sense, the 
integation of indigenous knowledge in assessment and planning processes may becorne part of 
the solution. Other constraints include: (a) the diffculty in changing entrenched attitudes of 
bureaucrats and politicians ; (b) powerfbl internai and extemal forces; (c) ignorance, illiteracy , and 
linquistic barriers; and (d) lack of systematic records and common measurernents for indigenous 
knowledge systems. 
Thus, the integration of indigenous and western scientific knowledge systems in environmental 
impact assessment and planning rnay require structural changes, as weil as changes in the 
attitudes and perceptions of rnost plamers, goveniments and poiicy makers in both developing 
and developed countries. Moving toward decentralized decision-making, efficient communication, 
the restoration of participatory democratic institutions and the guarantee of basic human rights 
would facilitate the incorporation of indigenous knowledge system in environmental assessment 
and planning. 
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Most developing countries are implementing institutional frameworks for environmental policy 
that are based on Western European and Nonh Amencan models, and often with funding from ' 
donor nations (Amanor, 1994). The adoption and promotion of donor policies often hinders the 
positive contribution of i n d i p n o ~ s  ystems to the development process. Therefore, policy makers 
in these developing countries are drawn towards international environmental prescriptions that 
have much stronger linkages with Western science and policy than with the socioeconomic and 
institutional conditions in their countries. The potentiai contribution of indigenous institutions to 
environmental assessrnent and planning in developing countries is often overlooked or 
undervalued. 
The Western concept of "development" is widely interpreted as necessitaiing change. and it 
is often characterized as a movement from the old to the new or from traditional to modern 
ways of life. Based on this notion, indigenous institutions and life-styles are often regarded as 
symptoms of underdevelopment and obstacles to socioeconomic advancement. Thus, they are 
erroneously viewed as excessive baggage that is borne by society with no relationship to its basic 
processes of self-preservation except insofhr as it dismpts thern (Dove, 1990). 
The views of indigenous people about nature have too often been unjustiy considered as 
somehow inherently simple, primitive, or naive; reflective of an eariier and therefore infenor 
stage in human cultural progress; and beyond this, however poetic or endearing, as completely 
irrelevant to our sophisticated modern needs and times (Knudtson and Suzuki. 1992). 
Accordingly, one coven aspect in development planning, policies, and practices in modemizing 
institutions is the depreciation and attempted alteration of indigenous cultures and life-styles 
(Dove, 1990). 
In reality, as will be noted in Section 1.1.0, developrnent does not mean a wholesale and blind 
acquisition of symbols or signs of modernity. Nor does it imply that everything about indigenous 
life-styles must be rejected in favour of a foreign or modem system. One of the catalysts to spark 
the international surge of interest in indigenous ecological knowledge and environmental resource 
management practices was the 1980 World Conservation Suategy (WCS). Part of the strategy to 
achieve sustainable development', suggested by WCS, is to recognize indigenous systems as 
sources of ecological information and to involve local people directly in the management of 
natural resources (International Union for the. Conservation of Nature, 1980). The recornrnen- 
dations of the WCS were further echoed in the publication of Our Common Future (World 
Conservation on Environment and Development, 1987). The report calls for the development of 
a science based on the priorities of local people and the creation of a technological base that 
blends both indigenous and modem approaches to problem-solving. Although these reports have 
been criticized on several grounds, they have succeeded in drawing attention to the potential role 
1 Defined as "development chat meets the needs of the present generation without compromishg the needs of future 
generations" (WCED. 1987). 
of indigenous people in environmental management. 
A similar cal1 was also made at the 1992 Earth Surnrnit in Rio de Janeiro. Critical to the 
successful implementation of principles enshrined in the Rio Declaration, especially Agenda 2 1. 
is the recognition of the contribution of indigenous peoples and their ecological knowledge 
systems (Keating, 1993). In this regard, we must reevaluate the relevance of native or indigenous 
institutions and their knowledge systems to our spintually and environmenrally turbulent modem 
lives, and in recognizing their intrinsic value. take immediate actions to honour and protect them 
around the world (Knudtson and Suzuki, 1992). 
1.1 Conceptual Frarnework 
What is it about indigenous institutions that needs to be explored in order to explain their 
potentid role in environmental assessrnent and planning in developing countries? To answer this 
question meaningfully. one has to establish a conceptual framework that gives some insight into 
the complex development problems in developing countries and the need to harness available 
local resources, knowledge and technology for national and regional development. 
Against this background, this section reviews development concepts and theories that have 
historically been applied in one form or another in developing countries with little or no success. 
as well as new or emerging development paradigms that offer a gleam of hope. The review will 
inform how the objectives of the thesis may be perceived and interpreted. 
1.1.0 The Concept and Theories of Development 
According to Bryant and White (1982), development is one of the most compelling concepts of 
Our Ume. It provokes painfùl questions about values, techniques, and choices. It raises anew the 
classical query about the nature of the "good" society. as well as the problem of who is to decide 
on society's content and coune. Because these are large and dificult problem, it is easy to lose 
them in generalizations, using the term "development" as a euphemism for change, 
modemization, or econornic growth. Development is more complex than any of these words 
suggest. 
Development is a multidimensional process involving major changes in social structures. 
popular attitudes and national institutions as weil as the acceleration of econornic growth. the 
reduction of inequality and the eradication of absolute poverty. The process is expected to 
balance socio-cultural, economic, political, and environmental needs of a population in an attempt 
to provide for their basic material and non-material needs. The goal of development is the 
realization of human potential and the overall improvement of life whilst safeguarding the 
environment (Gandhi. 1968). The United Nations Development Program's Human Development 
Report (1990) elaborates on the essential components of developrnent as follows: 
Improved life sustenance: this implies the ability to provide for such basic necessities 
of life without which life would be meaning!ess. These include food, shelter, clothing, and 
health. 
Equity issues: this deals with distributional issues. For instance, no matter how fast an 
economy grows, if only a small segment of the population benefits from it, development 
has not occurred. There is the need to reduce inequalities among the inhabitants in a given 
econorny. 
Empowerment: development entails acquiring leverage for the poor. The only way to 
have a built-in mechanism for correcting grossly unfair allocation decisions is for people. 
especially the margindized, to have influence and use it to raise their concems onto the 
public agenda and to participate in the decision-making process. 
. Sustainabiiity: implies that development should be in hannony with the environment in 
both the short and long-mn. The finitmess of namral resources requires society to 
consider the prospects for a sustainable future. This requires socio-economic and political 
sustainability . 
Thus, development is seen as an ongoing process of positive structural changes in socio- 
economic, cultural, political, and institutionai aspects of life that are in harmony with dl other 
elements of sustainability. In this sense. development must be conducted in a way that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs (WCED, 1987). 
In simple t e m ,  development is defined as a senes of quantitative and qualitative changes 
occumng arnong a given population and the converging effects indicate in Ume, a rise in the 
standard of living and other favourable changes in their way of life (Dorvlo, 1980). In trying to 
achieve this objective, underdeveloped countries have adopted policies and programs that are 
based on Western developrnent paradigms such as Growth and Modernization, Dependency, Basic 
Human Needs, and Alternative Development. A brief review of the theones may provide a 
conceptual bais for this thesis. 
1.1.1 Economic Growth and Modernization 
This was a popular development paradigm in the 1950s and 1960s. It focused on the concept of 
stages of economic growth in which the process of developrnent was viewed as a series of pre- 
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detennined successive stages that ali countries expenence with time (Rostow, 1960: Thronton, 
1982). 
One of the proponents of economic growth and rnodernization paradigm was Walt Rostow 
(1960). Writing in the early 1960s, Rostow made a number of judgements about the world 
economy, the most influentid of which was his "stages of growth" approach to development. He 
argued that aU societies have to pass through five stages of economic growth, narnely: (a) the 
traditional society; (b) the pre-condition for take-off: (c) the drive to maturity; and (d) the era of 
mass consumption. Underdeveloped countries were linked to the traditionai society stage in which 
science and technology are at their primitive, backward or subsistence stage. On the other hand, 
developed countries were said to be in the era of high mass consumption. How then could 
underdeveloped countries take-off to the era of high mass consumption and join the comrnunity 
of full-fledged developed countries? 
In economic sense, the paradigm proposed mechanization, rapid industnalization and growth; 
in the social sense, its objectives were defined as increasing individuai mobiiity and establishing 
procedures for equitable resource allocation- Social change and education were important targets 
but the focus on these issues tended to overlook the role of traditional or indigenous institutions 
and their noms. In political sense, modemization implied concentration of power, emergence and 
expansion of a modem bureaucracy dong the lines of those in Western industrialized countries 
(Huntington, 197 1 ; Higgott, 1983; Gendzier, 1985; Chazan et. al., 1985). 
Unfortunately, underdeveloped countries did not seem to have the necessary pre-requisite for 
modemization. The economic legacy of colonialism had damaged the prospects of 
industrialization in most underdeveloped countries. This is because the econornic task under 
colonial governrnents was to get raw materials out of underdeveloped countries and into 
metropolitan countries. Ports, roads, and some railroads were built to anain this objective. For 
several decades, most underdeveloped counaies served as hunting grounds for corporate 
adventurers who took out a great deai of resources and profits and left behind poverty and 
resentment. The kind of econornies that were lefi behind by colonial powers were largely devoid 
of industrial pre-requisites and practices except for Iimited transport networks (Anderson, 197 1 ). 
As a consequrnce, the establishment cost for new industries in underdeveloped countries. in the 
area of infrastructure alone, tends ta be much higher than those in the developed counuies. 
Coupled with this problem is the absence of indigenous entrepreneurs with sufficient accumulated 
capital to initiate industrial enterprises (World Bank, 1981). 
Foreign aid and investments in the form of capital, manpower. and modem technology were 
seen as the stimuli required to propel economic growth in underdeveloped countries (Pekurel, 
1987). Unfortunately. foreign aid and investrnent have distorted the development process in 
underdeveloped countries in directions that are based on extemal prototypes which are often 
inappropriate or darnaging to recipient economies (Bauer, 1985). This has kept most 
underdeveloped counuies in perpetual poveny and indebtedness. Consequently, the utility of the 
growth and modemization paradigm, as a strategy for development in underdeveloped countries, 
was questioned particularly in Afnca which was frustrated by its incapacity to progress toward 
a desired goal of societal bettement (Chazan et. al., 1992). 
1.1.2 Dependency 
The dependency paradigm offers some insight into the constraints to development in less 
developed countries. It emanated from debates over the reasons for underdevelopment in 
colonized and newly independent countries (Perkurel, 1987). In sharp contrat to modernization 
paradigm, dependency focuses attention on identifying the root causes of underdevelopment. The 
basic argument by dependency theorists is that underdevelopment is conditioned by the 
development and expansion of the econornies of developed countries to which underdeveloped 
countries are linked as a result of the world capitalist system (Prebisch, 1950; Sunkel, 1969: 
Furtado, 1973; Dos Santos, 1970; Roxborough, 1979). 
The central theme of dependency paradigm is that underdevelopment is a product of an 
historicd pattern of exploitation of impovenshed countries by more wealthy ones and that the 
link between underdeveloped countries and theu developed counterparts has worked in favour 
of the latter (Amin, 1987). In this relationship, the developed world operates like a pumping 
machine. drawing from the undeveloped countries the very resources that put the former ahead 
in terms of development (Chazan et. al., 1992). Underdeveloped countries produce mainly labour- 
intensive primary raw materials for exports at cheaper prices. In retum. they import capital 
intensive products in the form of industrial goods, technology, and skilled manpower at higher 
costs. This often results in perpetual unfavourable terms of trade; a process which Amin (1987) 
refers to as an "unequal exchange". 
In addition, cultural ties established through coionialism are said to have resulted in a new 
national elite in underdeveloped countries who, unable to identiw themselves properly with local 
values, noms, and tradition, prefer to mesure their success and stams in society by acquiring 
sophisticated taste, preferences, and life-styles of foreign origin. The result has been local elites' 
denid of d l  that is good in local or indigenous culture in favour of foreign lifestyles 
(Roxborough, 1985; Ameyaw, 1987). In this sense, the elite in less developed countries frequently 
hold a vested interest in underdevelopment through their econornic ties with the corporate system 
(Harrington, 1968). 
As a solution to the problems with dependency, adherents of the paradigm often highlight the 
need for indigenous solutions to deveiopment problems in underdeveloped counuies. The basic 
hurnan needs and self-reiiance paradigms point toward this direction and were therefore embraced 
by policy maken in less developed countries by the mid-1970's. 
1.1.3 Basic Human Needs 
The Basic Human Needs paradigm was introduced by the International Labour Organization 
in 1976 and calls for a balance in national plans between the emphasis on economic growth and 
improvements in the quality of life of citizens, especially the poor and marginalized (Streeten. 
1984). The central theme of the paradigm is that a realistic development requires the fulfilment 
of basic individual and collective necessities such as food, shelter, health, and security. With the 
satisfaction of these basic needs, it is hoped, people would progressively achieve the social and 
materiai conditions which detennine their life, work, and environment (Litsios, 1977). 
However. several questions about the basic human needs paradigm remain unanswered. For 
instance, who determines basic needs? Should the objective of meeting basic human needs be 
an end in itself or as an instrument for developing human resources? It is sometimes argued that 
the paradigm conceals a caii to revolution (Streeten, 1997). For this reason, it needs further 
conceptual refining to attain optimal effectiveness in underdeveloped countries (Pekurel, 1987). 
1.1.4 Self-reliance and Popular Participation 
The modem world first witnessed self-reliance practised in India at the time of Mahatma Gandhi, 
and China under Mao =Dong. However, the concept was brought to greater prominence in the 
international scene by the non-aligned nations at their 1970 meeting in Lusaka. The non-aligned 
nations proposed a fundamental structural transformation in national policy, leading to a complete 
withdrawal from the international economic order (Pekurel, 1987). 
In its rudimentarj form, self-reliance as a developrnent strategy requires inhabitants of a 
defined area to cooperatively undertake the building and rehabilitation of their cornmunity using 
their own efforts and resources (Frank, 1969; Gaulting 1980; Kolo, 1986). Development action 
is often called for at the local or grassroots level. Self-help, local resources and initiatives, and 
local leadership are the major instruments in this process (Matowanyika, 1991). Thus, the 
paradigm encourages the use of indigenous knowledge and local cultural attributes in 
development planning. 
1.1.5 Alternative Development 
Alternative development aims at improving the conditions of life and livelihood for the excluded 
majority, whether on a global, national, regional, or local scale (Hettne, 1982; Friedmann, 1992). 
It is the brain child of an "invisible college" of international developrnent specialists who were 
frustrated by the mainstrearn theones of development which emphasized econornic growth and 
a single-minded pursuit of industnaiization. These specialists succeeded in formulahg principles 
that they hoped would lead to a simultaneous improvement in the conditions of the poor and the 
marginalized (Drabek, 1987). According to Friedmann (1992), these principles include the 
following: 
permitting the poor to acquire the power and control over their own lives and the natural 
and human resources that exist in their environment; 
strengthening the inherent capability of the poor to define development goals, draw up 
strategies for self-reliance and be masters of their own destinies; 
refusing to compromise on issues related to the social and culturai identity of indigenous. 
native, or poor societies; 
placing special emphasis on utilizing and developing the indigenous efforts that enhance 
self-reiiance; and, 
recognizing that al1 development efforts must include women as equal panners. 
In this sense, the alternative development paradigm places emphasis on empowenng the poor 
and marginalized to enable them take active control of their lives (Barimah and Nelson, 1994). 
A basic assumption in the empowerment literanire is that certain groups in society are 
marginalized because they are powerless or lack the capacity to influence official decisions 
irrespective of their potential contribution to societal goals and aspirations (Harold, 1991). 
Empowerment approach to development places emphasis on autonomy in decision-making of 
temtorially organized comrnunities, local efforts, pafiicipatory democracy, and experientiai 
leaming (Friedmann, 1992). 
Torre's (1986) themes characterizhg the empowering process could guide both planners and 
the marginalized to pool their strengths together for development. The themes include: (a) 
development of critical consciousness; @) CO-operative group efforts to influence change: (c) skill 
development; (d) recognition from othea. Developing cntical consciousness entails awareness 
of injustices, oppression, and the way in which power structures are maintained; CO-operative 
group efforts are seen in mediating structures such as consumer, neighbourhood and community 
organisations; skilis development leads to a sense of personal value and self-csteem; and, the 
recognition from others that persona1 knowledge and experience are vdid and usehl also leads 
to a sense of personal value and self-esteem (Freire, 1970; Gaventa, 1980; Harold, 199 1). 
A basic condition for participation of the marginalized in decision-making and problem solving 
is the development of their confidence and capacity for participation (Kolo, 1986). This entails 
empowerment especially in the development of their skills, critical consciousness, and CO- 
operative group efforts. These increase the ability of the marginaiized to have influence and to 
raise their issues onto the public agenda (Bryant and White, 1982). 
1.1.6 Environmental Sustainability/Justice 
Every generation receives a natural and cultural legacy in trust from its ancestors and holds it in 
trust for its descendants. This trust imposes upon each generation the obligation to conserve the 
natural environment and cultural resources for funue generations (Weiss, 1990). Thus, justice or 
equity is an issue within the territory of developrnent planning. In this sense, theones of 
environrnental justice, particularly, justice within the environment and justice to the environment 
may be helpful (Gleeson and Low, 1997). According to Gleeson and Low (1997), justice within 
the environment relates to the distribution of environmental quality within hurnan populations. 
It goes beyond the tolerance of differences and advocates a proactive stance in environmental 
impact assessrnent and planning. It requires the culture of listening, understanding, and fostering 
others expenentiai knowledge, and could therefore guide envuonmental planners to integrate 
indigenous systems in EIA and environmental management. 
Similarly, justice to the environment is concemed with the relationship between humanity and 
nature. It is about the recognition of the duties towards nature and ethics of nature and respect 
(Rolston, 1989). It gives rise to a philosophy that links humans directly to nature and rnakes them 
part of it, not over and against it (Schulkin and Sarokin, 1996). This is based on the assumption 
thai part of Our humanity is the connection with nature and therefore, there is the need to 
confront human values and practices that degrade the environment. Thus, this theory could guide 
development planners to recognize indigenous belief systems, noms and practices that 
incorporate respect for nature-both animate and inanimate. 
1.1.7 Surnrnary 
The foregoing discussion is about failure and a gleam of hope. The failure is that of mainstream 
development paradigms such as modemization. dependency. and basic human needs to address 
poverty and environmental sustainability issues in underdeveloped countries. particularly those 
in Afica. The glearn of hope is the emerging practice of the alternative development and 
environmental justice or sustainability paradigms. 
Alternative development focuses attention on inclusive democracy and public participation. 
ecological sustainability. appropriate technology, gender equality, intergenerational equity, and 
utilizing and supporting indigenous efforts to secure sustainable livelihood. Empowerment is at 
the core of the alternative development paradigm whilst commitment to environmental justice 
confronts human values and practices that degrade the environment and focuses attention on 
environmental sustainability. In this sense. the new and emerging development paradigms provide 
1i gleam of hope. They could guide environment and development planners to recognize and 
utilize relevant aspects of indigenous knowiedge, belief systems. noms. and practices in 
environmental impact assessrnent and planning processes. 
1.2 Defining Indigenous Institutions 
In defining indigenous institutions, it is probably appropriate first, to outline the characteristics 
of indigenous people. According to Durning ( 1993), indigenous people (or "native" or "tribal" 
people) are found on every continent and in most counuies. The extreme variations in their ways 
of life and current circumstances de@ a common definition although they are often identified by 
the following cornmon characteristics: 
they are descendants of the original inhabitants of an area taken over by more powerful 
outsiders; 
have distinct but often subordinate language, cuiture, or religion; 
have custodial concept of land and other resources, in part defuiing themselves in relation 
to the habitat from which they draw their Livelihood; they often live in rural areas and 
maintain strong ties to a subsistence economy (Sen, 1992); 
have social relations that are often tribal, involving collective management of natural 
resources, networks of bonds between individuals, and group decision making; and, 
have relations that are often spiritual, routine, and histoncal and are regulated by native 
or indigenous institutions. 
Centrai to the understanding of any society are its institutions, which are the regularized. 
pattemed, and relatively repetitive processes in a society. They prescnbe relations and ensure that 
the reciprocal action of role players fit into one another (Assimeng, 198 1). Indigenous institutions 
represent established local community systems of authority and other phenomena derived from 
the socio-cultural and historical processes of a given society. They originate from local culture. 
have firm roots in the past and are variously referred to as informal. local, pre-existing, or native 
institutions (Matowanyika, 199 1 ). 
Indigenous institutions are often found at local or community b e l  and their operation reflect 
the knowledge and experiences of their people. They are easily distinguished from non- 
indigenous institutions (Table 1.1). The latter are established through forces extemal to a given 
community and have functional and structural arrangements that are fairly standard (Uphoff, 
1986). Also, non-indigenous institutions operate at national and international levels and reflect 
Table 1.1 Characteristics of indigenous and non-indigenous institutions 
Nature of operation 
Characteristics 
Ongin 
Reflec t development 
strategies of the Wesi 
Cornrnonly live or main- 




Established through forces 
extemal to local culture and 
origins 
- -  





local culture & origins 
I international levels l communjty level and often reflect 
knowledge & experience of 
a particular people 
Source: Adapted from Uphoff. 1986. 
a specific image of development followed by Western industrialized countries throughout recent 
centuries (Giarelli. 1996). In this study. indigenous institutions are used synonymously with 
national, regional. and local or comrnunity level institutions that have fm roots in local culture 
and history. 
In Afnca and other parts of the world, early contact with Europeans resulted in the domination 
of indigenous institutions by a foreign bureaucracy or non-indigenous institutions often staffed 
and run by nationais (Mair, 1967). Although after independence, the new national bureaucracies 
sought to keep native or indigenous institutions out of politics, the traditional rights and dignities 
of these institutions were presented (Anderson, 197 1). Consequently, tribal or indigenous 
authorities and systems of control and influence still exist in most Afncan countries and are the 
focus of the present study. 
According to Apter (1968). three factors give rise to the nature and organisation of indigenous 
institutions. These are: (a) behavioral alternatives; (b) goal orientation: and (c) social norms. 
Behavioral alternatives refer to systems of authority and roles. particularly, as they are 
legitimized in indigenous social and political structures such as family, the hierarchy of 
chieftaincy, the village council, and other structures entailing direct exercise of authonty. Goal 
orientation refers to expectations or philosophy of life by which individuals view their future 
and adjust their activities. An example is the basic philosophy of life in many indigenous 
societies, which is built on the perpetuation of life for al1 objects--both animate and inanimate. 
Social norms refer to the sanctioned aspects of social actions enshrined in indigenous 
cosmological patterns which are permeated by spirituality and reverence for ancestors. Culturally 
acceptable environmental ethics and practices in indigenous societies emanate from these 
principles. 
1.3 Indigenous Knowledge 
Indigenous knowledge is generally referred to as folk ecoiogy, ethnoecology, rural people's 
knowledge, marginalized knowledge, and local oppressed knowledge (Deshler, 1996). It is a body 
of knowledge built up by a group of people through generations of living in close contact with 
nature. It entails a system of classifications of natural resources, a set of empirical observations 
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about the local environment, and a system of self-management that govems resource use. The 
quantity and quality of indigenous ecological knowiedge varies among community members. 
depending upon gender, age, social status, intelIectual capability, and occupation (Johnson, 1992). 
Indigenous ecol~gical knowledge ofien takes the following forms (Bourque et. al., 1992, Agrawal. 
1995): 
Knowledge of Bioüc Materiais: an intirnate and detailed knowledge of the environment. 
including plants, animals. and naturd phenornena; 
Technical Knowledge: development and use of appropriate technologies for primary 
resource utilization, uses of biotic materials, and humane environmental conservation 
practices; and, 
. Cultural Knowledge: cultural practices and beliefs, a holistic worldview that parallels 
the scientific discipline of ecology. 
Indigenous ecological knowledge has several distinguishing characteristics (Table 1.2). It is the 
concrete expression of worldviews which do not regard human society as something separate 
from environment; instead. it emphasizes the unity and symbiosis of man and nature. It is 
checked. vaiidated, and revised daily and seasonaliy through the annual cycle of activities and 
differs from Westem science in a number of ways (Howes. 1980). Westem science has adopted 
a set of assumptions on which knowledge generation is based and by which it is tested for 
validity (Wolfe et. al., 1992). These include: 
Reductionism: understanding of a whole and complex phenomenon can be achieved in 
terms of more elemental events; 
Objectivism: the observer must deliberately separaie her or himself from that which 
being observed and leam about it through replicable probes; and, 
Positivism: what is measurable is scientifically real, and what is real is measurable. 
Table 1.2 : Indigenous Knowledge and Western Science Compared 
Characteristics 1 Western Science 1 Indigenous Knowledge 
Intellectual Hegemony 1 Dominant 1 Subordinate 
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regional, and national 
boundaries; aims at 
universality 
Specific geographical 
and culture context 
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Recognition of Source 
of New Knowledge 




Notion of recognition 
is generally absent 
Source: Adapted Erom Wolfe et. aL, (1991) 
By contrast. indigenous knowledge is holistic. subjective, and expenential in character. Also 
data gathered by Western science is often selective and based on scientific inquiry including 
tested hypothesis, whereas those generated by indigenous knowledge are more inclusive and 
based on spirituality including the inexplicable. On one hand, scientists strive to understand the 
processes of nature, express underlying causalities in theory, and hamess theory to manipulate 
the environment. On the other hand, indigenous people generally share the worldview that a large 
part of their environment is controiied by s u p e r n a d  powers. Ecological classifications that are 
based on Westem science transcend local, regional, and national boundaries whereas indigenous 
classifications are often site specific and are different in another culture. 
Indigenous knowledge is often seen to exist in a local context, anchored to a particular setting 
and at a particular time (Agrawal, 1995). Westem science has k e n  divorced from an epistemic 
framework in the search for universal validity (Banuri and Apddel-Marglin, 1993). Until quite 
recently, Western science had attained a vimially undisputed intellectual hegemony. whereas 
indigenous knowledge had been pushed to the epistemic periphenes and its utility poorly 
recognized (Kloppenburg, 1992). Westem scientific discovery often has authonhip, a notion of 
recognition, or copyright attached to it. On the other hand, indigenous knowledge is localized, 
transmitted orally, and the notion of giving individual credit is often absent (Deshler, 1996). It 
provides the basis for local level decision-making. 
Even though natural scientists have only begun to recognize the knowledge systems of 
traditional resource-dependent cornmunities, anthropologists have comrnented on the rationality 
and validity of such knowledge systems for decades (Rappaport, 1968). The work of Gibbons 
(cited in Brokensha et. al., 1980) in Sudan for example, suggests that by relying on local 
informants and drawing on their experiential knowledge, it was possible to undertake a perfectly 
satisfactory soi1 survey and mapping in a few days whereas forma1 scientific approach took 
several months. Similady, Richards (1985) who worked in West Afnca concluded that 
experiential knowledge of local people about the grasshopper (Zonocerus Variegatus) in relation 
to feeding and breeding habitat equalled that of western-trained ecologists in sophistication and 
detail. Aiso, Waiker (1985) has observed that for centuries, before the advent of Western science 
and civilization on the continent of Afnca, the Masai and other tribal herdsmen knew when rain 
would fall based on the behaviour of the Safari ant which moves to the wing phase of its 
reproductive cycle three weeks prior to rainfall. Almost three decades ago, Conklin (cited in 
Chambers, 1983:87), wrote of the Hanunoo swidden cultivators in the Philippines: 
more than 450 animal types and over 1600 plant types are distinguished. Partly as result 
of thek intensified interest in plant domestication and detailed knowledge of minute 
differences in vegetative structures, hanunoo plant categories outnurnber, by more than 
400 types, the taxonomie species into which the same flora is grouped by scientists or 
bo tanis ts. 
These experiential knowledge systems are not simply the result of accumulated passive 
observations. Often, they include years of analytical and experimental approaches to leaming. For 
instance, Swift (cited in Chambers, 1983:9 1) revealed that pastoralists in Mali who noticed that. 
with time, drinking a lot of tea made people nervous and irritable wondered as to whether the 
tea or the sugar was the causal agent. To find out the causal agent, they poured water and sugar 
on a liver of freshly slaughtered animal and there was no visible reaction. However, a similar 
experiment with tea and sugar gave a visible reaction. They concluded nghtiy that tea was the 
causal agent. 
Despite evidence pertaining to its validity, indigenous ecological knowledge is not sacrosanct-- 
it has limitations. The limitations include the following: 
through the process of acculturation, indigenous noms are no longer being passed down 
to the younger generation (Osherenko, 1988); 
lack of systematic records and cornmon measurements make indigenous ecological know- 
ledge vulnerable. It is site specific and so cannot transfer experiences easily to other sites: 
and, 
language barriers exacerbate obstacles to understanding indigenous knowledge, particu- 
lady by outsiders. Understanding of natural causalities in indigenous ecological 
knowledge systems requires compre hension of the local language. 
According io Krorna (1995), formal education in developing countries is contributing to the 
dernise of indigenous knowledge by both commission and omission. Formal education admits 
children into a new world which lies outside the traditional or indigenous boundaries of their 
communities. The prolonged absence of school children from indigenous communities deprives 
them of indigenous experieniial knowledge. Also, formal education tends to promote Western 
science and values at the expense of indigenous knowledge and values. It fails to put forward 
indigenous knowledge as worthwhile subject matter for the learning process and thereby creates 
attitudes in children that militate against the acquisition of indigenous knowledge. 
Notwithstanding these limitations, indigenous ecological knowledge seems to have sunrived the 
test of time in many indigenous communities. It is the foundation of productive initiatives of 
indigenous people. According to Matowanyika (1991). several indigenous systems have 
tenaciously survived within groups in Africa. As history unfolded to accornmodate the vagaries 
of colonial expedition in Afnca, the indigenous people managed to keep their own history and 
cultures alive in many subtle foms  while also adopting several of the extemal ideas. It is 
possible that indigenous noms and practices are changing or evolving rather than dying. In any 
case. the indigenous system should not be judged for its worth according to a static image of the 
past. 
In meraphonc sense, if the concept and theories of development and indigenous institutions 
constitute the foundation on which the structure of this thesis rests, then indigenous ecological 
knowledge is the comerstone. The thesis seeks to explore the potential roie of indigenous 
institutions in environmentai impact assessment and planning-a task that largeiy depends on the 
ecological knowledge base and practices among members of local institutions. This knowledge 
base covers al1 aspects of life and has much to add to the repertoire of developrnent options. This 
is not to romanticize indigenous ecological knowledge. This thesis favours a more baianced 
approach in trying to blend culnirally appropriate and sustainable aspects of indigenous 
knowledge and practices with Western scientific knowledge in environmental impact assessment 
and planning. 
1.4 Rationale for the Shidy 
Since the 1972 United Nations Conference on Human Environment held at Stockholm, significant 
changes have taken place in the attitudes and perceptions of developing countries and foreign aid 
agencies to environmental issues and problems. The question is no longer hinged on the necessity 
to incorporate environmental considerations in development projects in developing countries. 
Rather, the reai issue is how to incorporate environmentai considerations in planning, 
management, and the implementation of development projects in these countries. This was the 
concem of the Expert Group Meeting on Environmentai Impact Assessment in Developing 
Countries, held in Guangzhou, China between March 7-24. 1983 (Biswas, 1990). It was also the 
message that evolved when nearly 200 persons from 40 countries attended a four-day Workshop 
on Impact Assessment for International Development in Barbados, in June. 1987 (Pierce, 1990). 
Many donor nations. institutions and non-govemmental organizations have expressed the need 
for environmental assessment in developing countnes. For instance. in March 1989, The World 
Bank promulgated an official policy on environment to be followed by al1 staff and borrowers 
involved in projects in developing countries. The govemment of Canada is in the process of 
drafiing the Project Outside of Canada (POC) regdations that will define the essentids of 
assessment procedures to be followed in developing countries where Canada is a proponent or 
provides funds for a project (Appiah-Opoku. 1994). 
As a result of these initiatives, an increasing number of developing countries have adopted 
environmental impact assessment procedures that have much in cornmon with Westem rnodels 
despite contexnial differences. Yet, Westem development approaches. from modemization theory 
to basic human needs approaches that were adopted in developing countries proved unsatisfactory 
due to severai reasots, including the following (Warren, 1991; Atte. 1992; Kakonge. 1995; 
Agrawal, 1995; Mwinyimbegu. 1996): 
failure to incorporate positive aspects of local knowledge and perceptions into working 
procedures; 
total dependence on foreign ideas, goals. technology, and supervision. These were 
generally inappropriate because of differences in physical. socio-economic, cultural, and 
political contexts between developing and developed countnes; and 
expense, not only in terms of imported materials and technology but also the galaxy of 
outside experts in al1 fields needed to implement the approaches and their lack of 
cornmitment to the goals and aspirations of host nations. 
Against this background, a practical alternative to rnimicking Westem approaches to 
environmental assessment and resource management in developing countries could evolve by 
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studying and improving indigenous approaches to environmental management. In the words of 
Brokensha (19865) 'Lit is essential fmt  to examine what indigenous people know before telling 
them what to do". After dl, development, as Goulet (1975: 156) notes, "is not a cluster of benefits 
given to people in need but rather a process by which a populace acquires greater mastery over 
its own destiny". Many in the development community have corne to accept the likelihood of 
frequent failures in their work if it does not incorporate indigenous needs, concepts, and resources 
(International Development Research Centre, 1993). 
In the search for solutions to environmental problerns, environmental planners and policy 
makers may have to explore indigenous institutions as a valuable source of social, cultural. and 
biophysical information and values. With detailed interactive knowledge of their environment. 
indigenous people often have insights regarding living in harrnony with the Earth that the 
technocrat has lost (Klee, 1980). Also, the growing recognition of the limits of Westem science 
in solving environmental problems of increased complexity and magnitude has resulted in calls 
for the incorporation of indigenous people and their ecological knowledge systems in resource 
management and development (Redclift. 1987). Kakonge (1995) argues that efforts to promote 
sustainable development within the frarnework of Agenda 21 in developing countries should be 
based on re-exarnining and applying indigenous knowledge and techniques, as opposed to a 
wholesale importation of Westemized methods and ideas. The goal is to attain the optimum 
combination of the best practices from indigenous knowledge and Westem scientific knowledge. 
It is in this light that this thesis explores the potential contribution of indigenous institutions to 
environmental impact assessrnent and planning in Ghana. 
1.5 Ovewiew of G h a n a 4  Brief Geography, History, and Culture 
Ghana is located on the Atiantic coast of West Afnca and is bordered by Ivory Coast to the West. 
Togo to the e s t ,  and Burkina Faso to the north. It lies near the equator and coven 238.539 
square kilometres. Its proximity to the equator results in high temperatures throughout the year. 
Annual mean temperature ranges from 26.1' to 28.9' Celsius. Closed forests are confined 
primarily to the southwest, savanna vegetation to the north, and coastal woodland and grassland 
to the south east (Figure 1.1). The closed forests shelter over 2,100 plant species and numerous 
endangered species. Much of the country's ongind vegetation has been considerably modified, 
degraded, or removed through human interference (Dom-Adzobu et. al., l99 1). Considerable 
rninerals exist in the form of gold, diamonds, manganese, and bauxite. The country ranks second 
to South Afnca in annual output of gold in the World. Petroleurn deposits have been discovered 
in large quantities offshore. Export eamings corne rnainly fiom agriculture, forestry and mining 
activities. Thus, the country's potential as a strong economy and environmental integrity lies in 
sustainable exploitation of available land resources (Environmental Protection Council, Ghana. 
199 1 ). 
Until independence from British rule in 1957, Ghana was known as Gold Coast. The narne was 
given to this part of the coast of Guinea in West Africa by European pioneers of trade and 
adventure of the fifteenth and sixteenth century who found gold to be in cornrnon use arnong the 
native people. The fxst recorded English trading voyage to the country was made in 1553 and 
in the course of the next three centuries the English, Danes, Dutch, Germans, and Portuguese al1 
controlled various parts of the coast at different periods. A bond between the British government 
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and some traditional chiefs in 1844, gave the British power and jurisdiction dong the costal area 
of the country. Not until the nineteenth cenniry was the intenor, occupied mostly by the Ashantis. 
reached by Europeans. Britain assumed full responsibility for the govemment of the then Gold 
Coast and its hinterlands in 1901 (British Information Services, 1956). 
The foundations for a new nation were iaid by the patient efforts of European traders. 
rnissionaries, indigenous people, local elites and govemment officiais. A modem system of 
administration graduaiiy extended into the hinterland from small coastd trading settiernents. The 
construction of railways and roads provided the arteries for an expanding economy which. as time 
went on, sustained relatively higher Living standards and an increased network of social services 
(British Information Services, 1956). On these foundations, modern institutions of local and 
central govemment were gradually constructed, incorporating much that was valuable in 
indigenous practices (Ayittey, 199 1). Traditional chiefs were elected as ex-officio members to 
the colonial legislative assernblies, had authority to levy taxes. and were responsible for the 
irnplementation of govenment prograrns at the local level. British rule was marked by the 
progressive development of goveming institutions. 
Today, chieftaincy as an institution is enshrined in the country's constitution and chiefs 
continue to play a key role in the implementation of govemment programs at the local level. The 
chiefs also have a forum at the regional and national levels where they meet occasionally to 
discuss matters of regional and national interests. Thus, much of the old is still present in the 
modem new administrative set up. Today, there are ten (10) administrative regions in Ghana 
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(Figure 1.2). Ghana is now under a democratic mle with a Fourth Republican constitution 
modelled as a hybrid of United States and British constitutions. British influence continues to be 
felt in every aspect of the Ghanaian society but most strongly in language, education. and formal 
institutions. For instance, the Town and Countly Planning, Environmental Protection Agency. and 
Lands Department are modelled dong those of the British system. 
Culturally, the people of Ghana belong to two major linguistic groups. These are the Gur and 
the Kwu groups of languages found to the nonh and south of the Volta River respectively. The 
dominant linguistic group is the Kwa to which most of the languages of the peoples of Ghana 
belong. It is fixther divided into the Aknn (45%) sub-group living principally on the West coast. 
in the forest zone and on the plains of the Volta; the Go-Adagbe (9%) on the east coast, and the 
Ewe (13%) in the mid and south-est. Among the Akans, the most dominant ethnic 
group is the Ashanti. The Akan group has always lived in centralhed states under the authority 
of chiefs and kings. whereas the other two groups did not traditionally live in states but only in 
small communities under clan or lineage heads. It was only later, during the reign and expansion 
of Ashanti empire in the eighteenth century, that neariy al1 ethnic groups in Ghana adopted the 
institution of chieftaincy from the Ashantis (Boahen, 1975). 
1.6 Study Area--Ashanti Region, Some Background Information 
Anthropologists generally interest themselves in a relatively small group of people or sarnple 
that they wish to study and get to know very well (Lystad, 1968). Due to the constraints of time 
and resources, the field research for this thesis adopted a similar approach and focused on 
Ashanti Region of Ghana. Another reason is that the culture and lifestyles of the Ashantis are 
typical of Akans (the iargest ethnic group) in Ghana (Figure 1.3) . The choice of Ashanti region 
was also based on the following considerations: 
Historically the Region influenced the culture in other parts of the country as an empire: 
The Region is a late corner to colonial rule (1901) and therefore managed to retain most 
of its culture; 
Availability of historic and current records on indigenou knowledge and 
institutions ; 
Presence of major environment and development problems: and, 
The researcher's familiarity with the local diaiect. 
(a) Bioph ysical Char acteristics 
Ashanti region expenences wet serni-equatorial climatic conditions with warm temperatures 
throughout the year. Over the whole country, mean monthly temperatures never fa11 below 25' 
Celsius. This is explained by the fact that the country is close to i h  Eqcator. The hottest months 
of the year are March and April, just before the rainy season. August is the coolest month. The 
annual range of temperature for the region is 7' to 9' Celsius. 
The region expenences two rainy seasons with mean annual rainfall between 125cm and 
2ûûcm. The first rainy season is from May to June, with the heaviest rainfall in June. and the 
second is from September to October. The rainfall pattern is erratic with a dry season between 
December and Febniary (Dickson and Benneh, 1977). Four major climatic conditions are 
identified in a year. These are: (a) the main dry season--January to March; (b) main rainy season- 
-April to June; (c) pre-harvest or minor rainy season-July to September, and (d) main harvest 
season--0ctober to December. The annual rainfali is sufficiently high to allow for leaching and 
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loss of soi1 nutrieats. Plants thus attempt to preserve nuirients in leaf growth and evergreen 
species make up about half the total species in this region (Amanor, 1994). 
The region lies in a moist semi-deciduous forest zone. In its original fom, the forest consists 
of three layers or strata of trees. The middle and lower layers have continuous canopies in a 
manner which makes it difficult to distinguish one from the other. The upper tree layer consists 
. 
of scattered trees, between 35m and 45m high whilst trees of the middle layer are between 15m 
and 35m high. The trees in the upper and rniddle layers exhibit deciduous characteristics dunng 
the long dry season (November to March). The trees do not al1 shed their leaves at the same time 
nor are the trees of the sarne species leafless together. For this reason, it seems more appropnate 
to cal1 it semi-deciduous. The lower layer consists of nurnerous varieties of trees and are between 
10m and 15m high. Immediately below this layer is the undergrowth with ground vegetation 
which consists of low young trees, seedlings and herbs (Dickson and Benneh, 1977). Due to rapid 
expansion of cocoa industry in this region and the effects of bushfue and other human activities. 
very little of the original forest remains. Most of what is left is secondary forest. Apart from the 
big trees which farrners usually leave standing on their farms, the secondary vegetation consists 
of climbers, shrubs and soft wood plants. 
In order to protect watersheds, streams, nvers, and endangered fiora and fauna in this fragile 
ecosystem, about 57 forest reserves have Seen established since 1925 in the Ashanti region (EPA, 
1995). Wildlife such as the porcupine, the giant hog, leopard, buffalo, elephant, and fox are 
among the 720 species that have k e n  recorded in the region. In the region, there are few 
arnphibians and fish species. of which no quantitative information is available (EPA, 1995). 
The principal soils covering nearly the entire region are oxysois and forest ochrosof?. The 
forest oxysols are predominant, and have developed fiom highly weathered parent materids under 
reduced arnount of rainfall (Ah .  1970; Dei. 1992). Unlike forest oxysols which are highly 
leached, yeilowish, very acidic, and nutrient poor, the forest ochrosols are less leached, reddish, 
slightly acidic to neutrd, and better supplied with nutrients. These soils are generdly light and 
sandy, and thus easily cultivated (Dei, 1992). As will be noted in Section 4.4.1. indigenous 
farming systems in the region are well adapted to these biophysical conditions. 
Wood is the region's principal source of fuel and it is used either directly or indirectly in the 
form of charcoal. Only three of the 57 forest reserves in the region. covering a total area of 2.410 
square kilometres, are rated ecologically stable. These are the Onuem Bepo reserve, Dampia 
range, and Supuma Shelter belt al1 in Bekwai area. Areas where forest degradation has reached 
alarming proportion are within Ejisu-Juaben and Sekyere East districts (EPA, 1995). 
Land degradation and soi1 erosion are rampant in several areas and this is attributed to surface 
rnining. sand and stone quarrying activities, bush fires, and overgrazing (EPA, 1995). The region 
also experiences water and air pollution problerns. These result from a combination of such 
factors as population pressure, inadequate toilet facilities, and lack of proper waste disposa1 
' 0 c h m l  means 'highly coloured mils*- ochro ir decived frorn a Greek word rneaning well coloured. 
facilities for industrial and domestic waste treatment. In urban centres such as Kumasi. Marnpong. 
Kumawu, and Obuasi, untreated domestic and industrial waste are dumped in such rives as 
Subin, Oda, Kwabrafo and Pompora Riven which serve as sources of dnnking water for sections 
of the population. The problem of water pollution is cornpounded by frequent use of chernicals 
for inland fishing. Air pollution in the region is quite localised in rnining and industrial areas 
such as Kumasi, Obuasi, and Asonornaso. The pollutants include dust, carbon monoxide, sulphur 
dioxide. and arsenic oxides. For instance, in Obuasi, as a result of the roasting operation in a gold 
mine, huge volumes of toxic arsenous oxide and sulphur oxides smoke pours incessantly out of 
the 186 foot mine chimney rendering the surrounding countryside barren. A recent experiment 
revealed a high proportion of arsenic concentration in human hair in Obuasi (EPA, 1995). 
(b) Economic Characteristics 
Agriculture is the dominant primary economic activity in the region employing over 77% of 
the region's population and about 9096 of the rural population. Farming is mostly on a small 
scale depending largely on slash-and-burn using simple implements such as the hoe, axe, and 
cutlass. There are onty a few large-scale commercial farming activities mostly concenuated in 
the northern sector of the region (Dickson and Benneh. 1977). Livestock, cash and food crops 
production are the major agriculniral activities in the region. The traditional cash crops include 
cocoa. coffee, cola, avocado, pea and citrus fmits. Other crops grown are ginger, bast fibre and 
sugar-cane. The food crops cultivated are maize, cassava, rice, yarn, cocoyam and plantain. 
Cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and poultry are raised on a limited scale (EPA, 1995). 
There are over 4,000 manufacturing industries in Ghana (EPC, 1990). Half of these industries 
are classified as either medium or large scale. Ashanti Region has almost 25% of the total 
industries in Ghana. Large-scale industries in the region are mostly concentrated in urban centres 
and include mining, fumiture, s a d l s ,  and agro-industries. Traditional industries are scattered 
throughout the region and include the followinp: wood carving: pottery and ceramics; kente 
weaving and dyeing; and palm oil making. 
(c) Social Characteristics 
With a total population of 2,090,100, Ashanti region accounts for 17% of the entire population 
of the country with a population density of 86 persons per square kilometre compared to the 
average national population density of 5 1 persons per square kilornetre. The region's population 
is predominantly rural; nearly 80% of the population lives in small towns, villages, and hamlets 
(EPA, 1995). 
The region has twenty-one traditional councils with a very nch cultural heritage. The King of 
Ashanti (Asantehene) is the traditional head of the Ashanti Kingdom. The administrative 
headquarters of the kingdom is Kumasi. The King rules the region through paramount chiefs and 
subchiefs. He occupies a Golden Stool which, according to history, contains the souls of ail 
Ashantis. The stool unites the Ashantis and it is believed to have acted as the basis for Ashanti 
empire until British colonial rule of the region began in 1901 (EPA, 1995). 
1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
The thesis is divided into six Chapters. Chapter 1 provides a conceptual background of issues that 
are examined and expanded upon in the rest of the thesis. These include the concept and theories 
of development, indigenous institutions and their knowledge systems, and the rationale for the 
study and choice of study area. Chapter 2 is divided into two sections. The first section reviews 
the concept of environmental assessment and its logical Iinks with land use planning. As well, 
the section discusses planning theories underlying environmental impact assessment and the need 
to incorporate relevant aspects of indigenous knowledge and practices in assessment and 
planning. The second section reviews the evolution, procedure and constraints to environmental 
impact assessment in Ghana. 
Chapter 3 provides an explanation of the approach used to investigate the research objectives. 
It discusses the research design, field research, and analysis and presentation of data. The 
research methods used at each stage of the research process are also discussed. Limitations of 
the methods are outlined and discussed at the end of the chapter. Chapter 4 presents three sets 
of research findings. These are the result of intentiews conducted with: (a) village elders: (b) 
indigenous healers, hunters and farmers: and (c) govemment officiais, academicians. 
environmentalists, and nongovemmental organizations respectively. Based on the research 
findings, Chapter 5 discusses aspects of indigenous institutions that are relevant to assessment 
and planning in Ghana. Chapter 6 provides a sumrnary of key findings that address the research 
objectives. It also provides conclusions from the study and directions for future research. 
Chapter Two 
THEORETICAL ORIENTATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL (IMPACT) ASSESSMENT: 
IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPLNG COUNTRIES 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter is divided into two sections. The fxst section reviews the concept of 
environmental impact assessment and its logical links with land use planning. As well, the section 
discusses planning theories undedying environmental impact assessment and the need to 
incorporate relevant aspects of indigenous knowledge in assessment and planning processes. The 
second section reviews the evolution, procedure and constraints to environmental impact 
assessment in Ghana. The discussion explores openings for the integration of indigenous 
knowledge system in environmental impact assessrnent and planning processes. The chapter is 
largely based on reviewed literature. 
2.1 The Concept of Environmental (Impact) Assessrnent 
Al1 ecosystems have a threshoid of tolerance for pollution and disturbance beyond which the 
system may suffer anything from temporary upseis in quality to complete destruction which often 
results in public outcry (Fortlage, 1990). Such outcnes in the United States resulted in the 
enactment of an environmental legislation by Congress in 1969. The United States became the 
first country to establish environmental impact assessment process in 1970 when President 
Richard M. Nixon signed into law the National Environmental Poliry Act of 1969 (Couch, 1993). 
In subsequent years, environmentai impact assessment processes in various foms have been 
introduced in many other countries and junsdictions, and have been accepted by the World Bank 
and other bilateral agencies, and inter-govemmental bodies (Tolba et al.. 1992). These range from 
mandatory regulations, acts or statutes which are generally enforced by requinng the preparation 
of Environmentai Kmpact Statement (EIS), to guidelines which are not cnforceable but generally 
impose obligations on proponents (Figure 2.1). Other legislation allows govemment officiais to 
require EIS to be prepared at their discretion. Elsewhere EIS are prepared in an ad hoc manner, 
often because they are required by donor agencies such as The World Bank, USAID. or CIDA. 
There is no generaily agreed or universal definition of environmental assessment. The 
vocabulary and defmition of environmental assessment is still in a state of development and 
consolidation. Its practitioners tend to give their own meanings to words and phrases (Fortlage. 
1990). For instance, Environmental Assessment is often used synonymousIy with Environmental 
Impact Assessment (Beaniands and Duinker, 1983), though the two differ in scope and potential 
effectiveness. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) focuses on the prediction and assessment 
of environmental impacts, and the mitigation of those impacts, usually on a project-specific 
basis whereas Environmentai Assessment (EA) attempts to understand interacting elements and 
processes of the environment including human activities for decision-making purposes and is 
undertaken at various stages of management, planning, and policy-making (Gardner. 1989). 
Fortlage (1 990) argues that there is no absolute definition of environmenial assessment as a single 
concept. It is a compound term embodying ideas and techniques which have developed over the 
years as a result of increasing concem with the dire consequences of human interference with the 
environment, and has been variously defined as follows: 
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a process or a set of activities designed to contribute pertinent environmental information 
to project or program decision-making. In doing so, it attempts to predict or measure the 
environmental effects of specific human activities or do both, and to investigate and 
propose means of mitigating those effects (Beanlands and Duinker, 1983). 
an activity designed to identify and predict the impact on the bio-geophysical environment 
and on human health and well-behg of legislative proposds, policies, programs, prcjects 
and operational procedures, and to interpret and communicate information about the 
impacts (Munn, 1985). 
a vehicle for incorporating environmental considerations dong with conventional 
technical, financial, socio-economic, cultural and political considerations in decision- 
making (Gibson, 1993). 
In view of the variety of definitions that environmental assessment enjoys, it is helpful to 
define its components. Theoretically, the term "environment" encompasses both the naniral and 
human cornponents of the environment and their inter-relationships (Canadian Environment 
Assessrnent Research Council, 1988). The term "impact" is considered synonymous with effects 
and their significance (Fortiage, 1990). This is cnticaily discussed by experts. During and after 
development, impact is calculated ideally as the difference between the measured condition of 
the variable of interest with developrnent, and the expected condition without development 
(Duinker, 1989). Several types of impacts are identified by Glasson e t  ai., (1994). These include: 
(a) direct and indirect impacts; (b) cumuiative impacts; (c) adverse and beneficial impacts; (d) 
actual and perceived impacts; and (e) revenible and irreversible impacts. According to Lawrence 
(1994), the "assessment" component of EA involves the following: 
Analysis -- data collection and compilation, the idenfication of effects and interactions 
among effects, and description, measurernent and prediction of effects and interactions 
among effects (Armour, 1990). 
Synthesis -- the interpretation of the significance of effects and interactions arnong 
effects, and the aggregation and evaluation of individual and cumulative effects. both with 
and without mitigation (Westrnan, 1985: Annour 1990). 
Management - mitigation, compensation and local benefits, the management of predicted 
impacts, monitoring and contingency measures, communications, and consultation 
activities (Amour, 1990). 
Thus. environmental assessment is essentially a comprehensive approach to decision-making 
in which analysis, synthesis. and management of predicted impacts of development policies or 
programs and projects play major roles. The overall purpose is to prevent biophysical and socio- 
economic damage through eniightened decision-making and ecological rehabilitation. According 
to Gibson (1993), an ided environmental assessment process involves the following: 
Identification of the purpose of undertaking. This involves examination or clarification 
of the need or opportunity to be served and the determination of initial scope of inquiry: 
Identification of reasonable alternatives to the undertaking. This involves delineation of 
possible means of meeting a defined need or opportunity. and the elimination of options 
that are not feasible; 
Assessrnent of alternatives to the undertaking. This involves identification and study of 
existing environment that may be affected, prediction of potential effects, identification 
of reasonable mitigation options, and the evaluation of potential non-mitigable effects and 
risks in areas of uncertainty; 
Selection and elaboration of preferred alternatives. This involves cornparison of 
alternatives and identification of preferred altemative(s), as weU as detailed planning and 
mitigation measures; 
Documentation and subrnission of assessment and proposal. This involves preparation of 
the assessment document and subrnission to approval agency, and public notice; 
Review of assessment and proposal. At this stage, the assessment document is reviewed 
by govemment agencies and interested public. This may involve public hearings and other 
dispute resolution procedures. Conclusions are drawn by a review panel or agency; 
Decision of approval, rejection. or approval with terms and conditions, or subsequent 
specific approval where required; and, 
Implementation and monitoring. This stage involves implementation including mitigation. 
monitoring of actual effects and cornpliance with commitments and conditions of 
approval. correction, and re-evaluation. 
Thus. an ideal environmentd assessment process is comprehensive, proactive, and participatory 
with obligatory examination of alternatives. It guides, encourages, and forces environmentai 
responsibility into al1 stages of the conception, planning and approval of environmentally 
significant undertakings. It encourages public involvement and pays careful attention to matters 
of public concem. This is desirable to combat possible narrow biases of proponents. A broad 
public involvement is also desirable because environmentd assessment is a useful leaming 
process for everyone. However, due to the confusion associated with the term "environmental 
assessment" this thesis uses the term synonymously with "environmental impact assessrnent and 
phniog"  and "assessment." These terms incorporate broader planning issues. 
2.2 Planning Theones Underpinning Environmental Impact Assessrnent Practice 
Although there is no clear evidence that environmental impact assessment in the USA or 
elsewhere emerged out of land use planning practice, procedurally and technically, the two seem 
to have a great deal in cornrnon (Amour, 1990; Lawrence, 1992). Both land use planning and 
environmental impact assessment evolved quite separately but in similar directions and with a 
common purpose. 
The approach to land use planning in many jurisdicûons, including Ghana, centres on two 
major activities: (a) the preparation of offciai or master plans for areas under local or regional 
govemment jurisdiction; and @) development approvals for specific land uses based on socio- 
culnual, economic, political. and biophysical considerations. Thus, both land use planning and 
environmental impact assessment are anticipatory in the sense that they precede decision-making 
and share the goal of broadening and improving decision-making beyond the narrow technical 
and economic agenda of considerations. In the initial stages of their development, both disciplines 
emphasized biophysical and spatial considerations. Over Ume, the orientation of both fields has 
broadened to encompass a range of social, cultural. economic, institutional and political concems. 
Again. both land use planning and environmental impact assessment have struggled with many 
of the same issues including, for example, the role of the public and the potential for reconciling 
conflicting values (Lawrence, 1992; Appiah-Opoku, 1994). It is therefore not surpnsing that 
theories that underpin land use planning also provide reasonable basis for exarnining 
environmental impact assessment practice (Appiah-Opoku, 1994). 
Faludi (1973) classifies planning theories into two major categorïes: Subsrantive and 
Procedural. Substantive planning theories deal with the subject matter (what) of planning and the 
subjects (for whom) of planning. In contrast, procedurai planning theories are concemed with the 
planning process and organizatïonal forms of planning (Alexander, 1986). Hudson ( 1979) and 
Friedmann ( L 987) identify five major procedural planning theories that could provide the basis 
for exarnining environmental decision-making. These are: SynopticRational Comprehensive. 
Incremental. Transactive, Advocacy, and Social Learning. 
2.2.1 Synoptic/Rational Comprehensive 
The Synoptic or Rational Comprehensive is the dominant theory in planning practice and the 
point of departure for most planning approaches (Hudson, 1979). Despite many yeûrs of 
criticisms, it continues to be unyieldingly present in the practice of environmental planning 
(Lawrence, 1992). Bnassoulis (1989). identifies the following process as the thnist of this theory: 
objective and exhaustive analysis of the environrnentai and sociwconomic conditions dong the 
lines of a systems analytic frarnework; identification and formulation of alternative solutions to 
environmental problems; and selection of the best solution that meets objective scientific cnteria. 
The process is sirnilar to most environmental impact assessrnent which also involves 
identification of the purpose of the undertaking, alternatives to the undertaking, selection and 
elaboration of preferred alternative, and implementation and monitoring. 
In its quest to be more scientific, Synoptic/Rational Comprehensive theory relies heavily on 
quantitative techniques such as cost-benefit anaiysis, pre-project experiments, statistical analysis. 
and trend extrapolations (Field and MacGregor, 1987). Thus, the theory confers an aura of 
scientific precision that encourages planners and administrators to search for quantitative solutions 
to environrnentai problems and to rely on technical standards rather than to seek knowledge and 
insights from those who are supposed to benefit from development policies, programs and 
projects. 
The SynopticRational Comprehensive theory is extremely effective at maintaining the existing 
power under a mask of rationality, efficiency and science (Goodman, 1972). However, this theory 
is cnticized on the grounds that it treats environmental planning and management as a "technical. 
value-free, apolitical activity" with little or no consideration of the local socio-economic and 
political climate (Beazley, 1989). 
Among other things, application of SynoptidRational Comprehensive theory thrives on such 
pre-conditions as the presence of rigorous scientific capabilities, organized scientific data, 
instruments for data analysis and integration, and efficient institutions. To a great extent. these 
pre-conditions are lacking in most developing countries, especidy in Africa. 
2.2.2 Incremental 
In his article, "The Science of Muddling Through", Lindblom (1979) s~essed that poiicy 
decisions are better understood, and better arrived at, in terms of the push and tug of established 
institutions that are adept at getting things done through decentralized bargaining processes best 
suited to a free and democratic political economy (Hudson. 1979). This is the thmst of 
Incremental theory. lustibing this theory in environmental planning practice, Lindblom (1979) 
argued: 
we did fall into Our environmental problems through piecemeal gradualism. That still 
leaves open the possibility that the sarne route is the only route out of the problem ... And 
because everything is interconnected, it is beyond our capacity to manipulate variables 
comprehensively ... The whole environmental problem is beyond our capacity to control 
in one unified policy. Therefore, we need to find cnticai points of interventions. 
This is manifested in cases where environmental problems are given attention only when they 
have reached crisis proportions. An example in Canada is the Oldman River Dam in Alberta for 
which the application of environmental assessment was considered after about 70 percent of 
construction work had been completed. The decision to apply environrnental impact assessment 
to the dam was the result of Canada's federal court niling that "fisheries, Indians and Indian 
lands could be affected by the dam and iis reservoir" (Toronto Star, l99O:Af 9: Appiah-Opoku. 
1990). However, there was an earlier environrnental review by the Alberta Environmental 
Council. a semi-independent govemment body, which recornmended against the project but this 
was ignored. 
On the basis of Incremental theory, environmental crises are handled individually and isolated 
from their broader contexts within the range of available possible means. Consequently, 
environmental impact assessrnent studies are unable to address adequately issues of cumulative 
impacts (Briassoulis, 1989: Appiah-Opoku. 1994). Thus, clearly, the Incremental theory does not 
meet environmental soundness criterion because of its limited vision of unbounded environrnental 
problems (Edmund, 198 1). This theory thrives on efficient institutions, data integration systems, 
and coordination rnechanisms and general consensus on the development issues. These conditions 
are lacking in most developing counuies. 
2.2.3 Advocacy 
Advocacy theory is rooted in adversarial procedures modelled upon the legal profession. The 
theory evolved in response to public policies that combined a superficial pluralism with the 
effective exclusion of the poor and minorities, and also in response to professional planning 
culture that was monolithic in its devotion to land use and a not-easily-accessible public interest 
(Clavel, 1994). 
The apparent bias of proponents in favour of their own interests and proposals means that an 
effective environmental impact assessment process, especially the review component, must have 
a somewhat adversarial character (Gibson, 1990). The "not-in-my-backyard syndrome associated 
with the siting of locally unwanted Iand uses (LULUs) and a number of c o u  cases resulting 
from the siting of landfîlls and environment impact assessment studies are manifestations of the 
advocacy approach. Some well-known Canadian examples are the Ontario Regional Municipaiity 
of Halton's landfill site, and the Oldman River Dam in Aiberta which sparked a series of court 
actions. They reflect public concerns about the present and future quality of life, inciuding both 
the biophysical and socio-economic components of the environment (Gibson, 1993). Advocacy 
theory is usually applied to defending the interest of the rnarginalized and the disenfranchised 
against the established powers of business and govemment (Alinsky, 197 1; Heskin, 1977: 
Hudson, 1979). 
In working through the courts, advocates have injected a stronger dose of explicit normative 
principles into environmental impact assessment studies and have fostered greater sensitivity to 
unintended impacts of projects. The increasing requirement of assessment studies for large-scde 
projects in rnost parts of the world is, to a very large extent, the result of advocacy. However. 
Goodman (1972) cnticizes it as a token that creates the impression of allowing the poor to be 
in control of their own development affairs, while keeping the political and economic structures 
which oppress them intact. 
Advocacy theory is best applied under conditions of participatory democratic institutions. a 
high degree of tolerance, a legal aid system or intervenor funding, and a tmly independent 
judiciary. These conditions are not apparent in most developing countries, especially those with 
dictators. For instance, on Novernber 10, 1995, the Nigerian governent hanged environmental 
activist Ken Saro Wiwa despite protests from the Commonwealth and other peace-loving nations. 
Ken Wiwa's "crime" was a protest with memben of his Ogoni tnbe of Nigeria against 
environmental havoc being caused by Shell-a multinational petroleum Company (Wiwa, 1996). 
In Kenya, a District Commissioner's permit is required for a meeting of more than five (5) 
people who are not related (Wanjiku, 1996). 
2.2.4 Transactive 
A fundamental premise of Transactive theory is that the process of societal guidance is too 
important to be lefi entirely to experts (Kolo, 1986). It focuses on the experience of people's 
lives to reveal policy issues to be addressed (Friedmann, 1973). 
On the b a i s  of this theory, environmental impact assessment is not carried out with respect 
to anonymous target cornrnunities, but in face-to-face contact with people affected by the 
assessment decisions. It focuses Les on field surveys and data analyses, and more on experiential 
learning and interpersonal dialogue marked by a process of mutuai leanùng (Hudson. 1979; 
Afrane, 1991; Appiah-Opoku, 1994). An exampie in Canada is the Berger Inquiry on the 
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline proposal which conducted hearings in affected native communities. 
The hearings offered native people the opportunity to tell the Inquiry, in their own language and 
style, what their lives and experience led them to believe the impact of a pipeline and an energy 
corridor would be. According to Berger (1984), the hearings revealed that native people who 
lived in the affected areas had a great deal that was worthwhile to consider and that the 
judgement of planners and policy-maken might not always be right. 
Transactive theory also promotes the evoluûon of decentralized planning institutions that help 
people take increasing control over social processes goveming their welfare. Environmentd 
impact assessment studies are evaluated not only in terms of what they do for target cornmunities 
through delivery of goods and services, but also in ternis of the adverse impacts on people's 
dignity, noms and values, and their capacity for growth (Appiah-Opoku, 1994). This takes the 
form of biophysical and socio-economic risk assessments. To a great extent, Transactive theory 
is seen in the decision-making process of indigenous institutions in most developing countries. 
especially in Africa and could form the basis for environmental assessment (Appiah-Opoku. 
1994). 
2.2.5 Social Learning 
Social Learning theory provides some useful information on the ideal intent of participatory 
planning and public involvement in environmental decision-making. It focuses on building the 
capacities of citizens and institutions for autonomous decision making (Argyris and Schon. 1975: 
Korten and Klauss, 1984; Friedmann, 1987). The cenual theme of this theory is that the capacity 
of stakeholders for active and sustained participation in environmental impact assessment 
processes depends largely on their ability to learn about, cope with, and adjust themselves to new 
experiences and challenges (Kolo, 1987). This entails a form of tacit and informal leming 
involving cognitive enhancement and mord deveiopment (Friedmann, 1987; Webler et al.. 
1995). Co,onitive enhancement enjoins planners and environmental experts to learn about the 
following: 
The state of a problem (information and knowledge); 
Possible solutions and the accompanying consequences (causeeffect relations. prediction): 
Interests and values of the target population (information, explanation); 
Methods, tools, and strategies to communicate well and reach agreement with the target 
Population; and 
Holis tic or in tegrative thinking. 
Moral development pertains to the ability of environmental planners and stakeholders to make 
infomed judgements about right and wrong. In so doing, they are able and willing to set aside 
egoistic demands and act for the cornmon good of society. In this sense, the Social Learning 
theory could guide environmental planners to: 
Develop a sense of self-respect and responsibility to oneself and others. regardless of how 
these may impact on one's own interest or values, and acting accordingly; 
Take on the perspectives of others; 
Learn to integrate new cognitive knowledge into the choice of preferred course of action 
or project; and, 
Leam to cooperate with others in solving collective problems (Webler et aL, 1995). 
In addition, Social Learning theory requires environmental planners to develop a transactive 
relationship with stakeholders in a way that is conducive to open dialogue and mutual learning 
(Schein. 1969; Friedmann, 1987). The essence of open dialogue is to make stakeholders aware 
of the realities around them, and of the need to participate in the stmggle to transform their world 
for the better. The theory encourages the principle of learning directly from indigenous people 
by trying to understand their knowledge systems and incorporating them directly in decision- 
making. It has the potential to simultaneously guide plannen to appreciate indigenous sys tems 
by expanding their knowledge base and empower indigenous people by uansfemng the initiauve 
for action to them (Singh and Titi, 1995). It has been dernonstrated that the exclusion of 
indigenous knowledge and experiences from development activities has had disastrous 
consequences in every regions of the world where outsider knowledge has been imposed without 
regard to local knowledge (Lansing and Kremer, 1995; Kroma, 1995; Cashman, 1989). 
2.3 Applying Planning Theories to Environmental Impact Assessrnent in Developing 
Coun tries 
The regions of the world that have not attained a high material standard of living -- most of Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America -- are ofien referred to as "underdeveloped", "emerging", "developing", 
or "Third World" countries (Anderson, 1971). Todaro (1985) distinguishes three major groups 
of countries within the Third World. These are the 42 poorest countries designated by the United 
Nations as "least developed", the 88 non-oil-exporting "developing nations", and the 13 
petroleum-nc h OPEC countries w hose national incomes increased drarnatically during the 1970' S. 
In spite of geographic, histonc, cultural, and demographic differences, most developing 
countries share a cornmon set of socio-economic and development dilemmas that define their 
state of underdeveloprnent. According to The World Bank (1992) and Todaro (1985), these 
include: 
Low income per capita and widespread absolute poverty; 
High and rising levels of unemployment and under-employment; 
Low and stagnant levels of agriculturai productivity: 
Rapid urbanization and growing imbalances between urban and rural levels of living and 
economic oppominities; 
Low Ievel of participation of women in development; 
Severe balance of payments and international debt problems: 
Substantial and increasing dependence on foreign and ofien inappropriate technologies. 
institutions and value systerns; and 
Hostile political clirna~e with a tendency toward authontarian rule. 
Thus, the socio-economic and political conditions in developing countries are more turbulent and 
unpredictable compared to the developed world. These conditions do not encourage effective 
application of the procedurai planning theories discussed in Section 2.7. It is therefore not 
surprising that progress towards adopring environmental assessment as a management tool has 
been extrernely slow (Ebiserniju, 1993; Appiah-Opoku, 1994). Table 2.1 shows that only 20 of 
the 121 sovereign developing countries are known to bave laws at the national level requiring 
EA for certain kinds of projects and programs. Only 7 of the 20 with EIA systems have laid- 
down procedures for environmental impact assessment. The vaiidity of Table 2.1 may be 
questioned because of changing circurnstances of the application of environmental assessrnent in 
developing countries. Nevenheless, it dramatizes the sIower Pace of environmentai impact 
assessment adoption in developing countries. 
In stressing the importance of theory. Leonardo da Vinci warned that "those who practice 
before they have learned the theory resemble sailors who go to sea without a rudder" 
(McConnell, 198 1; Appiah-Opoku, 1994). Developing countries do not seem to bave appropriate 
planning theones to steer environmental impact assessment. Oniy 7 of the 20 with EIA systems 
have Acts and procedures for environmental impact assessment. These are: Ghana. The 
Table 2.1: Status of EIA in Developing Countries 
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Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, China, Mexico, and Brazil (Ebisemiju, 1993). Based on 
foregoing discussions, it seems that Transactive and Social Leaming theones, and Alternative 
Development paradigrns such as Empowerment and Environmental Sustainability and Justice 
could form the bais  for environmental impact assessrnent and development planning in much 
of the developing world. This is especially w e  in Africa where the basic tenets of these theories 
are present in the decision-making processes of indigenous institutions (Appiah-Opoku, 1994). 
2.3.0 The Case of Ghana: Environment and Development Policies 
Ghana has experienced development planning without systematic anaiysis of potential 
environmental impacts since 1919 when the then colonial British government introduced a 5-year 
development plan for the country (Adarkwa, 1983; Ofon, 1991). This trend continued after the 
country's independence from the British with heavy reliance on modemization theory as the 
major development strategy. According to Amin (1973), this strategy focused attention on 
agriculturai mechanization, industrial diversification, and provision of urban infrastructure and 
public services. 
The Ghana Industrial Development Corporation was established in the late 1950's and was 
charged with the task of establishing 6 0  factones within 10 yean. In a rush to hilfil the dream 
of modemization. manufacturing industries were established at a break-neck speed and without 
proper assessrnent of their impacts on the local environment. Also, in the early 1960s the Volta 
River Project at Akosombo was started. The project was meant to exploit Ghana's huge bauxite 
reserves, provide irrigation possibilities and electricity for industrial expansion. Unfortunately, 
the construction of the Volta River Dam, described by Moxon (1984) as human's greatest lake. 
has provided excellent breeding ground for trypanosomiasis. which causes river biindness and 
almost half of the human population over 40 years of age living dong the banks of the Volta 
lake have lost their eye sight. Between 1960 and 1964, the incidence of bilharziasisl rose from 
a mere 5% in riparian children to an outrageous 90% among children who live near the lake, and 
today vinually al1 the people inhabiting the entire shoreline are infected (Moxon 1984). 
Conceived as a modernization showpiece. the Volta River Dam has had adverse environmental 
impacts on the local people. The govemment conceded too much to corporate investors of the 
Volta Project, in terms of minous concessions on taxation and mitigation of project impacts 
(Amin, 1973). 
'~ i lhn~ir i s i s  is a urinary fom of water-borne disease 
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During the same period, the Tema seaport and fishùig harbour was constructed. The project 
involved a resenlement of 12,000 people living in old Tema and the transplanting of over 200 
communal and farnily gods (Amarteifio et. al., 1966). hplementation problems pertain to the 
failure of project officiais to understand local resource use and nuances. md use local value sets 
to interpret project impacts. Most villagers who were resettled lost all  that was culturally dear 
to them, including burial grounds and shrines. This led to a feeling of depression, inadequacy and 
insecurity especially, among the elderly. 
Since 1983, Ghana has been pursuing Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) under the Afncan 
Priority Program for economic recovery of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund 
(Rothchild, 1991). The SAP has necessitated very intensive infrastructural rehabilitation and 
resource exploitation, especialiy in the timber and rnining sectors of the Ghanaian economy 
(Ofori, 1991). The potential environmental impacts of SAP has been recognized by the 
govemment and this has resulted in the enactment of environmental impact assessrnent Act in 
Ghana. 
2.3.1 Evolution of Environmental Impact Assessrnent in Ghana 
Ghana's attention was fust focused on environmental issues at the 1972 Stockholm Conference 
on Human Environment (Environmental Protection Council, 1991). In 1973, Ghana created the 
Environmental Protection Council (EPC) which became the first governing body in Africa to 
focus on issues of environmental management. One of the functions of the EPC was to ensure 
the observance of proper safeguards in the planning and execution of development projects that 
are likely to interfere with the quality of the environment (Allotey and Amoyaw-Osei. 1996). 
Following its establishment in 1973, the EPC recognized the need to formally introduce a 
systematic procedure for evaluating the environmental effects of developrnent projects (Abrokwa- 
Ampadu and Ampadu-Agyei, 1987). In March 1981, a draft Investment Code was published to 
consolidate and reenact existing legislations relating to investments in Ghana with a view to 
attracting large-scale foreign investors into the country. The EPC seized the opportunity to 
impress on the law-rnakers that there was the need to include in the code, provisions that would 
ensure that the country's environment was not degraded by such investments (Osafo, 1983). 
In 1985, Ghana's Investment Code was Iegalized under Provincial National Defence Council 
Law 116. The law regulates investment in four key sectors of the economy, namely. 
manufacturing, construction, agriculture. and tourisrn. It requires investors to show sufficient 
evidence that their proposed project(s) would not have any deletenous effects on the environment. 
The govemment set up the Ghana Investment Centre (GIC) as the agency for encouraging. 
promoting, and coordinating private investment in the Ghanaian economy. The GIC is required 
to appraise enterprises and note any effect an enterprise is likely to have on the environment and 
the measures proposed for the prevention and mitigation of any harmful effects (Environmental 
Protection Council. 199 1 ). 
Furthermore, the EPC set up a EIA committee in 1985 to examine ways in which a EIA 
system could be developed in Ghana. There were other initiatives by the government. For 
instance the PNDC Law 207, enacted by the govemment in 1988. makes the District Assemblies 
responsibie for the development, improvement, and management of human setdements and the 
environment in the district. It also empowers them to monitor the execution of projects under 
approved development plans and evaluate their impacts on people. the local, district. or national 
economies, and the national environment. 
Another significant development with implications for environmental assessment was the 
inauguration of the National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) held in Ghana in June 1989. 
The NEAP entails a strategy to address key environmental problems in Ghana and it is being 
implemented over a 10-year period (1990-2000). The PIan cdls for the institution and 
implementation of an environmental quality control program in the form of environmental 
assessment of d l  new investments that would be deemed to affect the quality of the environment. 
These efforts demonstrate the cornmitment of the Ghanaian government to ensure that the 
environmental impacts of development projects and prograrns are given senous consideration in 
the development planning process. Yet, until 1995, there was no forma1 environmental assessment 
procedure in Ghana. There was only a systematic environmental review procedure in which the 
EPC was the main governmental body that decided whether or not an environmentai impact 
certificate or permit should be issued to proponents of undertakings (EPC. 1991). The system 
iipparently fails to protect Ghana's environment from degradation. For instance. a study of the 
environs of the Prestea GoIdfields in Ghana showed serious and diverse effects on the ecology 
of the area including the River Pra, into which effluent is directed (EPC, 1994). 
In the rniddle forest belt around sections of River Birim, a strange epidemic gradually 
destroyed human fiesh and was linked to the toxic srnoke of arsenous oxide and sulphur oxides 
emitted from the Ashanti Goldfields Mining Company (AGC) Limited (Ofori 1991). A recent 
expenment revealed a high proportion of arsenic concentration in human hair in Obuasi (EPC. 
1994). Again, in the western region of Ghana, residents of Dumasi village took up a r m s  to 
protect their environment and threatened to take measures against what was alleged to be 
extensive envimnmental pollution caused by a nearby rnining activity that had received an 
environmental impact approval from Ghana's Environmental Protection Council. Joumalists who 
visited the village claimed that rivers and strearns had iumed muddy due to sludge pouring from 
the mine of Billiton Bogoso Gold Limited. Houses were collapsing from the impact of 
dynamiting and crops were being darnaged by toxic emissions from the mines (Graham. 1993). 
These developments brought about such adverse environmental impacts and strengthened the 
desire for forma1 legislative backing for environmentai impact assessrnent studies in Ghana. 
Consequently, an Environmental Protection Agency Act (Act 490, 1994) to legally establish an 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was passed by Parliament in December 1994. Under the 
Act, Ghana's Environmental Protection Council (EPC) was renamed Environmentai Protection 
Agency (EPA) with more powers to ensure environmentdiy sound development. In accordance 
with Sections 12 ( 1) of the Act, the EPA: 
may by notice in writing require any person responsible for any undertaking which in the 
opinion of the Agency, has or is likely to have adverse effect on the environment to 
submit to the Agency in respect of the undertaking an environmental impact assessment 
containing such information within such penod as shaU be specified in the notice. 
Thus, Ghana's Environmental Protection Agency Act gives the EPA legal backing to request 
project proponents to conduct and submit environmental impact assessment snidies for approval. 
Where it appears to the EPA that the activities of any undenaking poses a senous threat io the 
environment or to public health, the Agency may serve enforcement notice on the person(s) 
responsible for the undertaking to take such steps as the Agency thinks necessary to prevent or 
stop the activities. 
In July 1995, Ghana's EIA procedures were published and formally launched in Accra. This 
resulted from a combination of several efforts of govemment officiais, financial institutions. local 
authorities. universities, industrialists, private agencies, nongovernmental organisations. and 
international bodies notably. The World Bank, USAID, and the Overseas Developrnent Agency 
(ODA) of the United Kingdom. With the enactment of environmental impact assessment law and 
formal launching of its procedures, Ghana h a  rnoved to the second stage in what Gibson (1994) 
describes as EA evolution: 
Stage 1 -- Pollution reduction through measures which react to identified local problems. 
wi:h solutions considered technicd matters to be addressed ihrough negotiation of 
abatement requirenents; 
Stage 2 -- ELA stage. Reactive pollution control plus impact mitigation through ' 
assessment and project approval. Focus is on narrowly project-specific EIA instead of the 
broader, proactive EA; and, 
Stage 3 -- EA stage. Integration of broader environmental considerations in project 
selection and planning through EA process with obligatory examination of alternatives 
and socio-economic as well as biophysicd effects, public reviews. It invoives integrated 
planning and decision-making for sustainability, addressing policies and programs as well 
as projects, cumulative effects, with processes devoted to ernpowering the public as well 
as ensuring steps towards sustainability. 
2.3.2 Environmental Impact Assessrnent Procedure in Ghana4 
Ghana's environmentd assessrnent procedure took some guidance from severai countrïes in the 
West despite contextual differences. These countries include Canada, Australia, Japan. and the 
United Kingdom (Environmentai Protection Agency, 1995). The major activities in Ghana's EIA 
process inciude the following: scoping, impact prediction, mitigation measures, documentation, 
and impact review and monitoring (Figure 2.2). 
Every undertaking rhat may have significant impact on the environment is required to be 
registered with the Environmental Protection Agency (Appendix A). In addition, environmental 
impact study is mandatory in environmentally sensitive areas such as the following: 
a11 areas declared by law as national parks, watershed reserves. wildlife reserves and 
sanctuaries including sacred groves 
potential tourist areas such as historic, archaeological and cultural sites 
habitats of endangered or direatened species and indigenous wildlife 
areas proned to natural disaster and bush or forest fires 
The responsibility for determining what constitutes significant impact on the environment Lies 
with the EPA. In making its decision, the EPA consults with a cross-sectoral cornmittee regarding 
4 For details see Environmental Protection Agency (1995). 
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potential impacts and public concems. Within 25 days, the EPA is expected to prepare a 
screening report surnmarizing its decision which could be one of the following: objection to the 
undertaking; no objection; preliminary environmental assessment is required; or environmental 
impact assessment is required. 
Where in the opinion of the EPA, a significant impact on the environment may result from the 
proposed undertaking, the proponent is asked to consult with interested and affected parties and 
embark on a program of public information in the locality of the proposed undertaking. The 
proponent prepares a scoping report. This involves a ngorous analysis of the possible impacts 
of a proposed undertaking with a view to identiwing those impacts which are worthy of a 
detailed study. Within 15 days of receiving the scoping repon, the EPA must cornrnunicate its 
comments to the proponent of the undertaking. Based on the outcome of the scoping report. a 
proponent may be asked to commission a full-scale environmental impact snidy. The study must 
cover the following (EPA, 1995): 
A description of the proposed undertaking and an analysis of the need or reasons for the 
undertaking; 
The objec tive(s) of the undertaking; 
Other options for carrying out the undertaking; 
Alternatives to the undertaking; 
A description of the present environment that would be affected directly or indirectly by 
the undertaking; 
A prediction of future environmental conditions of the area with and without the 
undertaking; 
Proposed rneasures to prevent or mitigate adverse environmental impacts; and, 
A proposal for environmental management program to cover construction, operation, and 
decornmissioning stages of the undertaking. 
Where a draft EIS is found unacceptable, the proponent is asked to re-submit a revised statement 
at a later date or to conduct further snidies and modiQ the statement as necessary. Where a draft 
environmental impact staternent (EIS) report is found to be acceptable, the EPA sen& copies to 
the appropnate local authority to be made accessible to stakeholders in the locality. A 21-day 
public notice of the final EIS report is given by the EPA through newspaper advertisement and 
postings at appropriate public places (Appendix B). If a strong public concem over the proposed 
undenaking is expressed, the EPA appoints a panel of 3 to 5 persons to hold public hearing and 
gather more information on the concems of the public and how best these concems could be 
addressed. At least two-thirds of panel members must be residents of the geographic area where 
the project will be undertaken. The EIS draft report is reviewed by the EPA and a cross-sectoral 
technical committee including officiais of the Ministry of Environment, Science and Technology, 
and other govenment agencies. Based on initial ternis of reference, EIS reports are graded as 
follows: 
A -- Excellent, no tasks lei? incomplete 
B - Good. only minor omissions and inadequacies 
C -- Satisfactory despite omissions and inadequacies 
D - Parts are well attempted but generally unacceptable 
E -- Poor. significant omissions and or inadequacies noted 
F -- Very poor, important tasks poorly done or not attempted 
Initial approval is in the form of provisional environmental permit which is issued by the EPA. 
This allows the proposed undertaking to commence on environmental grounds while attempts are 
being made to address any inadequacies of the EIS. The permît is valid within a period of 
eighteen (18) months from the date it is issued. If work does not commence after this period, the 
permit becomes void and the undertaking must be re-registered. The provisional environmental 
permit is regularized within a time-span of up to 24 months of its issuance and project 
commissioning. The basic requirements for the regularization of the provisional permit are 
evidence or confmation of the foilowing: 
Satisfactory commericement of development, operation, and performance review; . Observance of relevant approval conditions; and, 
Cornpliance with rnitigation and other impact management measures outlined in the EIS 
report. 
In the event that a proponent is dissatisfied with unfavourable decision by the EPA at any 
stage of the process, there is a iight of appeal to the minister responsible for the environrnent 
who appoints a board to hear the appeal and take a final decision on the proposed undertaking. 
The EPA has established an Inspectorate Department in accordance with Section 15 of Act 490. 
The general objective of the Inspectorate Department is to undertake cornpliance monitoring, 
evduation and enforcement of EIS approvai conditions and other provisions of the Act. 
2.4 Surnmary 
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section discussed the concept of 
"environmental assessment" and indicated that due to the confusion associated with the term, this 
thesis uses the term " environmental assessment " interchangeably with "environmental impact 
assessrnent and planning" and "assessment" and they incorporate broader planning issues. The 
section also reviewed planning theories underpinning environmental impact assessment. There 
are logicai links between EIA and planning. The discussion also revealed that vansactive and 
social learning theories could form the bais  for environmental impact assessment and planning 
in most developing countries. In the orthodox court system. good judges consider the specific 
situations, both of offenders and of victims, before sentencing an individual. The planning 
profession can learn from this and respond to specific conditions in different parts of the world 
with appropriate planning theories and concepts. 
The second section reviewed the evolution, procedure and constraints to environmental impact 
assessment in Ghana. In terms of environmental assessment evolution, Ghana is at the EIA stage 
which focuses on the prediction and assessrnent of environmental impacts and rnitigation of those 
impacts. usually on project specific basis. Ghana rnay eventually adopt the broader and more 
proactive assessrnent process. 
Chapter Three 
FIELD RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
3.0 Introduction 
The study explored the potential contribution of indigenous instihxtions to environmental impact 
assessrnent and planning. This chapter provides an explanation of the approach used to investigate 
the research objectives. It discusses the methods for research design, field research, and analysis 
and presentation of data. Limitations of the methods are oudined and discussed at the end of the 
chapter. 1 am less than satisfied with the research methods and the predominantly descriptive 
approach taken in this thesis, especially in view of opinions expressed elsewhere that a growing 
number of field studies on indigenous knowledge are descriptive rather than analytical (Mathias, 
1995). Due to the exploratory nature of the research and the diEculties in collecting quantitative 
data in Ghana, as is the case in most developing countries, qualitative methods were largely 
utilized and the findings are largely descriptive. 
3.1 Scope of the Research 
The research proposal was developed in April 1994. After extensive Literature review in Canada. 
an initial survey in Ghana was undertaken between October 1994 and January 1995. The purpose 
of the initial survey was tu explore the feasibility of the project, identiQ a study area and sample 
population, establish rapport with potential key informants and conduct informal interviews. The 
trip was helpful in defining the scope of the research, recruiting and training three (3) local 
school teachers and another three (3) university studenü as research assistants, and obtaining 
informal data. A second survey in Ghana was undertaken between May and September 1995. 
During this period. fonnal interviews were condücted with key infamants from the following 
categories: (a) village elders; (b) indigenous healers, hunters and farmers; and (c) govemment 
officiais, academicians, environmental sector, and nongovernmental organizations. Research 
assistants conducted most of the interviews in the second category with close supervision and 
monitoring by the researcher. 
3.2 Research Objectives 
The study explored the potential contribution of indigenous institutions to environmental impact 
assessment and planning. Focusing on Ashanti region of Ghana, the objectives of the research 
were: 
To identiQ indigenous institutions and key charactenstics; 
To identify indigenous ecological knowledge, beliefs, n o m ,  and practices pertaining to 
environmental management; 
To identify key environmental problems and constraints to environmental impact 
assessment; 
To identim potential contribution of indigenous institutions to environmental impact 
assessment and planning; and, 
To suggest ways to incorporate relevant aspects of indigenous institutions in 
environmental assessment and planning. 
3.3 Key Research Questions 
On the bais of the knowledge acquired after extensive literature review and the initiai visit to 
the field, key research questions were refined to include the following: 
1. What kinds of indigenous institutions exist in Ashanti region? 
2. What is the decision making process and mechanisms for information dissemination and 
conflict resolution within these institutions? 
3. What is the nature of authority, power relations, and spatial interactions in these 
institutions? 
4. What kinds of indigenous ecological knowledge exist in these institutions? 
5.  What kinds of indigenous religious beliefs and n o m  in these institutions contribute to 
environmen ta1 management? 
6.  What indigenous practices contribute to environmental conservation? 
7. What are the problerns with Ghana's environmental assessment procedure? 
8. What aspects of existing indigenous institutions are relevant to the solution of these 
problems? 
9. How cm the relevant aspects of indigenous institutions be incorporated in environmental 
assessment and planning? 
3.4 Designing Interview Guides 
Fundamental differences exist between survey research among ethnic groups in Africa and that 
conducted in developed counuies (Appiah-Opoku, 1992; Wanjiku, 1996). For instance, in 
Canada, survey interviews could be conducted by telephone or by mailing questionnaires to 
potential respondents. This is not the case in Africa where the bulk of the population do not have 
telephones in their homes and the postal system is highly unreliable. There is also a problem of 
high illiteracy rate among the indigenous population and this makes it difficult to obtain effective 
responses from mailed questionnaires. Chambers (1983) identifies other constraints pertaining to 
the use of questionnaire surveys in rural and indigenous comrnunities of the Third World. The 
constraints include the following: 
Questionnaires often embody concepts and categories of outsiders rather than those of the 
indigenous people, and thus impose meanings on the social reality; 
The misfit between the indigenous and outsider concepts is likely to be substantial and 
the questions asked may construct artificial chunks of "knowledge" which distort or 
mutilate the reality in indigenous communities; 
Questionnaire surveys are not good ways of explonng social relationships or identifying 
causal relationships; and, 
Questionnaires often concentrate on what is measurable, answerable. and acceptable as 
a question. They do not probe less tangible and more qualitative aspects of respondents 
lifestyles. 
Thus, the use of conventional questionnaire survey as a tool for gaining insighü into the lives 
and conditions of indigenous people in Afnca has many drawbacks. For th is  reason. face-to-face 
interviewing. using a semi-structured interview guide. was considered a bener approach in the 
context of indigenous Ashanti communities (Appendix C). 
The interview guides entailed a set of stnictured open-ended and close-ended questions. The 
open-ended questions produced largely qualitative information that were extremely helpful 
because of the exploratory nature of the research. On the other hand, the closed-ended questions 
were useful in gathering quantitative data. The questions were ordered in a way that made it 
easier to conduct ord:nary conversation on the subjects of inquiry and in the area of speciaity of 
a key informant. Thus. different sets of questions were used for each category of key infamants. 
The questions reflected the depth and specificity of information required from each category of 
respondents. 
The questions were pre-tested and amended in the light of certain ambiguities and ethical 
issues that could have Ied to inadequate and misleading responses or hostilities in the field. Final 
interview guides and procedures were approved by the %ce of Human Research and Animal 
Cure (OHRAC) of the University of Waterloo. 
3.5 Field Research Methods 
As has already been noted in Section 3.2, the goal of the research was to explore the potential 
contribution of indigenous institutions to environmental assessrnent and planning. The exploratory 
nature of the field research relates to matters that are central to ethnography and pmicipatory 
action research. These ailow for richness of explanation while making significant contribution 
to empirical understanding of societal actions and survival mechanisrns (Berg, 1989; Patton. 
1990; Cresweil. 1994). 
In deciding on a research approach for the study, the following issues were considered: (a) the 
exploratory nature of the research objectives; (b) not much has been wntten about the research 
topic; and. (a) the need to iisten to key informants and build a picture based on their ideas. Based 
on these considerations, the study largely utilized qualitative methods for data and information 
gathenng. The methods include: formal and informal interviews, transient observations. 
photographs and audio recording, and content analysis of secondary data. These methods were 
particularly effective in exploring issues affecting the physical survival of the target population 
and their relationship with the local environment. 
Within the constraint of time and resources, it was not feasible to conduct interviews in ail the 
18 administrative districts of Ashanti region. A random sampling technique (Babbie, 1990) was 
used to select 6 districts where interviews were conducted (Figure 3.1). With the help of the six 
research assistants, a list of 304 potential key informants in 20 randomiy selected small towns. 
villages, and hamlets was compiled. In selecting the districts and settlements for interviewing, 
attempts were made to obtain ample representation of the cultural, biophysicai, and socio- 
economic conditions of the region. Thereafter, random sampling technique was used to interview 
180 individuals (Berg, 1989). These were: indigenous farmers (50); indigenous hunters (50): 

maditional healers (50): village elders (10) key government officials (5): academicians (5); 
environmental sector (5); and officials of nongovemmental organizations (5). The list of potential 
respondents from indigenous institutions was compiled from population census data and focal 
council tax records. However, snowbail technique was used to compile the list of potential key 
informants fiom government agencies, academic, environmental, and NGO sectors. Although each 
member on the list had equal chance of being interviewed, some potential informants could not 
be interviewed for a variety of reasons ranging from unavailability during repeated calls to 
unwillingness to participate in the survey. For instance, some traditional healers were not willing 
to diwlge any information or "secrets" (as they put it) about their healing practices to the 
interviewers. Moreover, some traditional priests and priestesses needed permission from their 
deities or gods. For inexplicable reasons the permission was not granted in some instances. 
According to Kumar (1987), key informant interviews are appropnate for generating information 
and ideas pertaining to socio-econornic conditions of an area, or characteristics of organizations 
and institutions including cultural patterns, behaviour patterns, n o m  and beliefs. 
Interviews were preceded by visits to explain the purpose of the survey and to seek permission 
and indulgence from the village chief and heads of the various institutions identified for the 
survey. With the interviews endorsed by these respected members of the communities, informants 
appeared to have greater confidence in the researchers and were therefore willing to cooperate. 
Potential respondents were assured of the confidentiality of their names and responses. This often 
involved simple customary rite with "drinks" offered by the researcher to solicit the guidance of 
local gods and deities for the success of the fieldwork. In most instances, a village chief or head 
of an indigenous institution would assemble potential key infomiants. present them with part of 
the "drinks" offered, and ask them for their cooperation and active participation in the survey. 
The researcher and his assistants seized these opportunities to facilitate and conduct focus group 
discussions. The primary role of the researcher was to facilitate discussions. In most cases. 
discussions were tape recorded after permission had been granted by the interviewees. 
The focus group interviews offered spontaneous responses to the research questions through 
discussions; provided opportunities for participants to share their feelings, insights. and personal 
experiences pertaining to the questions asked; and allowed respondents to react and build upon 
the responses of other participants (Kumar, 1987). The indulgence of some of the group members 
was stirnulated by the comrnents of others. These were recorded using audiotape. However. notes 
of the discussions were also taken for the following reasons: tapes could not record the body 
language of respondents; the notes acted as security against unforeseen problems associated with 
the tape such as faulty recording or loss of the tape: and more importantly, to cross-check 
transcribed records. Information and data gathered through key informants were supplemented 
by secondary data from officiai govemment publications and other closely-related Iiterature 
(Table 3.1). 
3.6 Data Presentation 
Interview transcnpts, field notes. and observations are often not amenable to analysis until the 
information they convey has been condensed and made systematically comparable (Bruce, 1989). 
In order to accomplish this, both qualitative and quantitative methods were used to anaiyze the 

data and information gathered from the field. For instance in analysing interview transcripts, the 
compeung issue for the qualitative method was to discover categones, relationships, facts and 
assumptions that addressed the objectives of the study. In doing so, the transcnpts of interviews. 
field notes, and related Iiterature were reviewed with careful attention to detaiIs. Thereafter, 
cornmon themes, connections, and patterns of inter-relationships arnong findings were identified 
and organized in a simple format. Finally, facts, implications and conclusions were drawn in the 
iight of the research objectives. In translating local diaiects of certain plant species to the English 
language. assistance of a specialist was sought. 
Statistical analysis was applied to quantitative data sets that were gathered mainly from closed- 
ended questions posed to indigenous heders, farmers, and hunters. These include age, gender, 
and educational status of respondents. However, open-ended questions such as those relating to 
the ranking of environmental problems and key constraints to EIA practice in Ghana produced 
quantitative data. The quantitative data were edited, categorized, numerically coded and analyzed 
to produce frequency counts and percentages. 
3.7 Limitations of the Research 
Like most empirical research undertaken in developing countries, this study has limitations. The 
limitations include: (a) the relatively short period of time spent in the field; (b) problems 
associated with the use of research assistants; (c) reluctance on the part of some key informants 
to participate in the interview; and (d) health problems encountered by the researcher in the field. 
According to Devereux and Hoddinott (1993), most ofien the longer the time spent in the field. 
the better the quality of data gathered. This is because longer periods of time in the field often 
allows for greater flexibility in the research schedule, more time to investigate topics and 
establish rapport with key informants, and more opportunities to apply tnangulation techniques 
to cross-check information or make cornparisons between the differhg perceptions of groups 
within the target population. As noted earlier, this study involved two separate trips for fieldwork 
in Ghana that covered a combined penod of seven months. Considenng the tasks involved in the 
fieldwork, seven months seemed inadequate for a thorough study on the research topic in the 
Ghanaian context. Efforts were made to reduce the limitations associated with the time constraint. 
For instance, instead of covering two or more administrative regions of Ghana, one region was 
chosen for the study; instead of participatory or ethnographie research which seemed ideal for 
this kind of research, formal and informal interviews were conducted; despite the advantages of 
one-person research, the use of research assistants was indispensable; and instead of relying on 
public transport to reduce cost and conserve energy. a car was rented to increase the Pace and 
flexibility of the fieldwork. 
Another constraint relates to the time of interviews. The original intention was to conduct 
interviews during the day. However, in the field, it soon became clear that the target population. 
especially indigenous famiers and hunters, were mostly not accessible during the day except on 
sacred days including Sundays. This imposed a funher limitation on the time available for 
interviewing. As a compromise, arrangements were made for the researcher and his assistants to 
stay among the target population and to conduct interviews in the evenings and other tirnes until 
their tasks were cornpleted. As it nimed out, this arrangement helped the research team to quickly 
establish rapport with respondenü. Thus, to a large extent, the arrangement eliminated what 
Chambers (1983) refers to as "rural developrnent tourism"-a phenornenon of the brief rural visit 
b y outside experts and professionals. 
One of the strengths of personal interviewing is that the researcher is ofren closer to 
respondents and this enhances his or her understanding of the strengths and limitations of the 
research. Thus, the choice of whether to work alone. or to delegate part of the interviewing 
responsibilities to research assistants becomes important for this reason (Devereux and Hoddinott. 
1993). In this study, research assistants conducted some of the interviews because interviewing 
entailed a large volume of work in a relatively shorter period of time. However, efforts were 
made to reduce the disadvantages associated with the delegation of tasks to research assistants. 
For instance. research assistants were selected on the basis of the following: (a) familiarity with 
the area; (b) previous research experience and ability to assist in the transcription process; (c) 
level of motivation and enthusiasm in the topic of enquiry; (d) honesty. communication skills and 
adaptability to field situations; and, (e) knowledge of the local language and contextual 
information about localities chosen for interviews. The six research assistants assisted in the 
interviewing process. In order to ensure uniformity in the interviewing process, a training 
workshop was conducted for the research assistants where ideas and techniques for establishing 
rapport and collecting data from the target population were discussed. Examples of similar 
interviews were also discussed at the workshop and there was a role-play which allowed 
opportunities for each research assistant to answer questions pertaining to the research objectives. 
In addition, the researcher conducted the fmt couple of interviews with each research assistant 
to give a clear idea of the interview procedure and nature of information required. 
At the final stage of the fieldwork. the researcher received treatment for ryphoid feve? despite 
considerable precautions taken before the fieldwork, including ixnmunization against several 
tropical diseases. The onset of typhoid fever coincided with planned interviews with schnol 
children to identiQ the extent of inter-generational transmission of indigenous knowledge and 
environmental practices. According to Osherenko (1988). children ofien l e m  values in school 
that conflict with those essential to their native culture-values that stress individuality and 
cornpetition over indigenous communal relations and cooperation. This was worth exploring in 
the context of Ghana. The sickness also reduced the number of planned dl-backs that could 
have been undertaken to crosstheck data and information gathered before leaving the field. 
Other limitations hinged on failing memories of sorne respondents and transcription problems. 
For instance. questions related to the age of respondents ohen met with blank faces and raised 
eyebrows largely because of failing memories. In this case, respondents were encouraged to make 
estimations based on their knowledge of popular historical events in the country. The problem 
with transcription of recorded information relates to the probability of distortions due to linguistic 
differences. For instance, some of the responses in the local dialect including local narnes of 
bis is a deadly disease caused by bactena baciffus through contarninated food or water. A resemher who refuses 
to eat or drink water in rural Ghana is viewed with suspicion. 
plants and animais that could not be easily translated into the English Ianguage without some 





A central theme of the research was to explore aspects of indigenous knowledge, beliefs, n o m ,  
and practices pertaining to environmental management. This chapter presents three sets of 
research findings. Sections 4.1 to 4.3 present the result of interviews conducted with ten (10) 
village elders. The elders were randomly interviewed at different locations in the study area. The 
interview questions for this category of respondents covered such areas as nature of indigenous 
institutions in the study area; authoriîy or power relations and decision-making processes in these 
institutions; and their belief systems, noms, and practices pertaining to environmental 
management. None of the respondents in this categoty was aware of the official environmental 
impact assessment process in Ghana. 
The second set of findings (Section 4.4) is the result of interviews conducted with 150 key 
informants representing the following: indigenous healers (50); indigenous hunten (50); and, 
indigenous farmers (50). The interview questions covered such areas as respondents' demographic 
characteristics, ecological knowledge, beliefs, and noms pertaining to environmental 
management. Like the elden, none of the respondents in these categories was aware of the 
official environmental assessment process in the country. 
The third set of findings (Section 4.5) is the result of interviews conducted with twenty (30) 
key informants from the following categories: govemment officials (5); academicians (5 ) :  
environmentalists (5); and nongovernmental organizaüons (5). Respondents in these categories 
were familiar with Ghana's environmental assessment process. Hence, interview questions 
focused on identifying key environmental problems and constraints to environmental impact 
assessment practice in the country. The intention was to explore avenues to incorporate relevant 
indigenous knowledge and practices. 
4.1 Indigenous Social Institutions 
The ten (10) elders intewiewed were mostly traditional leaders and above 40 years of age. The 
age and gender distribution of the respondents are shown in Table 4.1. In the comrnunities 
surveyed, elders are respected and honoured for their age and expenential knowledge. 
Table 4.1 : Age-Gender Distribution of Respondents (Elders) 
Respondents revealed the following as the key indigenous social institutions in the study area: 
kinship system, clan and extended family system, and indigenous land tenure systern and religion. 
4.1.0 Kinship System 
The kin group is a penon's initial community. According to al1 the ten (10) elders interviewed. 
kinship system in Ashanti is a network of relationships established by blood and mamage. It 
extends to include the dead and the unbom members of a given local group. 
Relationships among members of the kin group are governed by mies embedded in a local 
culture. There are expectations of nghts and obligations within the kinship system. Fa: instance, 
a person's privilege to become a chief or queen, inherit property or use a piece of land is 
determined by kinship ties. Members are expected to observe social noms and values within the 
kin group. There is a high degree of solidarity among members and they tend to live in the same 
neighbourhood and close to each other. 
4.1.1 Clan and Family System 
According to the elders, Ashantis are organized through the female line, into abusua (clan). The 
abusua is a subset of the a kinship group. It is a maü-ilined unit and descent is traced exclusively 
through the female line. Each person is said to belong to his or her rnother's abusua. Inheritance 
of property and succession to office within the clan are strictly through the female line. 
Clans in Ashanti are often designated by totems, which provide a means of group 
identification. The totems are said to have been of some service to the ancestors, and are 
therefore not eaten, harmed, or destroyed by most indigenous people. Another reason is that 
totems are considered as members of one's clan (abusua). Depending on the circumstance of 
their birth. individuals in a clan may dso have a totem. For instance. an elder reveaied that as 
a taboo, she does not eat the meat of a rat because she is a twin. Other respondents confirmed 
this taboo and explained that twins in Ashanti risk becoming blind if they ever eat the meat of 
a rat- 
There are eight major clans in Ashanti. These include Asakyiri, Asona, Ekuona, Bretuo, and 
Asene. The totem of the Asakyiri clan are the vulture and the eagle, and this was interpreted by 
the eldes as wisdom or strength; the Asona has the elephant, fox, and crow as its totems, and 
they stand for wisdom and cunning; that of the Ekuona is the buffalo, meaning conscientiousness; 
the Bretuo has leopard as its totem which implies aggressiveness; and the Asenee clan has the 
bat as its totem and it implies diplomacy. Perhaps the desire arnong indigenous people to preserve 
their totems contributes to the conservation of biodiversity in the region. 
Within a clan is a segment calledfiefo (family). which consists of immediate relatives, such 
as a person's brothers and sisters, nephews or nieces, and grandchildren, al1 in the matemal line. 
The family is often led by an elderly male cailedfiepanyin (family head) who is respected and 
recognized as having experiential knowledge and wisdom based on deeper understanding of the 
value system in the family and the cornmunity as a whole. It is within this farnily unit that the 
greatest degree of collective responsibility lies. Decisions affecting a whole family are made by 
consensus at meetings attended by a majonty of the members and presided over by the family 
head. 
The family often holds property such as land, cocoa or oil palm plantation for use by its 
members and regulates the use of such properties through indigenous beliefs, noms. and social 
sanctions. Through its experienced elden, the family resolves land and other resource-use 
conflicts involving its memben. 
4.1.2 Indigenous Land Tenure System 
Closely linked to the clan and family system in Ashanti is the indigenous land tenure system. 
This is the arrangement by which the individual acquires land for fanning, housing, and for other 
uses. 
According to the elders, the fundamental pnnciple of indigenous land tenure system in Ashanti 
is communal or group ownership. Under this system of land tenure, the ultimate or allodial rights 
to land are usually held corporately by a social group fonned on the basis of kinship, clan, or 
family. Land is normally held by a chief or head of a social group in trust for al1 members and 
is popularly referred to as "sto01"~ land. However, in the actual management and exercise of his 
or her functions with respect ro the land, the head is to articulate the consensus of the whole 
group. A greater portion of land in Ashanti is held under this system of arrangements. The elders 
also revealed that land in Ashanti is shrouded in spiritual and religious myths and the concept 
of the Earth as a deity or goddess, Asaase Yaa, is held by most . They believe that the Earth 
has a power of its own, which could be helpfui if propitiated and hamiful if neglected. They also 
6 Queenmothers in Ashanti sit on stooIs. The term is also used in reference to a chief s jurisdiction. Hence "stool" 
lands. 
believe that the  land has been given to them by their ancestors and the onus is on them to 
preserve it and hand it over to their descendants. These beliefs and attitudes to land ownership 
facilitate collective decision-making about land resources and ensures the conservation of land 
for future generations. 
4.1.3 Indigenous Religious Beliefs and Practices 
Eipht (8) of the ten (10) elders interviewed were chnstians and the rest described their religion 
as paganism. Interestingly, d l  the ten (10) respondents were unanimous on religious beliefs and 
practices in indigenous Ashanti society. They explained that indigenous Ashanti religion is not 
documented Like the Bible or the Koran. Rather, it is entrenched in the hearts, minds, oral history, 
rituals, and experiences of the indigenous people. It is primarily communal. and when one is bom 
into a community, one simply assimilates the religious ideas, attitudes and practices of the 
comrnunity. According to the elders, religion provides the bais  of morality arnong indigenous 
and serves as a deterrent against aberrant behaviour and as incentive to good conduct. 
Three major realrns of spiritual or religious influence pertaining to environmental management 
in Ashanti are: (1) Onyame or the Supreme Being (God) or Creator, who is considered as the first 
among equais: (2) the cult of the human but divinized ancestors of the clan, asamanfo; and (3) 
Abosom or divinities and spirits associated with nature. 

Thus, the ancestors are believed to be spirits who are constantly observing the behaviour of 
the living; protecting and rewarding those who act in accordance with societal n o m .  and 
punishing with misfortune those who exhibit deviant behaviours. Among Ashantis, the ancestors 
are held in high esteern because they are believed to have led exemplary lives on earth and 
fulfdled certain standards before their death. The standards include moral uprightness, good 
behaviour devoid of "unclean" diseases such as tuberculosis or leprosy, and had died at an old 
age and of a natural cause. Thus, people who departed tragically or died through suicide or 
"unclean" diseases do not qualiQ to become ancestors. The belief is that such a death is brought 
about by a person's hidden crimes, not excluding wanton destruction of the environment and 
uncleanliness. The desire to be regarded as an ancestor afier one's death serves as an incentive 
for good conduct and environmental cleanliness among the living. Also the people associate old 
age with experience and knowledge of d e s  of respectful behaviour. 
The ancestors receive constant attention and worship. Libation and food sacrifices are often 
the nom. For instance, the ancestors are believed to be present at a dining table and Ashantis 
oiten acknowledge this presence with sacrifices of part of their meals at the table. Indigenous ace 
believe that having joined the spintual world, the ancestors who once lived among the living on 
earth are in a position to influence life on earth for better or for worse. This belief serves as a 
deterrent against aberrant behaviour among the living. Burial and ritual sites are believed to be 
the abode of ancestors and are kept as sacred groves. Resource exploitation activities such as 
farming, hunting, and tree cutting are prohibited in these places until certain ntuals are 
performed. In most of these sacred groves, economically and socially important ecological species 
are clustered as tombstones and they have preserved the biological diveaity of the region. 
4.1.3.3 Divinities and Spirits 
The elders revealed a belief among indigenous ace that divinities and spirits or lesser gods were 
created by the Supreme God to perform special functions on earth. Whereas the Supreme God 
lives in cosmic space (sky), the lesser gods or divinities have their places of abode on earth and 
are believed to dwell in such natural resources as rivers, lakes, seas, rocks, trees, hilis, and certain 
anirnals. Not surprisingly, in aimost al1 the indigenous communities surveyed, the exploitation 
of these natural resources is regulated by social noms and taboos. 
Indigenous Ashantis regard the Earth and Iarge bodies of water as sacred. For instance, a 
respondent at Kuntanase village near Kumasi revealed that Lake Bosomtwi is considered sacred 
among inhabitants of the surrounding settlements, and this prevents it frorn becorning polluted 
with human waste. Tradition forbids the use of boats on the lake. Instead, the fisherrnen sit on 
flat boards, rafts, or pieces of wood when fishing (Figure 4.1). Fishing is totally forbidden on 
certain portions of the lake and also during the months of July and August which i s  the breeding 
period for the fish. To the indigenous people, the spirit of the lake is believed to be resting 
during this period. 
There are local taboos or prohibition of activities that are believed to defile the Earth. These 
include rape or murder in the bush and there are elaborate rituals to propitiate the earth whenever 
such acts occur. There are also rituals to seek permission from the spirit of the Earth to dig a 
Fimire 4.1: Lake Bosomtwi at Kuntanase, near i(umasi. Fishermen sit 
on flat boards, rafts, and pieces of wood when fishing. 
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orave for the dead. The generai belief is that failure to honour the spirit of the Eanh or E 
acknowledge her magnanimity in this way, may provoke anger and vengeance. 
The elders ais0 revealed a belief among indigenous ace that human beings are not the only 
creatures held to be endowed with souls surviving after death. To Ashantis, al1 living things share 
this attribute equally with humans though the souls (sasa) of certain animais and plants are 
believed to be more important than others, just as the soul of a chief or king is deemed more 
powerfûl than the almost negligible soul of a servant. Similarly, the souls of rnighty trees are held 
in high esteem and such trees are often peaonified in proverbs as for instance when the death 
of a traditional leader or a chief is communicated to the people as odupgn atutu (a mighty tree 
has been uprooted). Also, trees and animals with powemil sasa (souls) are believed to be 
vindictive. A general belief among respondents was that the sasa (souls) can interfere in what 
might otherwise turn out to be a successful life. For instance, the sasu can make a man impotent, 
hasten death. cause madness or bnng other hardships to bear on the offender. As a result, certain 
socio-religious rites and ceremonies are often conducted to propitiate the souls of those animals 
and trees before or after they are subdued by hunters, herbalists, or wood-carven. 
4.2 Indigenous Political Institutions 
The elders regard indigenous political institutions as sacrosanct. This was also the view of a 
respondent from the acadernic comrnunity who revealed that central govemments and 
constitutions dunng and after colonial rule in Ghana, have consistently recognized and guaranteed 
the operation of indigenous politicai institutions in the country. Nationally, they are popularly 
referred to as chiefiaincy institutions. 
These institutions consist of a series of hierarchical Ievels of authority. The levels begin with 
household units and progress through the family, Lineage, village, tom. division, paramountcy. 
and finally the Ashanti nation. Considerable autonomy is exercised at each level of the political 
hierarchy with laid-down, though unwritten, procedures. Temtorially, every independent polity 
comprises a principal town or capital, surrounded by outlying subordinate towns and villages. 
Cases or conflicts are resolved at the household level, through family, lineage, and eventually to 
the highest authority, the chief, if the need arises (Figure 4.2). Similarly, the chief cornmunicates 
through the same channel down to the household. Decision-making at each level of authority is 
based on transactive processes and mutual consensus. According to the elders. this process is 
aimed at ensunng that persons making decisions will not have cause for regret at a later date. 
Whenever the chief and his elders sit in council to deliberate on matters affecting 
the community, each member of the community can make his or her voice heard either in person 
or through the representative of his or her lineage. 
There are also checks and balances within the indigenous political system. For instance, the 
chief is bound by custom to act with the consent and on the advice of his elders who are 
themselves representatives frorn different lineages in the town or village and are subject to sirnilar 
resuaints from members of their lineages. Public opinion is expressed ar the council either 
through the elders who, as heads of lineages, are often in contact with members of their 
Fiare 4.2: A traditional chief in a full traditional regalia 
community or through the nkwankwaahene (leader of the masses). There is an important eiective 
principle in the appointment of chiefs that enjoins responsible choices for excellence. This is 
further reinforced by mies which permit destoolment of chiefs and thus emphasize a pnnciple 
of accountability in leadership. The elective pnnciple could be broadened and used to galvanize 
local loyalties and pride in support of a modem system of local govemment. 
The chief and his elders are collectively responsible for the administration of the town or 
village. Traditionally, they have responsibility to maintain law and order within their village or 
town. Their gongs are used in summoning people to community meetings and for disseminating 
information in the communiùes. A gong is a hanging rimrned metal disk that produces a Ioud 
sonorous tone when stmck with a piece of wood. The chief s messenger (or village crier) uses 
this sound to attract villagers attention before announcing a message hPm the chief. The 
traditional duties of a chief include the following: (a) maintaining a Iink between his people and 
the ancestors; (b) maintaining the moral and rinial purity of his people; (c) acting as the principal 
custodians of "stool" lands in trust for the dead, the living, and the countless generations yet 
unbom; and (d) mobilizing the people for communal labour that often entails weeding and 
cleaning of public places of convenience, and construction of roads, drainage systems. schools, 
and clinics. 
In their role as intermediaries between the living and the ancestors, the chiefs pour libations 
and perform other rituals to propitiate the spirits of the ancestors. As custodians of stool lands. 
they oversee the transfer of land to families and other interested parties. The chiefs influence 
land-use patterns in their communities through their role in allocating land for farming, timber 
concessions, housing. and communal facilities. 
4.3 lndigenous Judicial Institutions 
The elders were unanimous in their accounts of the nature and operation of indigenous judicial 
system in Ashanti. According to them. the system works on a series of levels or a hierarchy of 
courts. In simple cases of everyday life expenence, an aggrieved person may approach his or her 
family head and lodge a cornplaint. This leads to peaceful resolution of a conflict by the family 
head. There is also a trial by family court consisting of heads of households of m. extended 
family or kinship groups. The family court is an arbitration gathering that settles intemal disputes 
involving such cases as a person's nght to the use of nanual resources and inhentance of 
property . 
Next in the hierarchy is the village chief s court or divisional court. These courts handle 
disputes that could not be resolved by a family court. The village chief s house is the iast court 
in a village for serious cases of sacrilege or infringement of taboos in the village. At the apex 
of the hierarchy are the Omanhene's court and the Asantehene's (King of Ashanti) court. These 
serve much like appeals court and the supreme court respectively. 
The process of arbitration at the indigenous courts is reminiscent of the Western system except 
that there are no lawyers involved. The parties, as for exarnpie in a land dispute. are asked to 
make preliminary payments, dworntodie, a kind of earnest money. Witnesses in the case are sent 
into concealment until the parties have made hiil statements in coun and have been questioned 
by the open court. They are then called upon to give evidence and are cross-examined by parties 
to the dispute and the court's panel consisting of the chief, queen, and elders. 
In reaching a verdict, the chief considers al1 the issues and evidence before the coun, and the 
advice of dl the subchiefs or elders at the court. In situations that lack clarity, the courts are 
guided by precedents, and the expenential knowfedge and wisdom of the elders. At the 
conclusion of a trial, the guilty party is often fmed and ais0 asked to pacifj the offended party. 
Often. the court imposes fines on culprits to serve as a deterrent to deviant behavioun in the 
society. This system of arbitration is particularly useful in resolving land disputes and enforcing 
social prohibitions or taboos and noms pertaining to environmental conservation and 
management. 
4.4 Indigenous Economic Institutions 
This section presents the second set of research findings. The findings are based on both 
qualitative and quantitative anaiysis of data and information collected fron. key informants in the 
following categones: indigenous healers (50); indigenous hunters (50); and. indigenous farmers 
(50). Other categories of indigenous econornic institutions identified in the study area include: 
wood carving; blacksmithing; pottery making; Cotton or kente weaving; and palm-wine tapping, 
which produces indigenous wine or symp from the palm tree. 
4.4.0 Indigenous Healing Practices 
The distinguishing characteristics of indigenous healers in the study area is that they provide 
health care with plant, animal, or mineral substances and methods that are based on socio-cultural 
and religious beliefs of the local people. A total of thirty-four (34) males and sixteen (16) 
females were interviewed and their average age was 51 years. The age and gender distribution 
of respondents in this category of indigenous occupation are shown below in Table 4.2. 
The following categories of indigenous healen were interviewed: herbalists (28). traditional 
priests and priestesses (9), traditional birth attendants (6),  and bone-setters (7). Most of the 
healers (64%) indicated that they have more than 10 years of experience in the profession. Some 
of the healers practice farming and hunting as their minor occupation. 
Table 4.2: Age-Gender Distribution of Heealeers 
Gender 1 Age Cobort 1 Total 




substances. Although traditionai priests and priestesses are also knowledgeable in medicinal uses 
of herbs. they operate under the guidance of their deities. Because of their connection with 
deities. most of the traditional pnest and priestesses claimed to have control over diseases that 
are shrouded in mystery. Traditional birth attendants are women who have specialized in the 
delivery of babies and are knowledgeable in prenatal and postnatal medicinal herbs. Bonesetters 


























The nature and duration of apprenticeship or training of respondents differed in each category 
of healing practice. For instance, the priests and priestesses revealed that entry into their 
profession is by divine calling of a deity and apprenticeship or training ofien lasts 3 years. The 
fxst year is focused on ceremonial ablutions with herbal concoctions. There are herbs that 
strengthen the ankies to withstand the strains of traditional priesthood dancing (Figures 4.3a and 
4.3b). The dance serves as a medium for establishg rapport with the spiritual world. Cenain 
herbs are rubbed on theu eyes, and this enables them to connect with the spirinial world. In the 
second year, the apprentice l e m s  the narnes and therapeutic propenies of medicinal plants. In 
the third year. they learn the art of divination and the psychology of diseases. Other categories 
of healers, particularly bone-setters and traditional binh attendants received informal training 
rnostly from either a relative or family fnend and lasted on average. 5 years. 
According to the healers, formal education is helpful but not a requirernent in their profession. 
What is important is one's ability to pay attention to details. Not surpnsingly most of the heaiers 
(68%) had no formai education and they rely on the services of either their children, relatives. 
or friends to keep records of their patients (Table 4.3). However, a key informant from the 
Traditional Healers' Association revealed that the high illiteracy rate arnong indigenous healers 
often affects measurements of medication and pose as a barrier to collaborative research with 
formal agencies. 
Fimre 4.3: 
(a) A traditional priest possessed by deity 
(b) A traditional priesthood dancing. The ankles are strengthened 
with herbs to withstand stress 
Table 4.3 Educational Status of Indigenous Healers 
II EDUCATLONALSTATUS 1 FREQUENCY 1 PERCENTAGE (%) 
The Traditional Healers' Association is a nongovemmental organization which regulates the 
activities of indigenous healea and organises workshops for members to interact and up-date 
their knowledge. Through the activities of this organization, some of the healen have learned to 
combine scientific and indigenous methods in their healing practice. For instance, a bone-setter 
revealed that she now encourages her patients to have x-rays before and after treatment. Also, 
a traditional birth attendant revealed that she now uses sterilized instruments and this has 
significantly reduced complications associated with deliveries. Majority of the healers (52%) 
indicated that they use between 10 and 20 plant species for health care, and 8% use between 3 1 
and 50 plant species (Table 4.4). 
No Formal Education 
Elementary Education 
SecondaryPost Secondary 
Tertiary /Univers i ty 
Total 
According to the healers, every illness or disease in their community is associated with either: 
(a) natural causation; @) spintual or supematural forces; or (c) the result of socially unacceptable 
behaviour. Hence, their healing methods are geared towards neutralizing these forces. 
The healers prepare their medications from either the leaves, bark, stem, or root of plants. For 












Table 4.4: Number of plant species used by indigenous healers 
- -  - 
1 INDIGENOUS HEALERS 
The aqueous decoction of Otan-nuro (Trichilia monadelplta) mostly found in moist parts of 
secondary forests is used as Liniment for anhntis and for the treatment of yaws, sores and ulcers. 
Sirnilarly, the roots and leaves of Kcikupenpen (African rauwolfia) which is cornmon in secondary 
forests are used as sedative and tranquillizer in psychiatrie conditions. The Afncan pepper, locafly 
known as Hwenleaa (Xylopia aethiopia) is used as additive to other rernedies. It is believed that 
Hwenteaa has antihingal and has a broad spectrum antibiotic action. 
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF SPECIES 
Other medicinal plants revealed by the healers include: Nsusuaa (Solanwn torvurn) which 
occurs as a common weed of secondary forest clearings at road sides and waste lands is used as 
haemostatic after child birth and for coughs especially in children; Awonwene (Biner leaf or 
Vernonia amygdalina) cornmonly found in outskirts of most villages is used as andgesic and also 
for the treatment of upper respiratory tract infections; and, Ananse nkatee (Desmodiurn herb) 
FREQWCY PERCENTAGE (95) 
which occurs in moist and shaded places in the forest, is used for the prevention and treatment 
of asthmatic conditions. According to the healers rituals are often perforrned to pacify the souk 
of certain plants whose original abode are destroyed in the quest to provide health care to 
humans. 
Besides medicinal plants, majority of the healers (5656) use specific parts of certain mamrnals. 
reptiles, and arnphibians for healing purposes. These hclude snail shells, animal fat, worms. and 
bones of wild mimals. The healers complained that certain medicinal plant and animal species 
have been particularly scarce because of deforestation and busares in the local environment. In 
some cases, they rely on the outside markets for their supply of medicinal plants and animal 
species. 
A key govemment official revealed that with increasing disappearance of forest species and 
biodiversity in the Ghana, the conservation of forests and medicinai plants has become an 
important issue in the country and the govemment has expressed support by establishing the 
Centre for Scientific Research into Plant Medicine at Mampong Akuapem (Figure 4.4). The 
centre operates under the direction of the country's Ministry of Health and it researches the 
medicinal value of plants. The Ministry of the Environment has put together a strategic and 
action plan for the management and use of Ghana's total biodiversity. 
Fiare  4.4: Centre for Scientfic Research into Plant Medicine at Mampong Akuapem, 
Ghana. 
4.4.1 Indigenous Farming Practices 
Unlike the healers, most of the farrners interviewed were younger with an average age of 41 
years. Respondents consisted of thirty-two (32) males and eighteen (18) fernales. The age and 
gender distribution are shown in Table 4.5. Like the indigenous healers, most of the farrners 
(62%) had no formal education (Table 4.6). In addition to farming, 78% of the famiers do some 
hunting and gathering, and 88% indicated knowledge of two or more medicinal plants. 
Table 4.5: Age-Gender Distribution of Indigenous Farmen 
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The distinguishing characteristic of indigenous farrning practices is that they are largely based 
on locd values, attitudes, beliefs, behavioural patterns, and biophysical conditions. The most 
cornmon indigenous farrning systems are intercropping and bush fallowing. Intercropping 
involves the planting of different crops in the s m e  field in a fa-ng season. The b e r s  
indicated that they often plant between 6-15 crop species sequentially on the same fardand. The 
mixture of crops is often made up of varieties that have different moisture, soi1 nutrients, and 

































devastated in case of disease outbreak or pests attack. It dso facilitates recycling of nutrients 
through crop and weed residues and ensures constant vegetative cover. 
The farmers who practice bush fdowing revealed that they often abandon their f am  plots 
after a 2 or 3 year period of cultivation. This allows for regrowth of natural vegetation and 
enrichment of the soil through decomposed organic materiais. Thereafter. the farmers return to 
the same plot for another cropping phase. The farming method is largely slash-and-burn using 
simple farm implements such as the hoe, axe, and cutlass. Some of the farmers revealed that the 
use of these implements minirnizes exposure of the subsoil to the tropical Sun. Larger trees. 
stumps, and roots are not removed because they are believed to protect the soi1 from leaching 
(Figure 4.5). Average farm size is between 1-3 acres. 
The f m e r s  relate their faxming activities to local biophysical and clirnatic conditions in 
Ashanti. The main dry season occumng during January and March, marks the beginning of the 
preparation of farm lands for sowing during the rainy season. During the pre-harvest season, from 
July to Septernber, faflTLing activities are restricted to clearing weeds and attending to crops. The 
main harvest season is from October to December, and it is the period for both intense harvesting 
of crops and famiIy reunion as most cultural festivals are held in December. 
Access to fannlands does not seem to pose a problem for the farmes. Most of them (70%) 
indicated that they own their farrnlands and these were acquired through communal or family 
arrangements. The rest (30%) were mostly migrant farmers who rent farmland through the 
Figure 4.5: Indigenous farmer using the slash-and-bum method 
following local arrangements: (a) a half-share system (abunu) or (b) a third-share system (abusa). 
The fint arrangement requires the fanner to give-up half of the total farm produce as payment 
for the use of the familand. The second arrangement allows the landowner to receive one-third 
of the total farm produce. 
Like the healers, the farmers revealed in-depth ecological knowledge. They are able to control 
crop diseases and pests attack using indigenous methods. For instance, wood ash is sprinkled on 
the leaves of vegetable plants as a protection against pests attack. Another technique involves 
spacing of f m  crops. According to some of the farmers, wider spacing of crops decreases the 
incidence of plant diseases. The fanners also use traps and scare tactics such as planting 
improvised human statues or effigies on the farm to ward off such pests as rodents and birds. In 
addition, selective destruction of infected plants is used by some of the farmers. A key 
government officiai revealed that this method was introduced by the colonial government in the 
early part of 19th century as a policy to stop the spread of cocoa pod diseases in the country. 
During that period. indigenous farmers vehementiy opposed this policy with death threats to 
enforcement officers. 
The farmers are able to successfully identiQ precursors of climatic and weather conditions. For 
instance, some of them disclosed that there is always a strong possibility of prolonged dry season 
when a vulture is seen incubating at a time when rainfall is widely expected. Other precursors 
of climatic and meteorological conditions include observation of certain species of ants, frogs, 
or cloud movements at certain time, day, or month. The farmers also revealed a good knowledge 
of the characteristics of soils in the local environment. According to them, indicators of soi1 
fertility include the following: presence of clay, low proportion of sand and moisture. decayed 
organic rnatter or black colour, earthworms, and certain plant species (eg. Asunian-nrorowa or 
so[anum torvum). Conversely, they associated a high proportion of sand or gravels with infertile 
soils. 
Another element of ecological knowledge among the farmers pertains to the use of forest 
products for such basic necessities as household tools, food, medicine, fuelwood. and charcoal. 
The household tools include ladles, aginding pestles, mortars, basket. brooms, stools. soaps. and 
chewsticks. Chewsùcks are mostly obtained from the Garcinin epunctata (nsokor) tree and are 
used as substitute for toothpaste. Broorns are made from the ribs of oil palm fronds and are 
mostly made by women and teenagers. Similarly, soaps are made from plantain peels or cocoa 
pods and palrn oil mostly by women. Baskets are made from the branches of palm trees by men 
and teenage boys. Bamboo (Oxyrenanthera abyssinica) and Odum (Milicia excelsa) are used for 
fencing and house construction mostly by men. Traditional stools or chairs are made from the 
Osese (Fmturnia sp.) and Nyame dua (Aktonia gongensis) uees and are ofien made by men and 
teenage boys. 
Like the indigenous healers, the farmers identified busMires and deforestation as the major 
environmental problems in their cornrnunities. Some of the farmen attributed the problem of 
deforestation to commercial lumbenng and the activities of charcoal producers; the total 
dependence of the communities on firewood as a pnmary source of energy: and unconuolled 
bushfires. Bushfires were attributed to inexperienced game hunters and palm-wine tappers who 
often use fire as the major tool. 
Othen revealed that because of increases in family sizes and a high demand for farmland. 
forests are being cleared at an alanning rate. In some situations. population pressures are so great 
that forests dong river banks have been cleared for f ' n g  despite a traditional belief that this 
disturbs the river's peace of mind. When the rivers are disnirbed, they often respond by drying 
up and creating acute water shortage for domestic and farming activities. Some of the fernale 
respondents reveaied that during this penod. they travel longer distances with their teenagers in 
search of drinking water and they often spend between 2-3 hours on a round trip to streams. 
The fanners obsente traditional holidays dunng which the spirit of the Earth is believed to be 
resting. These days are regarded as sacred and it is a taboo to work on the fann during these 
holidays. The farmers beiieve that failure to observe these noms rnay provoke anger from the 
spirit of the Earth and may result in poor harvest or physical injury. The farmers usually seize 
this opportunity to attend to social and community issues. Comrnunity meetings are often held 
during sacred days. There are other communal taboos with regards to the use of certain natural 
resources. For instance, at Akyeremade village, fish from River Bufo are not eaten by inhabitants 
of the village even though this is not the case downstream. At Akyeawkrom near Ejisu, it is a 
taboo to use water from the Baduafun Stream for domestic purposes. However. respondents could 
not give any reason for these taboos. 
A nongovemmental organization that represents the interests of farmers in the country is the 
Ghana National Farmers Council but it seems to have lost touch with subsistence farmers. For 
instance, al1 the indigenous famiers who were interviewed indicated that they were not aware of 
the activities of this organization. 
4.4.2 Indigenous Hunting and Gathering 
Respondents in this category of indigenous institution consisted of forty-one (4 1 ) male hun ters 
and nine (9) female gatherers. Their average age was 41.5 years. The age-gender distribution of 
respondents are shown in Table 4.7. Like the indigenous healers and farmen, most of the hunters 
(86%) had no fomd education (Table 4.8). In addition to hunting and gathering, dmost al1 the 
hunters and gatherers (96%) were dso engaged in farming and they ail indicated knowledge and 
use of two or more medicinal plants. To sorne extent, the indigenous Ashanti comrnunities are 
subsistence economies and the inhabitants depend largely on the local environment for most of 
their nutritionai requirements. 
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Table 4.8: Educauonal Status of Indipnous Huntea 
Respondents revealed that hunting and trapping of game are nsky undertakings and often 
require some form of training. They learned the profession under the guidance of a relative, 
mostly the father. Hunting for game is done mostly by adult men and takes place during the day 
or night. At night, a hunter uses acetylene headlamps to blind a quarry and before it is shot. Day 
time hunters are mostly farmers who share their time between farrn work and searching for garne. 
Some of the hunters (40%) disclosed that they often use hunting dogs to assist in trading and 
trapping a game. 
PERCENTAGE (76) EDUCATIONAL STATUS 




The hunters revealed that they set traps dong the borders of farm plots and the forest 
purposely for rodents or herbivores. There are also traps for birds. Traps are made from wooden 
sticks and ropes obtained from specific trees and climbers in the forest. These include f@g 
(Glyphaea brevir) and oferna (Microdesmis puberda) trees. The hunters disclosed that they often 
entice a game to a trap by improvising its habitat or placing its best food around the uap and this 











Also, the hunters are able to locate game by following such traces as dung pellets. marks left 
behind in feeding on or scratching vegetation and crops, tracks in the soil, sounds made by the 
game or cries of birds that are aroused by its presence. According to the hunters, these s ipals  
often tell exactly when and where the game passed a spot, its species, age. size and mood, and 
whether it was alarmed and running for safety. The hunters aiso told stones about the iife cycle 
of certain animals that they ofien hunt inciuding the kinds of food they eat, methods of searching 
for food, pregnancy and gestation penod, natural habitat and average Iifespan. 
Hunting and trapping are regulated by indigenous beliefs and taboos, most of which ensure 
humane and sustainable hunting practices. For instance, a hunter revealed that male hornbills 
(birds) feed their mates (fernales) during incubation and this ofien occurs in January and 
February. For these reasons, it is a taboo to kill these birds during this period. The hunters 
revealed other taboos that prevent them from killing a game. They include the following 
circumstances: 
When the gamehnimal is pregnant or nursing young ones; 
Indication of thirst as when a game is spotted drinking from a stream (except after it has 
drunk from the stream); 
When the game is mating; 
On sacred days because it is believed that the forest is resting; 
During the closed-season (June to September) which is the breeding period of most game; 
and, 
Hunting is a taboo in sacred groves. 
In addition, an elderly hunter reveaied that, not long ago, hunters were in the habit of 
conducting funerals for certain animals with the sole intention of making the vindictive sasa of 
these animals passive and innocuous in the affairs of the living. The animals include the elephant 
(gsono); the bongo (gtromo); and the duiker (ewiyo or okwaduo). Although the funeral 
ceremonies for animals were less elaborate compared to those of humans. it discouraged young 
and inexperienced hunters fiom kiliing these animals. 
Two examples of environmentally degrading hunting methods were revealed. The first relates 
to isolated dug-out pits or trenches in the forest to trap wandering game. The hunters adrnitted 
that this method is regarded as unsafe because of the greater tendency to trap innocent people. 
The other is a communal hunting technique employed by teenage and inexperienced hunters, 
mostly age-mates. The group often sets fire to the forest to flush out game. The game is chased 
and killed with clubs as they ran away from their hiding places. According to the hunters. this 
method is also unsafe and was singled out as major cause of undesirable and destructive bushfires 
in the country. 
Gathenng of forest products is mostiy done by women and teenagers. According to those 
interviewed, these activities take place during the day and are ofren neither organised nor 
coordinated except for occasional group exploitation of snails and mushrooms. Several varieties 
of snails, rnushrooms, leaves and firewood are gathered from the forest. Fruits are mostly 
gathered by teenagers and they include Boroferg (Pnwpaw, Carica papaya). Mango (Mangifera 
indica), Kwadu (Banana), and Paya (Avocado pear). Leaves that are mostly gathered and used 
as veget a bles include Kon tomire (Cocoyam leaves), and Bankye ahaban (Cassava Ieaves). Tree 
species collected and used as fuelwood include: Esa (Celtir zenkeri), Ofuntum (Funrwnia 
elastica). Agyama (Alchomeo cordifolfia), and Wawa (Triplochiton scleroxylon). In this sense. 
women and teenagers are chef  repositories of curent knowledge about the use of nees and other 
forest products. 
Respondents revealed that success in gathering depends largely on experience and knowledge 
of the ecological conditions associated with each forest resource. For instance, snails and 
mushrooms are often available in the rainy seasons and are located in moist semi-deciduous 
forests. A typical hunting expedition occurs in the rainy season, and the experienced gatherer may 
collect about 350 snails per day. However, a respondent revealed that output of snails has 
declined over the years and this was ateibuted to fiequent bushfies and prolonged dry seasons 
in the local environment. 
4.5 Environmental Problems and Constraints to EIA Practice in Ghana 
This section presents the third set of findings penaining to the key environmental problems and 
constraints to EIA practice in Ghana. The findings are based on formal and informal interviews 
conducted with twenty (20) key inforrnants from the following categories: govemment officiais: 
acadernicians; environmentalists; and, nongovemmental organizations. 
Unlike members of the indigenous institutions, key informants in this category were younger 
and highly educated. Their average age was 35. The youngest was 26 years of age and the oldest, 
51 years (Table 4.9). Al1 the respondents had formal education and majority (60%) have had 
university education (4.10). Seven (7) of the respondents with university education held doctorate 
degrees and this included three (3) university professors. Again unlike members of the indigenous 
institutions. this category of respondents had varied disciplinary backgrounds and they included 
the following: agronomists, land use planners, sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists. 
environmentaiist, geographers, biologist, meteorologists, and engineen (Table 4.1 1 ). 
Table 4.9: Age-Gender Distribution of Key Govemment Officials & Other Respondents 
1 
Maie 2 6 4 2 -- 14 
Female 1 4 1 -- -- 6 
1 Total 3 10 5 2 -- 20 1 
Table 4.10: Educational Status of Key Govemment Officials & Other Respondents 
TOTAL 1 20 1 100.0 
EDUCATIONAL STATUS 




As an attempt to have some insight about environmental problems in Ghana, respondents were 
asked to rank the three most pressing environmental problems in the country. The question was 











categories, namely: water pollution, air pollution, waste management, land degradation. 
de forestation, bushfire, flooding, and other (Table 4.12). 
Table 4.11: Disciplinary Background of Key Govemment Officiais & Other Respondents 

































The three (3) most pressing environmental problems identified by thk group of key informants 
are waste management, deforestation, and bushfires. Other pressing problems identified are water 
and air pollution and land degradation. Hooding is among the least pressing environrnental 
problems identified although the researcher witnessed a serious flooding in Accra during the field 
work in Ghana. A key informant described ihis as an isolated incident. The seriousness of waste 
management problerns in the country was descnbed by a key environmentalist. According to him. 
most urban dwellers in Ghana including politicians treat wetiand as wasteland that is good for 
only landfill or garbage dump. The wetland is thus dumping grounds for the wastes of towns. 
cities, and metropolitan areas. For instance, the Korle Iagoon, the largest water body in Accra 
District has been officially declared dead after several years of receiving garbage and sewage 
including waste oil from garages and textile firms operating near its banks. Ghana recently 
obtained a loan from a Saudi Arabian bank for the sole purpose of cleaning up the Korle lagoon. 
It was also revealed that although the Subin River in Kumasi was considered c1ea.n about thiny 
(30) years ago, at the present time, garbage trucks from the Kumasi Metropolitan Council dump 
human wastes into the Subin River in broad day light. 
Deforestation and bushfire are senous problems becaus e of the socio-cultural and economic 
importance of forests. For instance as noted in Section 4.4, the forests provide resource 
substitutes which are scarce or physically and economicaily inaccessible in indigenous 
communities. These include forest products for such basic necessities as household and farming 
tools, food, medicine, fuelwood, ladles, soaps, and chewstick which is used as substitute for 
toothpaste. The forests also provide congenial environments which support rural food systems by 
way of productive agricultural land opportunities. No doubt, representatives of indigenous 
economic institutions (healers, hunters, and f m e r s )  who were inteniewed also identified 
deforestation and bushfires as the major environmental problerns in their communities. As noted 
in Section 1.6, Ghana's closed forests shelter over 2,100 plant species and numerous endangered 
species and need some protection. As well, the country's economy derives its strength fiom 
sustainable exploitation of forests and other naturai resources. 
Respondents were also asked to rank three (3) most pressing constraints to environmental 
impact assessrnent practice in the country. Again, to aUow for more possibilities, the question was 
open-ended. The responses are grouped into eight (8) major categories. These include (Table 
4.13) : (a) lack of local EL4 experts; (b) lack of organized scientific data; (c) ignorance of EIA 
law and procedures and illiteracy; (d) lack of appropriate EIA methods; and, (e) institutional 
problems particularly, over-centrakation of EIS reviews and approvals. 
Based on the frequency of rankings, the most pressing constra.int to EIA practice identified is 
lack of organized baseline data. This is followed by lack of local EA experts and institutional 
problerns respectively. Other key constraints identified are the general lack of environmental 
awareness in the country, land management problems, and ignorance of the existence of EIA law 
and procedures in the country and high rate of illiteracy arnong a section of the population. 
Commenting on the lack of local EA experts, a key informant from the Environmentai Protection 
Agency (EPA) revealed that the first environmental impact statement (EIS) was received in 1990. 
By June 1995, a total of one-hundred (100) EISs had been received. 
Table 4.13: Key Constraints to EIA Practice in Ghana 
Only twenty-two (22) of these reports were acceptable and these were mostly prepared by foreipn 
















Lack of Local EA Experts 
Lack of Environmental Awareness 
Ignorance of EA & Illiteracy 
Lack of appropriate EA Methods 
Land Management Problems 
Lack of Organized Baseline Data 
Lack of Intervenor Funding 
Institutional Problems 
Other 
TOTAL FREQUENCY - 
Lack of organized scientific baseline data and information: 
Assessrnent and prediction of impacts magnitude were largely generalizations with little 
or no relation to the project environment; . Potential adverse effects of proposed undertakings and alternatives were often ignored or 
given scanty attention; and. 
Lack of public participation. 
According to the EPA official, these deficiencies unduly prolong the EIA process and created 
embarrassrnent to both consultants and proponents. In some cases, officiais of EPA were 


































has been organising training workshops ta train local consultants in the preparaiion of EIS. The 
first two training workshops were run in July 1995. Each workshop lasred five (5) days and fony- 
nine (49) participants were involved. They included planners, sociologists, civil engineers. mining 
engineers, architects, and economists. 
Respondents attributed the lack of organized baseline data and information to the general 
economic decline in the country. According to Rothchild (1991). from 1974 to the late 1980s. 
the Ghanaian econorny was in decline and was unable, for a combination of sîructurd and policy- 
based reason, to seize the initiative and overcome the constraints on choice. Heavily dependent 
upon extemal sources for her impons of petroleum, machinery, and manufactured items and on 
foreign markets for her exports of cocoa, timber, and diamond, Ghana's economy is vulnerable 
to the vagaries of world market forces. in addition, declining agricultural and industrial 
productivity has contributed substantially Ghana's economic malaise. This has greatly affected 
data gathering operations and capacities of most institutions, especially at the regional and local 
levels. For instance, large-scale and up-dated maps are often not available. Moreover. the 
available data are often of poor quality and out-of-date. The last population census was conducted 
in 1980 and most of the demographic data and socio-economic information are outdated. 
Particularly absent are data on the following: (a) generai groundwater information and wetland 
ecosystems; (b) soil, water and air quality; (c) emission inventory of pollutants; and (d) noise 
pollution. In addition, poor coordination among various institutions often results in duplication 
of data collection efforts. 
Respondents identified over-centralization of environmental impact assessrnent reviews and 
approvals in Accra as a major institutional problem. According to them, this often results in 
unnecessary delays and other inefficiencies. For instance, officiais reviewing the EIS are often 
not familiar with curent biophysical and socio-economic conditions and attitudes of local people 
towards a proposed undertaking. However, a key official at the EPA revealed that the agency is 
aware of these issues and has recently set up Regional Offkes in each of the ten (10) 
administrative regions of the country. The Regional Offices have been instructed to establish 
Environmental Management Cornmittees at the district and cornmunit. levels. These cornmittees 
are expected to take active role in the preparation of EISs. 
Land management problems identified by the key infamants include unauthorized 
developrnents and difficulties in obtaining large tracts of land, especially for industrial and 
commercial purposes. These problems are the result of the various land tenurial arrangements. 
In addition to the indigenous land tenure systern discussed in Section 4.1.2. two other categories 
of land ownership in Ashanti were revealed. These are state and "vested" lands. State lands are 
those lands acquired by the colonial govemment for its administrative and development functions 
and held in absolute ownership of successive governments. Mer  independence, the government 
rezoned many of these lands for residential development, prepared layouts, and allocated them 
to individuals, corporate bodies, and institutions on long leases for development. 
Vested Lands are those previously belonging to a traditional or indigenous authority but 
declared under various executive instruments and acts to be vested in the state in tntst for the 
original landowners. The relevant Acts are: the Administration of Land Act of 1962; the State 
Londs Act of 1962; the Public Conveyance Act of 1965; and the Constitution of the Republic of 
Ghana of 1992. Under the power of these acts, every mineral in its natural state in. under. or 
upon any land in Ghana, water courses throughout Ghana, the exclusive econornic zone, and any 
area covered by the temtorial sea or continental shelf of the country is the property of the 
Republic of Ghana. All the respondents in this category indicated that they recognize the 
existence of indigenous institutions in Ghana and the potentid of these institutions to resolve 
some of the constraints to EIA practice in the country. 
4.6 Surnmary 
Chapter 4 presented three sets of research findings. These are the result of interviews conducted 
with: (a) village elders; (b) indigenous healers, hunters and farmea; and (c) government officials. 
academicians, environmental sector, and nongovemmenial organizations respectively. The system 
of authority and roles, particularly, as they are legitirnized in local kinship, clan and family. 
political, judicial and economic institutions, and other structures entailing direct exercise of 
authority are discussed. The discussions revealed that the philosophy of life among members of 
these institutions is built on the perpetuation of life for al1 objects--both animate and inanimate. 
Their belief system and environmental management practices are based on this philosophy. The 
sanctioned aspects of social actions among members of these institutions are permeated by 
spirituality and reverence for ancestors. 
The discussions also revealed a body of indigenous knowledge in the study area. This includes: 
(a) detailed know ledge of the environment, including plants, animals, and natural phenomena: (b) 
development an use of appropriate technologies for primary resource utilization. uses of biotic 
materials, and environmental conservation practices; and, (c) cultufal practices and beliefs, 
including a holistic worldview that parallels the scientific discipline of ecology. These aspects 
of indigenous knowledge and practices could complement western scientific data in 
environmental impact assessment and planning. This is imperative because of the paucity of 
scientific baseline information in Ghana and considerable interest among govemment officiais 
and academicians in using indigenous institutions to resolve some of the problems with EIA 
practice. Chapter 5 discusses further avenues for incorporating indigenous systems in 
environmental impact assessment and planning. 
Chapter Five 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
5.0 Introduction 
The preceding discussions provided some insight pertaining to the potential contribution of 
indigenous institutions to environmental impact assessment and planning. Chapter 5 discusses 
aspects of indigenous institutions that are relevant to assessment and planning in Ghana. It also 
discusses the potential consnaints and suggests possible approaches to incorporating indignous 
systems to complement scientific knowledge system in ways that would not necessarily dilute the 
essence of either system nor invalidate their underlying principles. Findly, policy implications 
of the discussions for Ghana's environmental impact assessment procedure are discussed. 
5.1 Potential Contribution of Indigenous Institutions to Environmental Impact 
Assessrnent (EIA) and Planning 
The key activities within environmentai impact assessment process include the following: 
scoping, impact prediction and significance. mitigation measures, documentation, impact review 
and monitoring (Beanlands and Duinker, 1983; Ahead and Sammy, 1985: Spalding et. al., 1993). 
To recapitulate earlier discussions in Section 2.0, scoping refers to the early identification of 
publicly valued environmental attributes and the setting of temporal and spatial boundaries: 
impact prediction is a projection of future changes in an environment with and without a 
proposed undertaking; significcmce of impacts depends largely on socially defined noms and 
values: mitigation rneasures are designed to prevent, minimize or cornpensate for impacts deemed 
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sipificmt; and monitoring is carried out to observe cornpliance with mitigation measures. and 
to detect predicted and unexpected environmental changes. As noted in Section 2.3.1, Ghana's 
environmental assessment process covers these components including details such as: 
A description of the present environment that would be affected directly or indirectly by 
the undertaking; 
A prediction of hiture environmental conditions of the area with and without the 
undertaking; 
Proposed measures to prevent or rnitigate adverse environmental impacts: and, 
A proposal for environmental management program to cover construction, operation, and 
decornmissioning stages of the undenaking. 
The participation of local people and the use of indigenous knowledge could be helpfd in this 
regard. This could also assist planners to identify areas where EIA is mandatory. Such areas 
include: (a) watershed reserves, wildIife reserves and sanctuaries including sacred groves; (b) 
potential tounst areas such as historie, archaeologicai and cultural sites; (c) habitats of 
endangered or threatened species and indigenous wildlife; (d) areas proned to natural disaster and 
bush or forest fires. Specifically, indigenous institutions could facilitate environmental assessment 
in the following ways: 
IdentiQing social and power structures and avenues for public participation in indigenous 
communities; 
Using key indigenous leaders and their gongs and village criers to disseminate 
information and facilitate dialogue; 
Identioing sacred and non-fanning days for community meetings and consultations; 
Contnbuting indigenous expenential or ecological knowledge of past and current 
behaviour of ecosystems including potential use of local plants and forest products; 
Identifying endangered plant and animal species; 
Explaining local resource-use and nuances including indigenous economic bases: 
Using local value sets to interpret and evaluate the significance of predicted impacts: 
Resolving land use conflicts at the family. community, and village levels based on 
dialogue and mutual learning processes; 
Using knowledge of the indigenous land tenure system to resolve land claims and 
compensation where necessary. 
As a result of the findamental similarities and logical links between environmental assessment 
and planning, these aspects of indigenous institutions could serve a similar purpose in 
development planning. For instance, in the Canadian Northem Temtories. the Lancaster Sound 
Proposed Regional Land Use Planning Commission (1989) used indigenous knowledge to identify 
community concems and to document and map natural resources and cultural features of the 
Region. 
In the past, both environmentai assessment and planning were generaily considered as largely 
a technical realm. The identification and evaluation of impacts was thought to be a job for 
experts or scientists. and the inclination of govemments introducing assessment requirements was 
to rely on experts within government (Gibson. 1990). Certainly, the role of scientists or experts 
remains important but the record has been that environmental assessment questions cm seldom 
be answered simply through the provision of technical facts (Gibson, 1990; Richardson et. al., 
1993). This is particularly true because the scientific methods for predicting environmental 
impacts thrive on the implicit assumptions outlined by Lawrence (1992) as follows: 
Aspects of the environment and their relationships c m  be identified, descnbed or 
measured and monitored; 
Changes with or without a proposed action can be predicted to the extent that cause and 
effect relationships cm be established; 
Stakeholders' values can be determined; 
Measures of impact magnitude and significance can be assessed; and, 
Issues of probability and uncertainty can be managed to such an extent that it is possible 
to decide whether a proposed action should proceed with or without modifications. 
These assumptions thrive on perfect functioning or ideal models (Rees, 1988). In reality. we 
do not have such models to make accurate predictions. This seems to be the case in both 
developed and developing countries. Berkes (1988) reveals how an EIA on the James Bay 
Hydroelectric Mega-project failed to predict the major impact of the project on native peoples 
in the La Grande River watershed. The EIA dwelt on scientific predictions and failed to utilize 
local resource-use, nuances, and local value sets to interpret and evaluate predicted impacts 
(Meredith, 199 1 ). 
The involvement of native people during the impact assessment study for the Beaufort Sea 
Hydrocarbon Production and Transportation, the Oldman River Dam. and the Norman Wells Oil 
Field Developrnent and Pipeline projects in Canada revealed useful baseline and monitoring 
information for environmental assessment. Laionde (1993) provides a list of native people's 
concerns that were revealed during consultations in their comrnunities. They include: 
Comments that ancestors never mentioned rnoose being as far north as Davis inlet. where 
in the last few yem,  rnoose are commonly seen; 
Observation that fox and mink eat their young ones when airplanes fly over them at low 
levels. Also, flying over caribou calving grounds at low altitude creates stress among 
females calving; and, 
Concern that past recreational and traditional activities around irrigation weir ceased 
because of the apparent danger of drowning from new whulpools and increased flow of 
rivers. 
These information could not have been uncovered using only scientific methods (Lalonde. 
1993). In this sense, the involvement of indigenous people in environmental assessment is 
crucial not only to balance the apparent bias of proponents and ensure less inhibited cntical 
reviews, but also to help reveai and evduate the non-technical choices that underlie much of the 
decision-making on environmentaily significant undertakings (Gibson, 1990). Examples in Ghana 
are not far-fetched. 
The failure to actively involve indigenous institutions and other stakeholders in the planning 
and construction of the Tema Harbour in Ghana resulted in many unpleasant experiences. The 
project involved not only the construction of a seaport but also a resettlement of 12,000 people 
living in the old Tema and the transplanting of over 200 communal and family gods (Arnarteifio 
et. al., 1966). Many of the gods were buried in the ground and project officers had no idea about 
the appropnate rituals required for their removal. Dissatisfied with the project, local residents 
vehemently resisted resettlement for seven years, having sworn to their great god (Awudu) that 
resettlement could only take place "over their dead bodies". The hostility resulted in violent acts. 
including the destruction of prototype houses by a section of the people to demonstrate their 
indignation, until steps were taken to involve the local people and to understand their value sets. 
resource-use and nuances. For instance, the indigenous judicial system was helpful in resolving 
land claims and compensation issues (Amarteifio et. aL, 1966). The United States Information 
Agency (USIA) has recognized the potential of indigenous institutions and processes in this 
regard. It is currentiy funding a program to integrate the strengths of African indigenous 
institutions and western methods of conflict resolution to stem the tide of violent civil strife and 
environmental degradation in Africa (Davenport, 1995). 
Another example from Ghana is the Volta Resettlement Scheme in the early 1960's. Project 
officiais regrouped several isolated villages at a new site to take advantage of cornmon public 
facilities despite differences in the groupsT kinship background, power structures. and value-sets. 
This created animosity and lack of social cohesion arnong settlers (Chambers, 1970). As if that 
was not enough. the design and construction of new housing units for the settlers imposed 
building standards with little or no regard to the socio-econornic circumstances of the settlers. 
The standards were financially and culturally impossible to maintain (Chambers, 1970). For 
instance. core-housing units were provided using such modem and relatively high cost materials 
as cernent for walls instead of mud or swish; and aluminium roofing material instead of thatch 
roofing. Later events proved that active involvement of the settiers in the planning and 
implementation of the project could have averted the costly 'experïments'. 
As noted in Section 4.5, the pressing constraint to EIA practice in Ghana is lack of organized 
baseline scientific data. The availability of bîseline data including past and current behaviour of 
local ecosystems is Fundamental to environmental assessrnent (Johannes, 1993). Indigenous 
ecological knowledge is invaluable in this sense. As noted earlier, this knowledge takes the form 
of an intimate and detailed knowledge of the environment including plants. animals, and natural 
phenornena; the development and use of appropnate technologies for pnmary resource utilization: 
and a holistic world view that parailels the scientific discipline of ecology (Bourque et. al.. 1992). 
In this sense, indigenous institutions in Ghana have a unique strength to contribute to EIA studies 
in the country. 
The survey revealed diverse ecologicaI knowledge arnong indigenous institutions in Ashanti. 
The healers use more than 50 different plant species to treat a variety of diseases. The farmers 
have a thorough knowledge of the vegetation, crops, soil, and precurson to micro-climatic 
conditions. The farmea are farniliar with biophysical conditions in their cornmunities and they 
relate their farming activities to these conditions. They are able to control crop diseases on their 
f m s  using indigenous methods. They use forest products for most of their basic necessities of 
life including chewsticks for cleaning their teeth. 
Similarly, the hunters have expert knowledge of the habitat of certain plants and animal 
species. The type of traps used are based on detailed experiential knowledge of the feeding 
ecology and behaviour of the species sought. The hunters are also familiar with other elements 
of the local environment such as the location and timing of a host of biological events unknown 
to scientists. The hunters also told stones about the life cycle of certain animals that they often 
hunt including the kinds of food they eat, methods of searching for food, pregnancy and gestation 
period, natural habitat and average lifespan. The validity of indigenous ecological knowledge 
rests largely upon the authority of hard-won penonal experience (Knudtson and Suzuki. 1993). 
These knowledge systems may effectively complement scientific data for impact prediction. 
mitigation, and monitoring. 
According to Johnson (1992), the quantity and quality of indigenous ecological knowledge 
varies arnong cornrnunity members, depending upon gender. age. social status. intellectual 
capability and occupation. This should be taken into consideration in an effort to incorporate 
indigenous knowledge and practices in environmental assessrnent and planning processes. With 
regards to gender, Mishra (1994) argues that in nual economies. women are closer to nature 
because of the gender-based division of labour and their role in attending to the everyday needs 
of the household. Evidence from southwestern Mali. Afica, shows that women and men not only 
possess knowledge about different things: they also possess different knowledge about sirnilar 
things (Norem et. al., 1989; Simpson, 1994). 
Although a detailed investigation of this observation was beyond the scope of this study, the 
field survey revealed that women and teenagers are chief repositories of current knowledge about 
the use of trees for fuelwood and other forest products. They have experiential knowledge about 
the use of trees and forest products as food. Women and teenagers are familiar with the seasonal 
variation in the availability of forest products for household consumption. They also fetch water 
daily from streams for domestic uses and are often arnong the first to notice water pollution. 
Brooms are made from the ribs of oil palm fronds and are mostly made by women and teenagers. 
Similarly. soaps are made from plantain peels or cocoa pods and palm oil mostiy by women. 
Baskets are made from the branches of palm trees by men and teenage boys. Bamboo 
(Oxytenanthera abyssinica) and Odum (Milicia exceisu) are used for fencing and house 
construction mostly by men. Traditional stools or chairs are made from the Osese (Funtirrnia sp.) 
and Nyame dua (Aistonia gongensis) uees and are often made by men and teenage boys. Al1 the 
traditional birth attendants were women just as the hunting of game is done by men. However, 
indigenous religious beliefs and practices, as noted in Section 4.1.3. are primarily a communal 
affair and not based on age, gender, or occupation. 
As much as western science has to offer, the knowledge that is most required in environmental 
assessment and planning is that which will reconnect human beings to the biosphere and its bio- 
regions in a sense that incorporates respect with implicit sociotultural, moral, and spirituai 
expressions (Tyler, 1993). In this sense, indigenous institutions in Ghana have the strengths to 
contribute to environmental assessment in the country. Their philosophy of life is aimed at the 
perpetuation of al1 objects. both animate and inanimate. Their collective environmental wisdom 
and ethics are expressed through religious beliefs, social noms. and a range of sacred and 
cultural demands. Their belief that the Earth as a deity has a power of its own which could be 
helpful if propitiated, and harrnful if neglected, is a powerfbl mord sanction against wanton 
destruction of environmentai resources. 
Similarly, the constant rerninder of the good deeds of the ancestors acts as a spur to good 
conduct on the part of the living. The belief in the vindictiveness of the souls (sasa) of certain 
plants and anirnals contributes towards long term conservation of resources by moderating or 
limiting the total arnount of species that couid otherwise be exploited. Also the belief that iesser 
gods or divinities dwell in such natural resources as Mes, seas, rocks. trees. hills. and certain 
animals is tantamount to attaching intrinsic value to objects. According to Desjardin (1993). 
many of Our environmental concems rest on the intrinsic value that we recognize in nature. For 
instance. wiiderness areas and scenic landscapes are valued by many people because of their 
symbolic, aesthetic, or cultural importance. 
Other indigenous beliefs and practices discourage resource collapse and dlow resources tirne 
to recover from exploitive pressures. For instance, as noted earlier, fishing is totally forbidden 
on certain portions of Lake Bosomtwi and dso during the months of July and August when the 
spirit of the lake is believed to be resting. At Akyeremade village. fish from River Bafo is not 
eaten by inhabitants of the village even though this is not the case downstream and at 
Akyenwkrom near Ejisu. it is a taboo to use water from the Baduafua Stream for domestic 
purposes. A scientific explanation is reveded by Gause (1969) who shows that prey extinction 
could be effectively avoided by providing an area of the expenmental arena inaccessible to the 
predator where the prey could maintain a minimal population. Perhaps in the case of fishing in 
Akyeremade village. the expenmental arena is River Bafo from which fish is not eaten because 
of a taboo. Similarly, the expenmental arena on Lake Bosomtwi occurs on portions of the lake 
where fishing is totally forbidden. 
Moreover, some of the indigenous restrictions on resource-use pardel scientific prescriptions. 
For instance, the months of July and August considered as a resting period for Lake Bosomnvi 
in Ashanti is coincidentally the breeding season for fish in the lake. Just as certain methods of 
fishing, for example the use of boats and canoes, are traditionally forbidden on the lake. there 
are regulations in developed countries such as Canada and USA that regulate overly efficient 
fishing gear. Just as indigenous beliefs and taboos protect sacred groves, cemeteries, and forests 
on river banks, there are scientific prescriptions for keeping forest areas such as national parks 
and watersheds free from human interference. It is probable that the indigenous taboos and belief 
systems are based on simple rules-of-thumb that tend to ensure the long term sustainability of 
a resource base. According to Gadgil and Berkes (199 l), nile-of-thumb evolves through a process 
of trial and error, with the continued acceptance of practices which appear to protect indigenous 
resource base and the rejection of those that appear otherwise. 
Not only do indigenous institutions possess appropnate local ecological knowledge and a 
philosophy and environmental ethics to keep resource exploitive abilities in check; they also 
possess technologies that are suitable to the local environment. For instance. many of the 
indigenous environmental risk-minimizing strategies such as slash-and-bum method of farming, 
intercropping, and shifting cultivation which were once regarded as primitive or rnisguided are 
now recognized as sophisticated and appropriate to the local environment (Yap, 1988). According 
to Richards (1985), part of the significance of slash-and-bum method of farrning is that it 
prevents phosphorus deficiency in tropical soils. The buming of slashed vegetation releases 
oxides of potassium, calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus to the soi1 to serve as plant nutrients. 
Klee (1980) argues that the heat from the burning also destroys weed seeds and pests. The 
indigenous methods for controlling pest and plant diseases in Ashanti seem healthier than the 
scientific method of pesticide spraying. This is partly because pesticides are often distributed in 
unlabelled bottles, stored in close proximity to food, and it is cornmon for vegetables to be eaten 
soon afier spraying. No doubt, after several attempts to modernize agriculture in Afica, scientists 
have concluded that many of their solutions made the problem wone and that it rnight be 
advisable to reassess indigenous management strategies (Richards, 1985). 
The Volta Resettlement Scheme in Ghana offers a good example where indigenous risk- 
minimizing strategies evenrually received official recognition after scientific prescriptions had 
failed to improve the economic base of settlers. As part of the measures to rnitigate economic 
impacts of the Scheme, a program of intensive mechanized agriculture was introduced to replace 
indigenous famiing systems. Accordhg to Chambers (1970), mechanized agriculture was 
expected to raise the income levels of settlers and to enable the resettlement towns to becorne 
economicaily viable comrnunities. LronicalIy, the prograrn was fÙl1-fraught with probiems. For 
instance, imported machinery could not withstand the vagaries of tropical weather and spare parts 
were not easily available. Also, the closed forest did not permit the use of tractors without 
substantial damage to the environment. As noted earlier, average farm size in indigenous 
communities is roughly between 1-3 acres and the use of tracton, where possible, was not 
necessary. Eventually, the government had to import food to feed the settlers until indigenous 
farming methods such as slash-and-burn, crop rotation, and intercropping using such simple farm 
implements as the hoe, axe, and cutlass were reintroduced (Chambers, 1970). Had the indigenous 
famen been fully involved in the project decision making, the costly mechanization experiment 
could have been avened earlier. 
FinaLly, the issue of land management is central to environmental impact assessrnent because 
developments do not occur in a vacuum; they often have spatial implications. According to 
Kasanga (1988) indigenous land tenure system accounts for 90% of total land holdings in Ghana 
and this makes it imperative to involve indigenous institutions in a meaningful environmental 
impact assessment in the country. This may minimize such problems as land litigations and 
unauthorized developments especialiy regarding lands held under the indigenous tenunal 
arrangemen CS. 
5.2 Incorporating Relevant Aspects of Indigenous Institutions in EIA and 
Planning: Opportunities and Constraints 
The sustainable use of environmental and land resources stems from a combination of two 
factors: (1) the possession of appropriate local ecologicd knowledge and suitable methods or 
technology to exploit resources and (2) a philosophy and environmental ethic to keep exploitive 
abilities in check and to provide ground rules by which the relation among humans and the 
environment are regulated (Sadler and Boothroyd, 1993). In this context? the preceding 
discussions revealed that indigenous institutions could play a significant role in environmental 
management and assessment. The challenge, however, is to rethink and re-constmct 
environmental impact assessment and planning procedures in Ghana so they are better adapted 
to the indigenous resource management practices and systems. This may entai1 the integration 
of scientific and indigenous systerns of knowledge and environmental management. 
Mu1vihiI.l (1988) offers some guidance. According to him, the indigenous systems should nor 
attempt to duplicate or reinforce bureaucratic. topdown hierarchical structures. Integration of the 
two system need not necessariiy dilute the essence of either system, nor should it invalidate the 
underlying principles of either one. Integration of the two systems could be considered within 
the context of devolution. Usher (1981) sees devolution taking two forms: (a) the movement of 
authority and responsibility fiom a higher to a lower level within an established and intact 
framework; and, (b) the actual transfer of authority and responsibility from one system to another. 
An example is the colonial British system of indirect d e  in West Afnca which not oniy relied 
on indigenous institutions as agents for local government administration but also assisted them 
to develop on their own lines (Crowder, 1976). For instance, as noted in Section 1.6, chiefs were 
elected as ex-officio mernbers to the colonial legislative assembiies, could levy taxes, and were 
responsible for the implementation of govemment programs at the local level. 
Aithough the modem system of govemment in Ghana is based on western-style democracy, 
the indigenous political institution of chieftaincy remains untouched and its operation is 
guaranteed by the country's constitution. Chieftaincy is a much respected, sacred, and time- 
honoured institution. Every one of the ten administrative regions of the country has a regional 
house of chief, to which representatives are drawn from about 200 Traditional Councils across 
the country. From each Regional House of Chiefs, 5 members are elected to sit in a National 
House of Chiefs. Most of the Chiefs who meet at this level are highiy educated and have 
professional qualifications in such disciplines as Medicine, Law, Planning, and Engineering. 
Chieftaincy in Ghana is like a parallel system of govemment and has been descnbed by the 
Ghanaian President as a unique example of mutual consent between the indigenous and the 
modem government. If Ghana's President wishes to put a message across to his people. he is as 
likely to address the National House of Chiefs as make a television broadcast (The Times. 1997). 
In this sense, chiefs could serve as a medium of information and a link between indigenous 
people and government agencies concerned with environmental assessrnent and planning. 
Another approach is the establishment of cooperative management boards at the community 
level. Examples of this approach abound in Canada. Ghana can learn from the Canadian 
experience. Basically, a cooperative management board is an institutional mangement in which 
forma1 government agencies with jurisdiction over resources and user groups enter into agreement 
covering a specific geographic region and spell out: 
A system of rights and obligations for those interested in communal land resource; 
A collection of rules indicating actions that subjects are expected to take under various 
circumstances; and, 
Procedures for making collective decisions affecting the interests of govemment actors, 
user organizations, and individual users (Osherenko, 1988). 
A cooperative management (or CO-management) involves a partnership between indigenous 
users and government agencies in which the user groups gain a sense of ownership and 
responsibility for the system's success; and govemment provides funding for the operation of the 
board. Suitable exarnples in Canada are the Beverly-Kaminuriak Caribou Co-management Board 
in the North-West Territories and the Co-Management of Beluga Whdes in Northem Quebec 
which have improved communication. Ieaming and understanding between indigenous institutions 
and formal agencies (Osherenko, 1988). This strategy is possible in Ghana and most other 
developing counuies. For instance, in Ghana the Department of Forestry could enter into 
pmerships with local people to manage forest reserves in hinterlands. 
Quite often, environmental experts who serve on environmental impact assessment advisory. 
review. and appeal boards are chosen on the basis of their academic and professional 
qualifications. Indigenous people, who are recognized as "experts" in their communities by virtue 
of their extensive knowledge and understanding of the local ecology, value sets, environmental 
resource use and nuances could serve as Pamiers with scientific experts on these boards. 
However, the cnteria for inviting indigenous experts should include such variables as gender, age. 
social status, occupation, and possibly linguistic abilities. 
Finally, a policy to encourage documentation and use of indigenous ecological knowledge in 
the form of technical dictionaries, videos, educational materials and training manuals could be 
helpful in the review, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of environmental prognms. 
This policy may also be helpful for the purposes of venfication and validation of indigenous 
knowledge, panicularly, in relation to their impact on sustainable development (Adunga, 1996). 
Agrawal (1995) refers to this strategy as ex situ conservation and argues that the dynamic nature 
of indigenous knowledge renders a policy of its documentation vulnerable and ill-suited to 
changing circumstances. Nevertheless, documentation is necessary because it provides historical 
records or sequence of events for impact prediction in environmental assessment and planning. 
Documented indigenous knowledge could be reviewed periodically and up-dated. 
Public consultations and community hearings especially during the preparation and review 
phases of environmentai assessment may facilitate the incorporation of indigenous knowledge. 
Consultations could take the f o m  of roundtable discussions and community hearings such as 
those held by the Berger Commission on the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline proposal in Canada. At 
the hearings and discussions, indigenous people were given the opportunity to tell the 
Commission in their own language and style, what their lives and expenence led them to believe 
the impact of a pipeline and an energy comdor would be (Berger, 1984). This is what Berger 
( 1 observed about the process: 
you may Say, what can indigenous people tell the plannen and the policy-makers in 
govemment and in industry? ... Well, the ordinary people who lived in the native 
cornmunities had a great deal that was worthwhile to Say. We discovered what should 
have been obvious d l  dong--that the judgement of the planner and policy-makers at their 
desks in Ottawa and Yellowknife might not always be right. 
lndigenous people are helpful in identifying prionties for project planning, implementation. and 
monitoring for impacts in their communities. Eventt (1986) revealed this after reviewing two 
cases where indigenous people were involved in impact monitoring in the Mackenzie 
Environmental Monitoring Prograrn and the post-construction monitoring of the Norman Wells 
Oilfield expansion. However, there are constraints to the incorporation of indigenous systems into 
planning and environmental assessment processes. They include: the influence of powerfui 
intemal and extemal forces; difficulty in changing entrenched attitudes; higher illiteracy rate 
among members of indigenous institutions and linguistic barriers; and, lack of systematic records 
and comrnon measurements. 
Histoncally, indigenous institutions have been manipulated and dominated by powerful 
endogenous and exogenous forces in varied ways. An example is the erosion of indigenous 
systems by the assimilation into western culture or the replacement of indigenous institutions by 
fomal governrnent structures. When indigenous institutions lose their power to define rights of 
access or control over communal property, deterioration of indigenous resources occurs (Gadgil 
et al., 1993). For instance, the Green Revolution has resulted in heavy reliance on inorganic 
fertilizers for agriculture in certain parts of Ghana. In communities where Christianity has taken 
a stronghold, the worship of nature is discouraged and traditional beliefs are lost. This is the 
situation in urban settlements such as Kumasi and Accra in Ghana, where contact with western 
culture seems to have subverted indigenous practices. Anderson (1996:26), offers a vivid 
description of this picture: 
in urban centres like Accra, the people of Ghana have lost their traditional beliefs. They 
no longer have the same sense of community (as those in the rural areas), and are ofren 
preoccupied with making money. The only solution may be to pass an environmental law 
accompanied by heavy penalties and effective enforcement 
There is also skepticism, especially on the pan of some govemment officiais and scientists in 
Ghana, that indigenous institutions and their ecological knowledge systems have been irreversibly 
eroded by the assimilation of the local people into Western or global consumer culture. There 
are doubts about the long-term survival of indigenous knowledge and management systerns. 
According to Osherenko (1988). indigenous belief systems, noms, and practices are no longer 
being passed down to the younger generation. New authority figures such as school teachen, 
bureaucrats, businessmen, and politicians are gradually eroding the authority and influence of the 
leaders of indigenous institutions as well as cornpliance with previously held social noms. 
No doubt, some erosion of the indigenous knowledge system and environmental management 
practices must have taken place. The good news is that the knowledge system of every culture 
is involved in a continuous process of change, development, and interaction. Banuri and Apffel- 
Marglin (1993) argue that indigenous knowledge and environmental management practices 
advance on the bais  of new experiences. Therefore, the fact that indigenous systems have 
suffered some erosion does not necessarily render them outdated (Howe, 1980; Adugna, 1996). 
Far from being anachronistic in a contemporary world, indigenous knowledge and hurnane 
environmental management practices have much to offer environmental policy makers. 
Berkes (1981) attributes much of the the erosion of indigenous knowledge and sustainable 
resource management practices to comrnercialization of the subsistence economy. In this sense. 
incentives to create surplus is perhaps the motivating factor for fishing with chernicals and 
hunting with fire in indigenous Ashanti communities. This often results in the breakdown of the 
self-limiting principle of a subsistence operation and the custornary laws that regulate the 
relationship between indigenous people and their natural environment. For instance, in a desperate 
attempt to increase fishing output in ceriain parts of Ghana, some indigenous people "ignorûntly" 
resort to the use of poisonous chernicals such as karate and gammalin 20 (EPA, 1995). Dyasi 
(1985) cites an example from a village in the Brong Ahafo Region of Ghana. By damming a 
river temporarily and applying the insecticide upstream, the villagers poisoned the fish 
sufficientiy to disabie them and scoop them easily as they float half-alive on the surface. The 
poisoned fish are eaten by humans despite the ill-effects. According to Dyasi (1985) a 
couaborative effort by a voluntary organization, government oficials and indigenous leaders has 
significantly reduced the incidence of pesticide fishing in the village. First, local health and law 
enforcement officen explained medical and legai consequences of fishing with poison; second. 
a traditional priest declared it a taboo to use insecticide for fishing; third, local drarna groups 
perforrned plays depicting the ill effects of insecticides and selfishness of a fisherman who uses 
it; and finally, villagers were encouraged to form surveillance groups against fishing with 
chernicals (Dyasi, 1985). Another example of environmentally degrading resource exploitation 
involves setting fue to the forest by teenage hunters to flush out game and this often results in 
uncontrolled bush fues. 
Another constra.int occurs where claims about the environmental management potentials of 
indigenous institutions and their ecological knowledge have been so romantic and uncritical that 
they have provoked a backlash from scientists (Johannes, 1993). The backiash often dwells on 
isolated cases of environmentally degrading resource management practices among indigenous 
people such as those noted above. 
Furthemore, ignorance and linguistic barrien pose a threat to incorporation of indigenous 
systems in environmental impact assessment and management. The objective of public hearing 
and consultations in the environmental impact assessment process is to provide an opportunity 
for a dynamic exchange of views leading to conclusions that make it possible to improve, accept, 
or reject a proposal that constitutes a threat to the quality of life and the environment (Richardson 
er. al., 1993). Unfortunately, ignorance and linguistic barriers makes it difficult for them to 
participate effectively in hearings conducted in the English language. Yet, the process of 
simplifjkg issues or translating scientific jargon for lay understanding is often full-fraught with 
problems. For instance, in addressing chlorine bleaching and native people's fear of dioxin at an 
EIA hearing in Athabasca, Femer (cited in Richardson et. aL, 1993) made toxic dioxin appear 
harmiess by cornparhg chlonne and caustic soda to the action of ordinary table salt in water. 
Obviously, this is tantamount to deception. 
Another const.ra.int relates to the site-specific nature of indigenous systems. Niemeijer (1 995) 
identifies three complications resulting from indigenous soil classifications because of the site- 
specific character. The complications are: (a) the heterogeneity of local soi1 knowledge as for 
example where within a single locality, similar soils are referred to by different names; (b) the 
problem of correlating indigenous and scientific soil types which are often based on different 
prernises: and (c) the outsider's perspective which often dilutes the indigenous perspective. The 
complications aise because indigenous knowledge exists in a local context, anchored to a 
particular social group, in a particular setting, and at a particular time (Agrawal, 1995). 
Some of the foregoing constraints could be removed through community based action research 
and intensive public education through the media, national and international conferences to raise 
awareness of the value of indigenous knowledge, formal education system, and with the help of 
non-governrnentai organizations through national and international networking. There are 
approximately 300 cornrnunity based non-govemmental organizations in Ghana. By their 
composition, membership, and orientation. most of these organizations could break linguistic 
barriers between members of indigenous institutions and govemment agencies in the area of 
environmental management (Environmental Protection Council, 1994). In addition, steps could 
be taken to empower leaders of indigenous institutions and to provide them the means and 
incentives to participate effectively in environmental education at the local level. 
According to Mathias (1995), over the last 10 years the amount of information on indigenous 
knowledge stored in documents, videos, and manuals has increased. The number of conferences 
on indigenous knowledge has also increased. International network for indigenous knowledge and 
development has been established and there are newsletters such as the Indigenous Knowledge 
und Developmenf Monifor. In Ghana, there is a Resource Centre for Indigenous Knowledge at 
the University of Cape Coast which has links with similar centres al1 over the worid. The Centre 
for Indigenous Knowledge and Agriculture and Rural Development at Iowa State University. 
Arne, USA bas developed a homepage on the intemet for databases on indigenous knowledge and 
related topics. It is hoped that these efforts would change the negative attitude of planners and 
policy makers towards the use of indigenous knowledge in environmental assessrnent and 
planning. What is needed, especiaily in developing countries, is improved networking to promote 
exchange of information on indigenous knowledge and its accessibility to planners. 
Educational curriculum and practices in Ghana and many developing counuies are based on 
conceptions of education and science derived from colonial experience. These are often 
inappropriate to local conditions. If formal education and development are to be meaningfully 
linked the attitudes that shape them must be modified to suit local conditions. The fundamentiil 
principles, theones, and concepts of formal education could be made more appealing by linking 
them to indigenous experiences. Kroma's (1995:lS) story frorn Sierra Leone offers a useful 
lesson in this regard: 
Munda is a Mende child who is having difficulty with English nurnerology. He counts up 
to "twenty-nine" and goes to "twenty-ten." His teacher's conclusion is that Munda is 
stupid, since despite repeated explmations and even punishment he cannot remember 
that "twenty-nine" is followed by "thirty." 
The fact of the matter is that Munda's native language counts somewhat differently. going 
from "twenty-nine" to "twenty-ten." So there is a logical explmation for Munda's problem 
which his teacher is not aware: Munda's learning of English numerology is hampered by 
a conceptual interference akin to linguistic inteference. If the teacher does not realize 
this, his efforts will simpiy fmstrate Munda and possibly alienate him from mathematics. 
The lesson from this story is that there are many people like Munda in developing countries. 
There are also many instances where indigenous knowledge and concepts corne into direct 
conflict with western educational concepts. In the case of Munda, if his teacher knew more about 
the indigenous mathematical knowledge that Munda brought to school, he would be in a better 
position to teach him (Munda) the kind of mathematical knowledge he (Munda) needed to 
interact effectively with the indigenous environment. If teachers in developing countries are not 
trained to recognize and deal effectively with indigenous knowledge. they may neglect it. deny 
it. or even denigrate it when it appears as part of a school child's responses in fomal leaniing 
settings (Kroma, 1995). 
Notwithstanding the constraints, indigenous institutions may stilI have a role to play in 
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environmental impact assessment and planning processes. They have stood the test of Ume and 
have managed to keep their histories, cultures and knowledge alive while simultaneously adopting 
several of the extemal inputs and ideas (Dyasi 1985). The present study bas revealed that 
elements of the knowledge system, including environmental management practices, stili exists 
and peaists in indigenous Ashanti communities. Indigenous institutions have existed before, 
during, and after colonization though not without some "bruises". Alone or in cooperation with 
official govenunent apparatus. they have exhibited the capacity to uphold socially acceptable 
environmental ethics and dignity. They focus attention on what matters to local people and 
therefore seem to have the potential to become worthy partners in assessrnent and planning 
processes in Ghana and other parts of the developing world. 
5.3 Implications for Ghana's Environmental Impact Assessrnent Procedure 
According to Ebisemiju (1993), procedural issues in environmental impact assessment relate to 
questions about who sets the rules, who does the screening and scoping, who assesses impacts 
and their significance. who reviews the assessment, and the nature of public participation. In this 
sense, indigenous institutions could play a significant role in Ghana's EIA procedure. 
Under Ghana's EIA procedure described in Section 2.3.1, the responsibility for scoping lies 
with a project proponent. This entails commissioning a thorough fact fmding and consultations 
with stakeholders to identiQ valued ecosystem components and make decisions about study 
boundaries. The process aiso requires a thorough understanding of the cultural context and local 
value sets. In this sense. the experiential knowledge of indigenous people and local leaders could 
be exrremely helpful. 
Next, the responsibility for determinhg significant impacts of proposed projects at both the 
screening and review stages of Ghana's EIA procedure lies with the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). In making its decision, the EPA consults with a cross-sectoral committee of 
memben selected from relevant govemment agencies. It is recornmended that this be expanded 
to include indigenous people who are recognized as "experts" in their communities by virtue of 
their extensive knowledge and undentanding of the local ecology and value-sets. ki addition, the 
criteria for selecting members of the cross-sectoral reviewing committee should include a 
requirement for an objective understanding of the affected indigenous community including local 
resource-use, nuances, value-sets and local expenential knowledge. 
AIso proponents are required to submit scoping reports which include terms of reference for 
envuonmental impact studies. This entails a program of public information and consultation in 
the locality of a proposed undertaking. The field research revealed that community meetings and 
information in indigenous communities are effected by using a traditional chief s gong and 
village crier. Therefore. instead of public notice advertisements in newspapers, the chief s gong 
could be used to disseminate information about a proposed project and to convene meetings for 
public consultations at the village ievel. 
The timing of public consultations in indigenous cornrnunities is crucial to the success of the 
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assessrnent process. To be successful, the timing should not interfere with indigenous economic 
activities such as farming, healing, or hunting. The field research revealed that each indigenous 
cornrnunity has sacred or non-famiuig days (holidays). These days are ofien used for communal 
meetings and social events. Plannen and assessment practitioners could schedule public 
information and consultation activities in indigenous communities to coincide with the sacred 
days. 
In addition, proposed undertakings should accompany the establishment of information offices 
in local communities so that inhabitants could easily seek clarifications or register their concems 
about the potential impacts of a proposed project in the locality. Documentation descnbing the 
proposal should be translated into local languages and must be supported with pictures and 
graphics that describe complex issues. This could be enriched with mobile cinema shows, such 
as those provided by Ghana's Information Services Department in the early 1960s, to explain the 
purpose and details of the proposed undenaking to local inhabitants and to seek their inputs. 
Based on the outcome of the scoping report, a proponent rnay be asked to initiate a full-scale 
environmentai impact study. This includes: 
Identification and assessment of alternatives to the undertaking; 
Assessment of environmental impacts (including socio-econornic and cultural impacts); 
A prediction of future environmental coiiditions of the area with and without the 
undertaking; 
Mitigation commitrnents, monitoring and decommissioning plans. 
The key problems with these aspects of the EIA process in Ghana are lack of organised 
scientific data and local experts. Environmental impact assessment practitioners and planners 
couId use indigenous people and their ecological knowledge to supplement the scanty scientific 
data and experts available in the country for EIA studies. In this sense. indigenous institutions 
in Ghana have a unique contribution to make to assessment snidies in the country. The survey 
revealed diverse ecological knowledge arnong these institutions including: (a) knowledge of 
appropriate methods or technology to exploit local resources; and (b) a philosophy and 
environmental ethic to keep exploitive abilities in check and to provide ground rules by which 
the relation arnong humans and animals are regulated. There are methods which permit the 
qualitative assessment of an impact based on expert opinions including those of indigenous 
people. The methods include roundtable discussions and the structured Delphi technique (Ahmad 
and Sammy, 1985). These methods entail pooling together, a group whose knowledge represents 
the state-of-the-art on the question of interest. In this case. a council of elders may have a better 
understanding of the effect of destroying a sacred grove in an indigenous community than a team 
of medical practitioners. In other words, expert opinion does not necessarily imply academic 
qualifications. Indigenous people who are regarded by the local people as "experts" in the areas 
of interest could be coopted to help in the assessment and prediction of impacts of a proposed 
project. 
Next, to avoid power imbalance between project proponents and the public. including the 
marginalized, conscious efforts should be made to empower the latter. This is crucial given the 
general distance between the EIA approval authority (in Accra) and most rural communities in 
the counuyside. Application of Social Leaming (Section 2.2.5) and Empowerment (Section 1.1.5) 
requires that efforts be made to help participants, especially the marginalized. to develop their 
skills and increase their personal value and self-esteem and recognition from others that their 
personal knowledge and experience are valid and usehil in planning and assessment processes. 
This could include decentralization of EIA approval authority to district and regional offices of 
the Environmental Protection Council. Indigenous people could help themselves by joining 
mediating structures such as consumer cooperatives and neighbourhood and community 
organisations. This would increase their ability to influence environmental impact assessment 
decisions. 
As noted in Section 2.3.2. a twenty-one-day public notice of the final EIS report is given by 
the EPA through newspaper advertisement and postings at appropnate public places as part of 
the EIA reviewing process. Again, instead of newspaper advertisements which are not accessible 
to most of the rural population due to illiteracy and other reasons, the chief s gong could be used 
to disserninate information about the EIA report and to convene meetings to discuss the 
implications and provide local inputs. The EPA also sends copies of the EIA to the appropriate 
local authority to be made accessible to stakeholders in the affected locality. If a strong public 
concem over the proposed undertaking is expressed, the EPA appoints a panel of 3 to 5 penons 
to hold public hearings and gather more information on the concems of the public and how best 
those concems could be addressed. At least two-thirds of panel members are residents of the 
geographic area where a proposed project is to be undertaken. Again, it is recommended that the 
criteria for selecting the panel members should include a requirement for an objective 
understanding of the affected indigenous community including local resource-use. nuances. vaiue- 
sets (Table 5.1). 
Table 5.1 Integrating Indigenous Knowledge in Ghana's EIA Process 




Il - Public Consultations 
II Preparing EIS Report 
Public Notice 
EIS Review 
Appeal & Public Hearing 
-- :~spsct~~of Tadgenous Kaowledge 
Requires knowledge of the cultural context and local 
value-sets. Need to consult with local people 
Determine significance of impacts based on local 
value-sets, past & current local ecosystem behaviour 
- - - - - - - - - . . -- 
Consult with local people. Do this on sacred and 
non-farrning days. Empower indigenous or local 
people. 
Needs ecological data on local ecosystem. Include 
indigenous knowledge. 
Use the chief s gong or crier to disseminate 
information in rural communities instead of relying 
on newspaper advenisement. 
Final decision requires understanding of local 
ecosystem & value-sets. Therefore include local 
"experts". 
Final decision requires objective knowledge of local 
ecosystem and value-sets. Therefore include local 
"experts". 
- - 
Based on past & current knowledge of local eco- 
system. Monitoring is done by EPA' s inspectorate 
division in Accra. Decentralize monitoring to local 
levels and include indigenous or local people. 
Source: Compiled by researcher 
In the event that a proponent is dissatisfied with unfavourable decision by the €PA at any 
stage of the EIA process, she or he can appeal to the minister responsible for the environment. 
The minister appoints a board to hear the appeal and to take a final decision on the proposed 
undenaking. Again, it is recommended that the board members should include indigenous peopie 
who are recognized by their communities as "experts" on the issue at stake. 
Finally, the Inspectorate Department of the EPA is responsible for cornpliance monitoring, 
evaluation and enforcement of EIS approval conditions and other provisions of Ghana's EIA Act. 
This department is highly centraiized with office only in Accra, the nation's capital. It is 
recornrnended that indigenous or local groups be made part of monitoring group. As noted earlier, 
local people are closer to the environment at al1 times and based on their past and current 
knowledge, they are in the best position to identiQ priorities for monitoring and to monitor for 
local effects. Local people ahould aIso be empowered to require correction of problems found 
in monitoring. 
5.4 Summary 
Chapter 5 highlights specific avenues for incorporating indigenous system in environmentd 
impact assessment and planning. There is the need to establish assessment and cooperative 
management boards that would include representatives of indigenous institutions. Aiso constraints 
to the integration of indigenous and Western scientific systems are discussed. One of the key 
constraints is the rapid and continuing loss of indigenous knowledge, in part due to the spread 
of global consumer culture and the effects of western education on younger generations. 
If indigenous knowledge is to be preserved and passed from generation to generation. it will 
have to be given recognized status by the institutions of power and influence beyond the 
community. Young people would have to leam that indigenous knowledge is not just a relic of 
the past but is something that is important now and will be worth having in the hture. To 
achieve this, education must be geared the transmission from one generation to the next of the 
accumulated wisdom and knowledge of the society, and the preparation of the young for effective 
participation in society's maintenance and development. A sirnilar strategy is to incorporate 
indigenous knowledge in assessment and pIanning processes. In this sense, environmental impact 
assessment and planning could become part of the solution to the continued loss of indigenous 
knowiedge by enhancing the participation of indigenous people in environmentai and planning 
decisions. 
Chapter 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.0 Introduction 
Introductory discussions regarding the concept and theories of development revealed that a 
practical alternative to a wholesaie application of western approaches to environmental impact 
assessment in developing counuies is to explore and improve indigenous approaches to 
environmental conservation. Further discussions revealed the need to incorporate relevant aspects 
of indigenous institutions in environmental impact assessment and planning. A case study in 
Ghana revealed indigenous resource management practices that parallel scientific prescriptions. 
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the key findings that address the research objectives. The 
chapter also provides conclusions from the study and directions for hiture research. 
6.1 Key Characteristics of Indigenous Institutions in Ashanti Region of Ghana 
The study reveaied that indigenous institutions in Ashanti are organized on the basis of traditionai 
systems of authority and roles particulariy, as they are legitimized in structures such as farnily, 
the chieftaincy hierarchy. the village council, and the native court system (Table 6.1). They 
provide a frarnework of ideas, guiding principles, and institutional foundation ihat can serve as 
entry points in the search for endogenous options and broad-based efforts to solving 
environmental problems in the developing world. As noted in Section 5.1, the United States 
Information Agency (USIA) has recognized this and is funding a program to stem the tide of 
environmental degradation and civil svife in Africa with input fmm indigenous institutions. 
Table 6.1 Sumrnary of Findings-Key Characteristics of Indigenous Institutions in Ashanti 
Region of Ghana 
Social: -
Kinship, Clan. family, and Land 
Tenure Systems 
Relipious Beliefs: 
Supreme Gd. Ancesuai. Divinity 
and Spiritual Worship 
Chieftaincy System at the Family, 
Community, Village, Town. and 
Paramountcy levels 
Native Court System at the Family. 
Community, Village, Town, 
Paramountcy levels 
Indigenous healing, Canning. luid 
hunting: wood carving: black- 
smithing; pottery making; kente 
weaving; and palm-wine tapping 
* Network of relationships extending to 
include the dead, unborn. and totems 
* Emphasize collective decision-making 
* Communal ownership of land 
- - 
* Penneates every aspect of life 
* Forms the bais  of morality 
* Dictates code of conduct 
* Series of hierarchical levels of authonty 
* Custodians of stool lands 
* Summon community meetings 
* Decision-making is based on transactive & 
mutud learning processes 
* Work on a series of hierarchical levels 
* Settles interna1 disputes and land 
litigations 
* Guided by precedents and wisdom of elders 
* Based on socio-cultural values and belief 
systems 
* Possess experiential or ecological knowledge 
* Appropriate technologies for prirnary 
resource utilization 
* Uphold a holistic view of nature 
6.2 Indigenous Beliefs, Social Norms, and Practices Pertaining to Environmental 
Impact Assessrnent and Planning 
The study identified several indigenous beliefs, social n o m ,  and environmental conservation 
practices in Ashanti that are relevant to assessrnent and planning. These are aspects of socid 
actions enshrined in indigenous cosmological patterns and they give nse to culturally acceptable 
environmental ethics and practices in the indigenous communities. Sirnilar resuits have been 
found in Eastern Region of Ghana, notably Krobo area (Amanor, 1991, 1994) and Ayirebi. near 
Akim Oda (Dei, 1989, 1990, 1992). Examples of the beliefs, social noms, and humane 
environmental practices identified in the survey are sumrnarized below: 
6.2.1 Indigenous Beliefs 
Totems are believed to be relatives and are not killed, eaten, or destroyed by Ashantis 
The Earth is believed to have a power of its own which is helpful if propitiated or 
appeased, and hamiful if neglected 
Land has been handed to the living by their ancestors. The onus is on the living to 
preserve it and hand it over to their descendants 
Ancestors are believed to be spirits who are constantly observing the behaviour of the 
living, protecting and rewarding those who act in accordance with societal values and 
punishing with misfortune those who exhibit deviant behaviours 
Sacred groves are believed to be the abode of the ancestors 
Divinities and spirits are believed to dwell in such natural resources as rivers, lakes. seas. 
rocks. hills, and certain powerhl animals 
Human beings are not the only creatures endowed with souls surviving &ter death. Al1 
living things share this attribute equally with humans 
The souk of certain animal and plant species are vindictive and could interfere in what 
rnipht othenvise tum out to be a successful life. 
6.2.2 Social N o m  
The extended farnily serves as the prirnary social unit 
Social Iife is inextricately linked with nature and religious beliefs and practices 
Indigenous religion is not documented. Rather, it is entrenched in the hearts, minds, oral 
history, and experience of the people 
There is a high degree of kinship soiidarity among indipnous people 
Inhentance of property and succession to office within a family or clan are strictly 
through the female lineage 
There is respect for age. Eldee are respected and recognized for their enormous 
experience, knowledge, and understanding of the societal values 
There is also a great respect for the Earth 
Land tenure system is based on communal or group ownership 
Ancestors receive constant attention and worship through iibation and food sacrifices 
Indigenous or native courts resolve land use conflicts and are often guided by precedents, 
experiential knowledge, and wisdom of the elders 
Decision-making is based on transactive and mutual learning processes. 
6.2.3 Environmental Conservation Practices 
The basic philosophy of life in indigenous Ashanti communities is the perpetuation of life for ail 
objects, both inanimate and animate things. This philosophy gives nse to a range of resource-use 
restrainr practices. These include the following circumstances: 
When game is pregnant, nursing young ones, or mating it is not killed by hunters 
A game animal is not killed when it is spotted dnnking from a strearn (except after it has 
dmnk from the stream) 
Farming activities are suspended on sacred days because it is believed that the forest is 
res ting 
Hunting is suspended during the closed-season (June to September) which is the breeding 
penod of most game 
The harvest of certain species is prohibited eg. totems, trees in sacred groves 
Farming along river banks is a taboo 
The use of simple f m  implements such as the hoe, axe. and cutlass minimizes exposure 
of subsoil to the vagaries of tropical weather 
Trees and animals beiieved to have vindictive sasa (souk) are not exploited by hunters, 
herbalists, farmers etc. without appropriate rituals 
lntercropping ensures that an entire farrn is not devastated in case of disease outbreak. It 
also ensures constant vegetation cover and rninimizes leaching of soil nutrients 
Bush fallowing ailows for regrowth of namal vegetation and enrichment of the soi1 
through decomposed organic materials 
Famen do not remove larger trees, stumps. and roots which are believed to hold the soi1 
together and protect it from erosion 
6.2.4 Indigenous Ecological Knowledge Relevant to Environmental Impact 
Assessrnent and Planning Processes 
The survey revealed that indigenous people in Ashanti s u  possess ecological knowledge systems 
that are relevant to environmental impact assessrnent and planning. These include knowledge of 
the following: 
Potential use of local plants and foresr products (including medicine, farm tools and 
household needs) 
Soi1 characteristics 
Precursors of climalic and weather conditions 
Seasons and ecological conditions associated with forest resources 
Pest management 
Life cycle of certain plants and animal species (including their habitat) 
6.2.5 Potential Contribution of Indigenous Institutions to Environmental 
Impact Assessrnent and Planning 
The study revealed that indigenous institutions in the study area can contribute the following to 
environmentai impact assessment and planning: 
IdentiSing social and power structures in indigenous comrnunities 
Using key indigenous leaders and their gong to disseminate information and facilitate 
dialogue 
Identifying sacred and non-farming days for community meetings and consultations 
Providing indigenous experiential or ecological knowledge of past and current behaviour 
of ecosystems including potential use of local plants and forest products 
Identifying endangered plant and animal species 
Explaining local resource-use and nuances including indigenous economic bases 
Using local value sets to interpret and evaluate the significance of predicted impacts 
Resolving land use conflicts at the farnily, community, and village levels based on 
dialogue and mutual learning processes 
Providing knowledge of the indigenous land tenure system to resolve land daims and 
compensation where necessary 
6.3 Conclusions 
The introductory discussions conceming development issues and fxst and third wodd differences 
imply that empowered public participation in environmental assessment is needed not just on 
matters of specific project design and impact rnitigation but also, and probably more imponantly, 
on issues of planning undertakings. A contentious issue is the need to incorporate indigenous 
knowledge in environmental assessment and planning. Indigenous knowledge not only has the 
potential to complement western scientific knowledge in a way that would improve assessment 
snidies and planning but could also encourage local participation and bottom-up approaches to 
environmental and planning decisions. 
The involvement of local people may also help planners to understand local resource-use and 
nuances, and use local value sets to interpret, evaluate, and monitor the impacts of environment 
and development planning decisions. Indigenous people are experts in thek own right because 
they have insights regarchg living in harmony with the Earth that the technocratic world has lost 
(Klee, 1980). Their involvement in environmental assessment and planning may directly or 
indirectly reduce the toial dependence of most developing countries on foreign concepts, goals. 
technology, and expense in terms of the galaxy of outside experts needed for environmental 
assessment and planning. To the indigenous people, it would signal a movement up the ladder 
of citizen participation (Arnstein, 1971). 
As noted in Figure 2.1 (p.40), Ghana is the only country in Africa with EA Act and 
procedures. Therefore, if Ghana is able to incorporate relevant aspects of indigenous knowledge 
and practices in her EIA and planning processes, it would serve as mode1 for the rest of Africa 
and most probably, other developing countries. 
However, there are constraints to a successfd integrauon of indigenous knowledge in 
environmental assessment and planning. In Our societies, the acceptable norms of intellectual 
development have been ngidly institutionalized and western intellectual ideals of truths are 
milestones of our nmow path to knowledge. Guided by inflexible norms and unable to overcome 
a deeply ingrained and ethnocenüic prejudice against other ways of knowing, planners and policy 
makers have ofien overlooked indigenous knowledge systems. Another constra.int is the rapid loss 
of indigenous knowledge, worldwide, in part due to the spread of global consumer culture and 
the effects of western education on both adults and younger generations (Nakashima, 1990). The 
integrauon of indigenous knowledge in environmentd assessment and planning processes may 
become part of the solution to the constraints. Theories such as empowerment, environmental 
justice, uansactive, and social leaming could help planners in this regard. 
This may require structural changes, as well as changes in the attitudes and perceptions of most 
planners, governments and policy malcers in developing counuies. This is because developing 
countries are dominated frequently by top-down decision-making, dictators, centrally planned 
economic structures, and "powemil" individuals. Moving toward decentraiized decision-making. 
efficient communication, the restoration of participatory democratic institutions and the guarantee 
of basic human rights would facilitate the incorporation of indigenous knowledge systems in 
environmental assessment and planning processes (Appiah-Opoku, 1994). 
6.4 Directions for Future Research 
This study explored the potential contribution of indigenous institutions to environmentd 
assessment and planning. In the course of writing this thesis, several research questions surfaced 
but were beyond the scope of this study. They pertain to the following issues: 
The extent to which Ghana's local or indigenous communities, at least those in the area 
surveyed are suffering from or vulnerable to loss of indigenous knowledge; 
The extent to which the curent elders' knowledge is being passed ont0 the next 
generation; 
The extent to which the research findings are applicable to other regions of Ghana; 
Research on gender-based indigenous knowledge and practices 
While there is a growing number of field studies on indigenous knowkdge. the majority 
of such studies (including this thesis) are descriptive rather than analytical. What is 
needed in future is in-depth research which not only records but also analyzes indigenous 
knowledge; 
There is a need for field testing and on-station research to validate indigenous knowledge 
and technologies; and, 
There is a need for guidelines on how indigenous knowledge could be used by planners. 
policy makers, environmentalists. and others. 
In the early 1980's a group of scholars led by David Brokensha, David Warren. and Robert 
Chambers came up with the term "indigenous" to replace "traditional" in the designation 
"traditional knowledge." The purpose was to have a i e m  that reflects the dynamic contributions 
of any comrnunity to problem solving, based on their own perceptions. conceptions, categories. 
and classification of phenornena. Sixteen years later, the term "indigenous" has its own set of 
problerns and misinterpretations (Warren, 1996). Brokensha (1996). regards those who promote 
indigenous knowledge as missionaries--people with a mission to convert those who do not accept 
the value of indigenous knowledge nor its potential contribution to development. This thesis rnay 
be considered as a contribution towards this goal. A lot remains to be done and the above-listed 
suggestions could provide avenues for future research. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A: LIST OF UNDERTAICINGS REQUIRING MANDATORY EIS IN GHANA 
AGEUCULTURE: 
land development for agricultural purposes not less than 40 hectares 
agricultural prograrns necessitating the resenlernent of 20 or more families 
AIRPORT: 
construction and enlargement of al1 airports and airstrips. 
DRAINAGE AND IRRIGATION: 
construction of dams and human-made lakes 
drainage of wetland and irrigation schemes 
LAND RECLAMATZON: 
coastal land reclarnation 
m dredging of bars and esniaries 
FISKERES: 
construction and expansion of fishing harboun 
land-based aquaculture projects 
FORESTRY: 
logging or conversion of forest land to other land uses within the catchment area of 
reservoirs used for water supply. imgauon or hydro-power generation or in areas adjacent 
to forests and wildlife reserves 
conversion of wetland for industrial, housing, or agricultural uses 
HOUSrnG: 
human settlement development projects 
housing development 
INDUSTRY: 
chernical and petrochernicd projects with product capacity of more than 100 tonneslday 
rnetallic smelting industries of al1 sizes 
a cernent factories with output of more than 10 tonnes per day 
pulp and paper factories 
MINING: 
mining lease covering a total land area of 10 hectares 
quarrying of aggregate, limestone, silica, qumi te .  sandstone, marble etc 




oil and gas fields development 
construction of off-shore and on-shore pipelines 
construction of oil and gas separation, processing, handling, and storage facilities 
construction of oil refineries 
construction of product depots for the storage of petrol, natural gas or diesel located 
within 3-kilomeues of existing or proposed residential, commercial or industrial area 
INFRASTRUCTURE: 
construction of hospitals 
industrial estate developrnent and new towns 
construction of roads, highways, and railways 
POWER GENERATION: 
construction of s t e m  generated power stations 
dams and hydro-electric power schemes 
combined cycle power stations 
nuclear-fueled power stations 
election of power line 
RESORT AND RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 
construction of coastd resort facilities or hotels with more than 40 beds 
Hill top resort or hotel development 
tourist or recreational facilities in national parks or on islands 
WASTE TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL: 
toxic and hazardous waste 
municipal solid waste 
municipal sewage construction of the foliowing: 
(a) incineration plant 
(b) recovery plant (off-site) 
(c) wastewater treatment plant 
(d) secure landfill facility 
(e) storage facility (off-site) 
(f) marine outfail 
(g) composting plant 
(h) waste, recovery and recycling depots 
WATER SUPPLY: 
construction of dams impounding reservoirs 
construction of marine outfall 
election of power line 
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACTIONS 
wiidlife conservation and management 
forest conservation and management 
watershed conservation and management 
commercial exploitation of flora and fauna 
Appendk B : hiblic Notice Adveded in a Ghanaian Newspaper 
The Exectrtfvabircctor 
Environmental Pmtmn Agaicy 
* ?. O. Bor Bor iK 33.6 
A m  
TeIephone ha: 6646- Ezx Na, 6 6 2 a  
OR 
the  EPA Regional Offius 
Environmental P m n  Agtncy 
P. O. Box 3% 
Sekondf 
Western R e m  
c
EPA launches publication 
B y  Adtuw Van- Ess 
THE Environmenta1 
Protection Agency 
(EPA) has iaunched 
the Ghana Environ- 
mentai Impact Awess- 
ment (ELA) proce- 
dures, a publcation 
which contains docu- 
mented procedures 
for EIA administra- 
tion. 
Environmental Im- 
pact Assessrnent is a 
management bol for the 
sustainable utî1isationof 
renewable and nacura1 
resources in nationai de- 
veloprnent. 
The EIA therefore in- 
teqates environmenml 
management and eco- 
namic decisions 3t the 
e d i e s t  stages of plan- 
ning 3 pmject in orùer to 
develop pians to mitigare 
any adverse imuacrs. 
EP.4 newùettet, 
Encironeus in &xra at 
the ciosing ofaamksbop 
for Ghanaian wnsult- 
ants who p r e p  or in- 
tend to underote EU'S 
far th& &en& 
- Dr. a i d  the 
five day &rkdrop and 
another which pceded 
itwereusedtotiainover 
50 consultaufs on the 
various aspects o f  ELA 
pre paration 
He indicateathat the 
EP.4 ACT of iPJa man- 
dated the ageDcg % en- 
sure compIianawith any 
laid d o m  EIâ proce- 
dures in the 2taaning 
an4 e~ecution of deveE 
opment pmj- indud- 
ing compiia&inrespect 
of existing pm+S 
Canseme&.the Er- 
Dr. Acquah obsmed 
that E U  teports and 
statemew uin MW be 
made a v a l e  to disaicc 
assemblies wtiexe the un- 
dataking wiU be catried 
ou+ EPA regional offices 
wbere pmjects are to be 
I#.ated and at the EP.9 
head office for the gen- 
uai public ta sautinise- 
He said the launch- 
ing of the EP14 newslet- 
ter =hi& will be pub- 
lished once every rwo 
rnonths is in line with 
the agencys ducational 
strategy. 
Mr E. P. D. Eames, 
DLeaor of the Ministry 
of Envimnmen~ Saence 
and Techoatogy who 
cbaired the hction said 
the EPAin its endeavour 
ta put in place adons m 
ashieve sustainab t e de- 
ecnrive Pita& said vtlopment in the coun- 
Dr. Peter ~ . ' ~ c ~ u a h .  widi the publimaon, the trg has developed the 
Executive Dire.ctoroÏthe EP.% h v  madeavaiiable E M  p d u n a .  
Public Notice Advenised in a Ghanaian DaiIy Newspaper (The Grophic of seplember 5 -  
1995) 
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Appendix C: Sarnple of Interview Guides 
IZVDIGENOUS INS'I'ITU1IONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
A 
Interview Guide (tradifional fanners) 
Introduction 
Interviews will be conducted with the help of trained research assistants. 
Research assistants will be instructed to explain to respondents that the interviews are part of a 
study by Seth Appiah-Opoku, a PhD student at the University of Waterloo, Canada. 
This is neither a governent survey nor a profit-onented project. The information will be 
aggregated with those frorn similar interviews with other people and will be used for academic 
purposes in Mr. Appiah-Opoku's doctoral dissertation at Waterloo. The information collected 
is confidential and no direct references will be made to individual names. 
A bnef sumrnary of the results of the study will be provided to each respondent in appreciation 
of their involvement in the snidy. 
Environmental assessrnent involves a systematic analysis of the impacts of policies, programs, 
and projects. and the way in which negative impacts could be rninimized prior to implementation. 
(Research assistants should use additional piece of paper tu record responses where necessary) 
.............. Identification number: Location of interview: .................. 
Date of Interview: .................... 
Section A 
Indigenous ecoiogical knowledge and practices pertaining to environmental conservation and 
resource management 
1. How long have you been practising farming as a major occupation? 
1 < Syrs 
[ ]  11 -2Oyrs 
[ ]  31 - 40 yrs 
[ ] > SOyrs 
addition do you do hunting? 
3. Do you own your familand? 
Answer the following: 
(a) how did you acquire the land for your farming activities 
(b) what is the procedure for acquiring land in this community? 
(c) if someone else owns the land, what is the tenure arrangement? How often does the 
owner visit the farm? 
4. Which of the fotlowing farming methods do you use often and why? (check one or more) 
[ ] crop rotation 
[ ] bush fallowing 
(specify ) . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
[ ] intercropping 
[ ] crop plantation [ ] o t h e r  
5 .  What specific farming implements do you use? 
6.  Are there any changes between your current farming methods and those you used in the 
put? 
If "yes" explain your answer (ie. the change, the reasons for the changes, how and when 
did occur) 
7. What is the current situation regarding soi1 fertility of your farmland? 
What are the indicators you use to determine the following: 
(a) poor soil fertility? 
(b) fertile soil? 
8. How do you maintain the fertility of your soil? 
9. (a) Have you ever experienced soi1 erosion problems on your farm? 
1 1  yes 1 1 no 
(b) what techniques do you use to prevent soil erosion? 
10. (a) Have you ever experienced an outbreak of plant disease on your fami? 
(b) what techniques do you use to prevent the outbreak of plant disease on your farm? 
11. Do you use preserve any of your farm produce? 
[ 1 yes [ 1 no 
If "yes" answer the following question: 
(a) explain the method(s) you use to preserve your farm produce. 
(b) I d  are the method(s) effective? 
1 1 Yes [ 3 no 
If "no" what are the problems with the method(s)? 
12. Do you know of any plant(s) or herb(s) on your farm that could be used for medicinai 
purposes? 
1 1 yes r 1 no 
If "yes" give specific exarnples 
13. Do any of your children (if any) help you on your farm? 
[ 1 Yes [ 1 no 
If "no" give reasons: 
If "yes" give the following detaiis: 
(a) number of children who help you on your farm 
(b) males and females 
(c) age at which they started helping you on your farm 
(d) what kind of fanning activities do they perform? 
Section B 
Social noms, traditional beliefs, environmentai conservation and resource management 
14. Are there "special" days (or seasons) in the year during which you refrain from workng 
on your fami because of a social n o m  (eg. traditional belief, taboo. festival or rinial)? 
If "yes" answer the following questions: 
15. Are there any restrictions on the use of a natural resource (eg. rivers, Iakes, land, forest 
etc.) on your farm or in your community? 
If "yes" give the following details: 
HOW IS IT 
ENFORCED 
? 




16. Do you observe the social noms (eg. indigenous beliefs, taboos. festivals or ntuals) in 
your community? 







Indigenous farmen, environmental conservation and resource management 
17. Which of the following environmental problems has your community ever expenenced 
(tick as rnany as applicable)? 
[ ] drought [ ] deforestation 
[ ] bushfire [ ]  flooding 
[ ] waste disposal [ 1 air pollution 
[ ] water pollution [ ] other (specib) .................... 
(b) In what ways can you contribute to the solution of any 3 or more of the 
environmental problems in your community? 
If "yes" in what ways does this Council convol or influence your farrning practices? 
18. Are your farming activities affected by the land tenue systern in your cornmunity? 
Explain your answer. 
Section D 
Socio-economic and demographic characteristics of respondents 
19. Sex of respondent 
[ 1 male 
[ ] female 
20. Age of respondent 
[ ] 11 - 20 yrs 
[ ]  31 - 40 
[]Si-60 
1 >70 
[ ] 21 - 30 yrs 
[ ] 4 1  - 5 0  
[ ]  61 -70  
2 1. Educationai status 
[ ] no forma1 education [ ] elementary 
f ] secondary [ ] tertiary1Post secondary 
Interview Guide (tradirional healers) 
Introduction 
Interviews will be conducted with the help of trained research assistants. 
Research assistants will be instnicted to explain to respondents that the interviews are part of a 
study by Seth Appiah-Opoku, a PN) student at the University of Waterloo. Canada. 
This is neither a govemment survey nor a profit-oriented project. The information will be 
aggregated with those from similar interviews with other people and wili be used for academic 
purposes in Mr. Appiah-Opoku's doctoral dissertation at Waterloo. The information collected 
is confidential and no direct references will be made to individual names. A brief surnmary 
of the results of the study will be provided to each respondent in appreciation of their 
involvement in the study. 
Environmental assessrnent involves a systematic analysis of the potential environmental impacts 
of policies. programs. and projects, and the way in which those effects can be minimized prior 
to irnplemen tation. (Research assistants should use addinonal piece of puper ro record responses 
di ere n ecessa r y) 
.................. Identification number: ............ ,. Location of interview: 
.................. Date of Interview: 
Section A 
Indigenous ecological knowledge and practices pertaining to environmental conservation and 
resource management 
1. How long have you been a traditional healer? 
[ 1 < 5yrs 
[ ] 11 - 20 yrs 
[ ] 31 - 40 yrs 
[ ] > 50yrs 
3 . Type of healer:(check one or more) 
[ ] 5 - 10 yrs 
[ ] 21 - 30 yrs 
[ ] 41 - 50 yrs 
[ ] fetish pnest/priestess [ ] herbalist 
[ j traditional birth attendant [ ] cultish 
[ ] bone setters [ ] other (speciQ) 
3. Where did you receive your training? 
4. How many years did you spend in training? 
5 .  Are there any difference(s) between current healing methods and those you used in the 
pas t? 
If " yes" answer the following questions: 
(a) what are the difference(s) 
(b) what necessitated the changes? 
6 .  Do you use plant species for your healing practice? 
If "yes" answer the following questions: 
(a) Which parts of plant species do you use (eg. leavesherbs, roots, 
barks, or their secreted products)? 
(b) Estimate the number of plant species you use for medicinal purposes? 
[ 1 4 0  [ ]  10-20 
[ ] a - 3 0  [ ]  31 -40 
[]41 -50 [ I >SI 
(c) Where do you obtain medicinal plants or herbs for your heaiing practice? 
[ ] riversides [ ] seasides 
[ ] highlands [ 1 forest 
[ 3 savana zones [ ] backyard herbal garden 
[ ] markets [ ] other (speciw) .................... ... 
(d) How far do you often travel in order to obtain medicinal plants or herbs for your 
practice? 
[ ]  < lOkm [ ]  10-20 km 
[ ]  21 - 3 O k m  []31-40k~n 
[ ] 4 1  - 5 O k m  [] 51 -6Okm 
[ ]  61 - 7 O k m  [ ] > 70 km 
What was the distance involved when you first began practising traditional medicine? 
7. Do you use animal species for your healing practice? 
If "yes" answer the following questions: 
(a) Which kinds of animal species do you use (eg. mammals, reptiles. 
arnphibians etc.) 
(b) Estimate the number of animal species you use for medicinal purposes? 
(c) Where do you obtain animal species for your healing practice? 
[ ] riversides [ ] seasides 
[ ] highlands [ ] forest 
[ ] savana zones [ ] backyard garden 
[ j markets [ ] other (speciQ) ..............--....... 
(d) How far do you often travel in order to obtain animal species for your heaiing 
practice? 
What was the distance involved when you fust began practising traditional healing? 
8. Compared with the time you fint began practising traditional medicine, do you think it 
is easier nowadays to obtain the foliowing? 
(a) medicinal plant species? [ ] yes 1 1 no 
If "no" what particular difficulties do you encounter in procuring plant species for your 
healing practice? 
(b) medicinal animal species? [ ] yes [ ] no 
If "no" what particular difficulties do you encounter in procunng animal species for your 
healing practice? 
9. (a) How do you preserve your medicine obtained from plant or animal species? 
(b) 1s the method(s) effective? 
10. Are any of your children (if any) helping you in your healing practice? 
[ 1 yes E 1 no 
If "no" give reasons: 
If "yes" give the following details: 
(a) number of children helping you in your heaiing practice. 
(b) males and fendes. 
(c) age at which they started helping you. 
(d) specific heahg activities assigned to them. 
Section B 
Social norms, traditional beliefs, environmental conservation and resource management 
11. Are there "special" days (or seasons) in the year during which you refrain from healing 
activities because of a social nom (eg. traditional belief, taboo, festival or ritual)? 
1 1  Yes [ 1 no 
If "yes" give the following details: 











12. Are there any restrictions on the use of naturd resources (eg. rivers, lakes. land. forest) 
in your community? 
t 1 Yes 1 3 no 
If "yes" give the following details: 
13. Do you observe the social noms (eg. indigenous beliefs, taboos, festivals or rituals) in 
your community? 
Give reasons for your answer: 
Section C 
Linking traditional healers, traditional religious leaders, environmental conservation and 
resource management 
Which of the following environmental problems has your community ever expenenced 
(tick as many as applicable)? 
[ ] drought [ ] deforestation 
[ ] bushfire [ ] flooding 
[ ] waste disposal [ ] air pollution 
[ ] water pollution [ ] other (specify) .................... 
(b) In what ways can you contribute to the solution of any 3 or more of the 
environmental problems in your comrnunity? 
Are you aware of the activities of Ghana Psychic and Traditional Healers Association? 
C 1 Yes r 1 no 
If "yes" in what ways does the Association controls or influences your healing practices? 
Are there any regulations or policies by the govemment which affect your healing 
practices? 
[ 1 yes [ 1 no 
Explain your answer. 
Section D 
Socio-economic and demographic characteristics of respondents 
27. Sex of respondent 
[ 1 male [ ] femaie 
18. Age of respondent 
[ ]  1 1  - 20 yrs [ ]  21 - 30 
[ ]  31 -40  1141 -50  
[ ]  51 - 6 0  [ ]  61 -70 
[ 1 >70 
19. Educational status 
[ ]  no forma1 education [ ] elementary 
[ ] secondary [ ] tertiarylPost secondary 
-- - 
INDf GENOUS INSTITUTIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
Interview Guide (traditional hunters) 
Introduction 
Interviews will be conducted with the help of trained research assistants. 
Research assistants will be instructed to explain to respondents that the interviews are part of a 
study by Seth Appiah-Opoku. a PhD student at the University of Waterloo, Canada. 
This is neither a govemment survey nor a profit-oriented project. The information will be 
aggregated with those from similar interviews with other people and will be used for acadernic 
purposes in Mr. Appiah-Opoku's doctoral dissertation at Waterloo. The information collected 
is confidentid and no direct references will be made to individual names. A brief summary 
of the results of the study will be provided to each respondent in appreciation of their 
involvement in the study. 
Environmental assessrnent involves a systematic anaiysis of the potential environmental impacts 
of policies, prograrns, and projects, and the way in which those effects can be minimized pnor 
to implementation. (Research assistants should use additional piece of paper to record responses 
where necessary) 
Identification number: .............. Location of interview: .................. 
.................... Date of Interview: 
Section A 
Ecological knowledge and practices pertaining to environmental conservation and resource 
management 
i .  How long have you been a hunter? 
[ ]  c 10 years [ ]  10 - 20 yrs 
[ ] 21 - 30 yrs [ ]  31 - 40 yrs 
[ ] 41 - 50 yrs [ ]  >5 1 yrs 
2. Which of the following methods/tools do you use for hunting? 
[ ] set traps [ ] bow and arrows 
[ ]  hunting dogs [ ] hunting guns 
........... [ ] other (speciS>) 
3. Are there any difference(s) between current hunting methods and those used in the past? 
If "yes" what are the difference(s) and what necessitated the changes? 
4. (a) What kinds of mammals, birds. reptiles, or fish do you often hunt? 
(b) Which of them is your favourite "catch"? 
5. Do you think it is easier nowadays to obrain a "catch" cornpared with the time you first 
began hunting? 
If "no" what particular difficulties do you encounter in obtaining a "catch"? 
6.  What is the habitat of your favourite "catch" during the following seasons: 
(a) rainy season? 
(b) dry season? 
7. What is the feeding habit of your favourite "catch" in temis of the following: 
(a) types of food? 
(b) where it looks for food? 
(c) where it stores food? 
(d) when it looks for food? 
8. What is the iife cycle of your favounte "catch" in temis of the following: 
(a) time of the year when mating occurs? 
(b) time of the year when young ones are bom? 
(c) the usual number of young ones born? 
(d) length of nursing penod? 
(e) indicator(s) or evidence of its territory? 
(f) average life-span 
9. Are any of your children (if any) learning your art of hunting? 
Il Yes E 1 no 
If "yes" give the following details: 
(a) number of children learning your art of hunting 
(b) males and females 
( c )  age at which they started IeamÏng your art of hunting 
(d) specific hunting activities assigned to children 
Section B 
Social noms, traditional beliefs, environmental conservation and resource management 
10. Are there "special" days (or seasons) in the year during which you refrain from hunting 
because of a social n&m (eg. traditional belief, taboo, festivai or ritual)? 
11 yes 1 1 no 
If "yes" answer the following details: 
11. Are there any restrictions on the use of natural resources (eg. rivers, Mes,  land. forest) 
in your community? 
r 1 Yes C 1 no 
If "yes" give the following details: 
HOW IS ïï 
ENFORCED 
? 
12. Do you observe the social noms (eg. indigenous beliefs, taboos, festivals or rituals) in 
your community? 







1 1 Yes 1 no 
Give reasons for your answer: 
REASONS OR 
SIGNIlFICANCE 
13. Are there any indigenous taboos, prohibitions. or d e s  for hunting in your comrnunity 
with respect to the following: 
(a) showing respect for mammals, birds, repules, and fish? 
11 Yes t 1 no 
If "yes" explain yow answer. 
(b) lirnits placed on numben, sex, and age of mammals, birds, reptiles, or fish? 
1 1  Yes I 1 no 
If "yes" explain your answer. 
Section C 
Linking traditional hunting, environmentai assessrnent and other institutions 
14. Which of the following environmental problerns has your community expenenced? 
[ ] drought [ ] deforestation 
[ ] bushfire [ ] flooding 
[ ] waste disposal [ ] air pollution 
[ ] water pollution [ ] other (specifjr) .................... 
15. Are there any regulations or policies by the govemment which affect your hunting 
practices? 
Explain your answer. 
Section D 
Socio-economic and demographic characteristics of respondents 
16. Sex of respondent 
[ 1 mde [ ] female 
17. Age of respondent 
[ 1 21 - 30 yrs 
[ ]  41 - 5 0  
[ ] 6 1 - 7 0  
18. Educational status 
[ ] no formal education [ ] elementary 
[ ] secondary [ ] tertiaryIPost secondary 
19. Social status (check one or more) 
[ ] family head [ ] elder 
[ ] chiefhbchief [ ] other (specify) 
Interview Guide (key govemment omiaIs9 acudemicians9 environmentaIisfrl & &GO'S) 
Introduction 
Interviews will be conducted with the help of trained research assistants. The interviews are part 
of a study by Seth Appiah-Opoku. a PhD candidate at the University of Waterloo. Canada. 
This is neither a govemment s w e y  nor a profit-oriented project. The information will be 
aggregated with those from similar interviews with other people and will be used for academic 
purposes in Mr. Appiah-Opoku's doctoral dissertation at Waterloo. The information coilected 
is confidentid and no direct references wiU be made to individual names. A brief surnrnary 
of the results of the study will be provided to each respondent in appreciation of their 
involvement in the study. 
Environmentai assessment involves a systematic analysis of the ptential environmental impacts 
of policies, programs, and projects, and the way in which those effects can be rninimized prior 
to implernentation. (Research assistants should use additioruzl piece of paper to record responses 
where necessary) 
Identification nurnber: .............. Location of interview: .................. 
Date of Interview: .................... 
Section A 
Indigenous institutions, environmental assessment and formal institutions 
1. What is the current official administration and procedures for environmental assessment 
in Ghana? 
2. What kinds of undertaking are subject to environmental assessment requirements? 
3. 0 3  you recognize the existence of indigenous institutions in Ghana? 
If "yes" give 3 or more examples of indigenous institutions in Ghana. 
Do you think Ghana is experiencing serious environmental problems? 
1 Yes C 1 no 
If "yes" give specific examples. Please mnk the 3 most serious environmental problems 
Are there any constraints to the EIA and Planning in Ghana? 
[ 1 yes [ 1 no 
If "yes" what are some of the constraints?. Please rank the the 3 most serious constraints. 
Section B 
Sociosconomic and demographic characteristics of respondents 
6. Sex of respondent 
E 1 male 
Age of respondent 
[ ]  11 - 20 yrs 
[ ]  31 -40 
[ ]  51 -60  
I: 1 >70 
[ ] female 
8. Educational status 
[ ] no forma1 education [ elementary 
[ ] secondary [ ] tertiaryPost secondary 
[ 1 other (specis) 
